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 ^ -'abstract' •
 
This study explores and exposes the dichotomy that
 
currently exists between educational policy and research in
 
learning theory. It also investigates the impact of V
 
current policies on practicing educators ahd shares their
 
perooptiohs op policies are affecting them, their
 
students and theitGlassrOom practices.
 
Our schools are inundated with problems, both
 
educatiohal and social. TherO is a great deal of public
 
criticism of and dissatisfaction with our schools. It is
 
of vital importance that a more effective public education
 
system be developed to meet the needs of all students and
 
to satisfy the issues of public accountability.
 
It is the premise of this study tha:t a good deal of
 
the problems related to our schools today are the result of
 
the contradictions that exist between policy and the
 
research in learning theory. A more cbhesive and coherent
 
program of policy development that supports rather than
 
hinders genuine learning needs to be implemented in order
 
to encourage the incorporation of more effective and highly
 
researched educational orientations and strategies into our
 
schools.
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 ^ ONE: INTRODUCTION
 
The vital importance of quality public education for
 
our citizens and our nation has historically been a
 
fundamental supposition of our democratic government. An
 
educated citizenry forms the foundation of a democratic
 
nation, a burgeoning economy, and a healthy and stable
 
society. In addition, all parents hold the hope and
 
expectation of a quality education for their children.
 
However, in recent years public education has fallen under
 
a great deal of scrutiny and criticism.
 
This discontent and concern is universally
 
acknowledged. It is one of the major issues on the
 
political agenda nationwide and is an on-going topic in the
 
media. There is concern about how Ouf students measure up
 
against students from other nations. The business
 
community complains that students are not being adequately
 
prepared for the work force and colleges and universities
 
express concern about the number of students arriving at
 
their doors requiring remediation of basic skills. Many
 
parents seeking the best possible education for their
 
children are turning to the options of home schooling or
 
private schools.
 
It is cpmmdnlycpnceded that there are enormous
 
problems impacting our schools. In many locations there
 
are bver-crowded^ ^^^^^ ^G^ and inadequate facilities.
 
There are gross inequities in funding and a shortage of
 
well prepared teachers. In this multi-cultural and multi-^
 
lingual nation; the schools are expected to successfully
 
educate a very diverse population. In addition, the
 
tremendPus societal problems of our hation permeate our
 
schools. This reality brings the added challenge of
 
attempting to educate Children who are often more concerned
 
about survival than learning. With increased focus on the
 
perceived failings of our schools, added to the many
 
problems they are attempting to address, it is
 
understandable that an aura of anxiety and fear has
 
Historically, our schools have been operated and
 
controlled locally. However, in the current atmosphere of
 
alarm and panic, a new pattern has developed. The federal
 
government has become more involved and more directive in
 
educational policy affecting individual states. In turn,
 
the states have responded by imposing increasingly numerous
 
and restrictive legislative mandates on their school
 
districts.
 
Bean and Apple (1995) express sympathy and Concern for
 
the predicament in which public schools find themselves.
 
They are asked to educate everyone successfully and then
 
are blamed for the economic and social issues that make it
 
very:difficult t:0 do so. There is a great deal of rhetoric
 
about the importance of local control of schools, when in
 
fact legislatures are defining the standards and testing
 
procedures that will be used to measure success Or failure.
 
Within a Very diverse culture, narrow and limited curricula
 
are still a fact of life. The demand for instruction in
 
critical thinking skills goes hand in hand with mandated
 
programs and methodology that infringes on the need or
 
desire for students to think or make sense of what they are
 
being aSked to do (p.3).
 
In specific response to the Goals 2000 legislation,
 
Purpel (1995) states great concern about the degree to
 
which the federal government is starting to regulate
 
education through "voluntary" legislation. He sees it as a
 
serious infringement on "teacher autonomy, community
 
involvement and student participation" (p.165) and a
 
dramatic move toward "centralized rigidity, uniformity, and
 
pOliticization of education" (p.165).
 
Darling-Hammond (1997) also deplores the hundreds of
 
pieGes of legislation that have been recently enacted to
 
improye schools. She refers to these efforts as "merely
 
symbolic change" (p.41) and maintains that genuine reform
 
will fail unless it is built on a foundation of teaching
 
knowledge and structural change. She contends there are
 
two conflicting theories of reform that are effecting
 
education today. The first is that of tightened control of
 
legislation resulting in more tests, more courses, more
 
curricula and more effort from school employees. This
 
approach is enforced through the use of rewards and
 
sanctions. The second theory she describes is directed
 
toward improvement of instruction through teacher
 
education, more collaborative Organizations, improved
 
assessment practices and decentralizing school decision-

making (p.42). The tension between these two theories or
 
approaches to educational improvement is very real and
 
critical to understanding the fractured state of our
 
educational system today.
 
As has been stated previously, it is imperative that
 
we develop and maintain effective and strong public
 
schools. All children deserve equal opportunities to learn
 
and to develop their potentials. Our students are our
 
future. The conflict arEives over the method to be used to
 
accomplish these goals.
 
At the present time, the predominant method is through
 
legislative mandates incorporating uniform standards of
 
achievement and high stakes standardized testing to measure
 
this achievement. Another method, largely ignored or
 
minimized, is the consistent and effective implementation
 
of the enormous base of research that has been done in
 
recent years in the area of cognitive learning theory.
 
Caine and Caine maintain that "we desperately need to
 
change our collective thinking and to take advantage of the
 
research in learning, including the neurosciences.
 
Understanding how humans learn needs to become the
 
cornerstone for understanding how to teach" (1997b, p.v).
 
Through thorough and deep understanding and
 
implementation of researched instructional practices, many
 
believe a positive change in classrooms around the country
 
can occur. Toward the end of my twenty-seven years in the
 
classroom, I experienced a gradual and subtle movement
 
toward standardization of learning and control of
 
instruction. I also experienced a growing dissonance
 
between my beliefs about children, teaching and learning
 
and the direction that the educational bureaucracy was
 
taking. No longer is this movement subtle. It is a
 
national phenomenon and although very drastic, it has been
 
described by many as just another "swing in the pendulum."
 
This may be, but the repercussions of this movement may be
 
too harmful and extreme to be written off so blithely.
 
This qualitative study is founded on the need to
 
explore and expose the dichotomy that exists between
 
educational research on cognitive learning theory and the
 
actual policy decisions and mandates that are being enacted
 
by state departments of education. It is an applied
 
research study instituted by the necessity for more
 
coherence and congruence between educational research and
 
educational policy, to more effectively serve our students
 
and build stronger schools.
 
It is contended that the great majority of legislative
 
policy reforms and mandates that direct the instruction and
 
curricula in our schools at present are detrimental to
 
genuine learning and improved performance of our students.
 
Moffett echoes this opinion when he states that, "In my
 
experience^ the biggest single stumbling block to
 
educational improvement are [sic] the state legislatures,
 
because they wield far too much power in education for the
 
little they understand about it" (1994, p.120). It is also
 
strongly contended that if the available research on
 
cognitive learning theory were actively and consistently
 
incorporated into instructional and curricular programs in
 
our schools, student progress, success, and pleasure in
 
learning would greatly increase.
 
Lastly, this study hopes to clarify the effect this
 
dichotomy in theories and approaches has had on the
 
educational community, most specifically, our teachers.
 
What is this situation doing to our teachers? How are they
 
feeling about this conflict and how are they coping? What
 
do they see happening to their students?
 
In the unfolding of this study I briefly review the
 
history of recent federal government legislation that has
 
been responsible for the enactment of the current standards
 
and high stakes testing movement. I then review the
 
specific policies enacted by the departments of education
 
in California and Alaska that are currently impacting the
 
schools in those two states. These states were selected
 
due to the need to limit the study and also because I
 
taught in and have teaching colleagues in both states.
 
The literature review concentrates on the recent
 
findings in cognitive learning theory and how these
 
findings can be applied to instruction, curriculum.
 
assessment, and infrastructure of the schools. Through
 
this investigation, the dichotomy between recommended
 
researched theories and practices and the current practices
 
in schools that are supported and directed through policy
 
mandate are clarified.
 
Lastly, I share the results of in-depth interviews
 
with a selection of teachers as to how these conflicts are
 
impacting them, their students and their classroom
 
practices. Through the investigation of their attitudes,
 
beliefs, and experiences, and exploration of the research
 
findings, I draw some conclusions and ideas for further
 
thought and study.
 
CHAPTER TWO: POLICy REVIEW
 
In reviewing educational policy, four areas are
 
discussed. The first is a general orientation to policy
 
formation. Then there is an overview of major federal
 
policy formation over the past two decades. Lastly, there
 
is a review of pertinent current policy within the states
 
of California and Alaska.
 
Orientation to Policy Development
 
As a starting point in the discussion of education
 
policies, it is important to have some understanding of the
 
forces and factors that influence the establishment of
 
policy. According to Marshall (1991) there is a constant
 
tension for policy makers between the need to insure
 
quality and control while still guaranteeing choice and
 
equity. She makes the point that these factors are rarely
 
addressed in a balanced manner and that policy is
 
inherently value and culture-laden. Policy is greatly
 
influenced by the pblitical, economic, cultural and social
 
trends of the time in which it is established. According
 
to Rizvi, as quoted by Marshall, the dominant culture tends
 
to submerge the needs of sub-cultures in policy decisions
 
as "policies are administrative allocation of values, given
 
legitimacy and authority in particular cultural context"
 
(p.15). While policy decisions often do not reflect this
 
obligation, Marshall maintains that "good decision making
 
can occur only after a wide search identifies the needs and
 
concerns of all the people who will be affected by a
 
decision" (p.14).
 
Gallagher and Gallagher (1991) discuss the policy
 
analysis framework that was developed by Mcdonnel and
 
Elmore at the Rand Corporation and at Michigan State
 
University. They refer to the framework as a "means of
 
identifying and understanding factors that influence the
 
choice behavior of policy makers" (p.160). In their
 
discussion they identify four specific types of policies
 
and also the two major factors that influence the decision
 
to legislate a particular type. Briefly, the four types
 
are described as mandates, or "rules that govern the
 
performance of individuals and agencies," inducements,
 
which "are transfers of money to individuals or agencies in
 
return for valued things or performance," capacity-builders
 
which "are transfers of money for the purposes of
 
investment" and lastly, system-changers which "are
 
transfers of authority within agencies to alter the system"
 
(p.160). The choice of which kind of policy to develop and
 
legislate is determined by the perceived problem and the
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available resources or limiting factors that exist. As
 
this study unfolds, it is important to keep in mind these
 
different factors concerning policy development.
 
Federal Education Policy
 
During the past forty years our nation has weathered
 
continual and alarming reports concerning the failings of
 
our educational system. The reports have been spurred by
 
events outside the system that resulted in a major response
 
from within. Sputnik in the late fifties caused great
 
alarm about our failure to keep up in the space program arid
 
resulted in a focus on improved and increased math and
 
science instruction and a major revamping of our
 
educational priorities. in the 60s, with national concern
 
around civil rights and segregation, our schools were
 
called upon to be instrumental in solving those problems.
 
As our schools became more diverse and integrated in
 
student populations, alarm began to develop about falling
 
test scores and the potential repercussions for the U.S.
 
economy.
 
Then in 1983 came the publication of A Nation at Risk:
 
The Imperative for Educational Reform. This report caused
 
tremendous reaction;all over the country and set the tone
 
for the following decade of educational concern and reform
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efforts. Describing our educational system as "a rising
 
tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a
 
Nation and a people" (Stedman, 1994), the National
 
Commission on Excellence set the scene for national panic.
 
This document maintained that we were not providing our
 
nation's youth with the necessary skills as evidenced by
 
falling test scores and increases in illiteracy rates. The
 
states responded with massive legislative action including
 
"mandates, accountability directives and various other
 
changes in educational policies" (Bell, 1993, p.593).
 
Ten years after the fact, Terrel Bell, the Secretary
 
of Education at the time of the publishing of A Nation at
 
Risk, made apologetic efforts to justify the report. He
 
maintained the report was done in an attempt to rally the
 
American people around their schools and was never intended
 
to send a message of failure concerning educators or "for
 
teachers to receive the blame that was heaped upon them"
 
(1993, p.593). In a reflective mode he admitted
 
The top-down initiatives by the states failed to
 
come anywhere near to meeting the expectations of
 
those who sponsored the legislation. And we soon
 
learned that gains in student achievement,
 
declines in high school dropout rates, and other
 
desired outcomes cannot be attained simply by
 
changing standards and mandating procedures and
 
practices, (p.594)
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He also stated that for true reform to occur it would
 
require a massive, system-wide effort that ^quld need to
 
include parents and communities. Education needed to
 
become everyone's responsibility and learning needed to be
 
hurtured "inside and outside the school. We must become a
 
learning society" (p.596).
 
The intense and negative attention focused on our
 
schools continued throughout the 80s. In 198$, President
 
Bush, the "Education President>" gathered the gpvernors
 
together at an "Education Summit." During this meeting,
 
they developed and adopted six national goals to serve as a
 
focus fob the reform movement ahead and "provide direction
 
toward excellence for education in ^^erica'' f
 
1993, p.58). The six national goals as reported by the
 
U.S. Department of Education were
 
1. All children in America will start school ready
 
to learn.
 
2. The high school graduation rate will increase tp
 
at least 90%.
 
3. American students wili leave Grades 4, 8, and 12
 
having demonstrated competency in challenging
 
subject matter, including English, mathematics,
 
science, tiistory/ and geography; students will
 
learn to use their minds well so they may be
 
prepared for responsible citizenship, further
 
learning, and productive employment in our modern
 
4.l^erican students will b^ first in the world
 
in science and mathematics achievement.
 
5. Every adult American will be literate and will
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possess the knowledge and skill necessary to
 
compete in a global economy and exercise the
 
rights and responsibilities of citizenship.
 
6.Every school in America will be free of drugs and
 
violence and will offer a disciplined environment
 
conducive to learning. (Flood & Lapp, p.58)
 
By 1991, America 2000: An Education Strategy was
 
developed as a means of attaining the national goals.
 
During the debate about America 2000 there was a great deal
 
of discussion about how to accomplish the national goals.
 
Ravitch stated that there were three objectives. The first
 
was to encourage each community to adopt the national goals
 
and to develop local strategies to work on and report on
 
progress toward these goals. Second was the creation of
 
many "break-the-mold" schools as models for emulation. The
 
third goal was the development of voluntary "world class"
 
standards and achievement tests (1993, p.768). Ravitch
 
maintained that "the object was not to create higher
 
hurdles for students, but to demystify what was to be
 
learned and to help all students reach higher levels of
 
learning" (p.769).
 
The New Standards Project, an outgrowth of America
 
2000, was aimed at developing national standards and
 
assessments. National standards were to be developed in
 
three areas: curriculum content standards, student
 
performance standards, and school delivery standards. In
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1 
the words of Lauren Reshick, direotor of t New Standards
 
Project, the goal of the project was the creation of
 
'^standards and assessments to help bring about better 

student outcomes — a different quality and higher level of
 
student achievement'' (0'Neil, 1993, p.l7). She also spoke
 
in favor Of an assessment system that "heavily engages
 
teachers in task development^ scoring, and using the
 
results to improve curriculum and instruction" (p.l8).
 
There were many critics of the national standards
 
movementV The issues of widespread poverty, disintegrating
 
family structures, growing numbers of "at risk" students,
 
increasing evidence of violence and drugs in our society,
 
and growing hutt^ers of racially and culturaily diverse
 
student populations forced many to question the realistic
 
nature of natibnal goals (Howe, 1992; Orlich, 1994; Riley,
 
1992). Other critics, such as prominent educators Elliot
 
Eisner and Linda Darling-Hammond (Flood & Lapp, 1993),
 
charged that the staridafds were an oversimplification of
 
the actual needs of our schools and our society. Moffett
 
observed that "America 2000 was launched by the governors
 
and the president with yiftually no forum in Congress/ the
 
public, or educators. By the time most people knew what
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was happening, they could address only the question of how,
 
not whether" (1994, p.135).
 
Another problem that was not addressed by the national
 
standards movement was the great disparity and inequity
 
that existed in school funding. Howe (1992) commented that
 
America 2000 "doesn't mention a central fact of life:
 
maldistribution of education revenues from state to state,
 
district to district, school to school." Jonathan Kozol,
 
another critic of the tremendous inequalities in education
 
funding, responded to America 2000 with total disdain.
 
Kozol, as quoted by Dohohue (1994), said it consisted of
 
recycled cliches and:
 
The bnly really new items in it are a proposal
 
for a national exam, which is purposeless...and a
 
poisonous recommendation that we give public
 
school money to children to attend private
 
schools, which is really an item of extremist
 
right-wing ideology^
 
Another widely shared concern was the influence of
 
business and corporate interests on the development of
 
educational policy (Berliner and Biddle, 1995; MOffett,
 
1994; Kohn, 1999). Presidential commissions were often
 
chaired by executives of large companies. There were
 
countless reports on American schooling released by such
 
agencies as The Business Coalition for Education Reform,
 
the Business Roundtable, the National Alliance of Business,
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and^the Committee of Economic Development;. The reports
 
coming out of these agencies sounded strikingly similar and
 
were filled with words such as "tough, "competitive,"
 
"world-class," "accountability," "standards," and "raising
 
the bar." Kohn found it "disturbing that the government
 
tends to ride in business's wake, issuing reports that
 
contain remarkably similar language, essentially the sernie
 
recommendations/ and the identical objectives" (1999/
 
■p.15)..^ 
Worth noting is another nationai Study on the 
condition of education that was initiated by then secretary 
of energy, James Watkins, in 1990. In his own words, it 
was launched in an effort to "pick our society up by its 
bootstraps" (Tanner, 1993, p.290). Known as the Sahdia 
Report, the results of the findings were withheld from 
publication for over two years as it was Subjected to 
review by officials of the National Science Foundation and 
the National Center for Education Statistics. It was 
believed by many (Stedman, 1994) that this was done because 
the findings did not support the Bush administration's 
educational policy and reform, agenda. 
Robert Huelskamp(1993), one of the three senior 
researchers from Sandia National Laboratories assigned to 
17 
the research project, stated that the study "sought to
 
provide an objective, 'outsider's' look at U.S. education."
 
To the surprise of the researchers, "on nearly every
 
measure^ w steady or slightly improving trends."
 
Using much of the s^S dSLta a^ Department of Education
 
and the National Science Foundation, the researchers
 
arrived at noticeably different cbnglusions. Tanner stated
 
that "the data had never before been put together
 
effectively for purposes of giving a balanced and
 
constructive view of American public education" (1993, 
;p..292)'.';'' , • ■ .•^, ■. ' ■ 
After finalisihg their report in the spring of 1991, 
the researchers found themselves at the center of debate 
and controversy over its contents. Among the findings were 
1. SAT scores of every ethnic or racial group had 
been improving or at least maintained since the 
early 1970s. Lowered aggregate scores were the 
result of increasing numbers of students taking 
the test. 
2. Performance on the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress tests had been improving.
3. High school drop-out rates had been declining 
for all groups except Hispanics and their humberS 
were impacted by recent immigrants who had not 
completed high school in their native country* ^ 
(Tanner, 1993, pp.292 & 293) 
There were other interesting conclusions, but probably 
the most profound was that of the changing demographic 
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makeup of the student body of our nation's schools.
 
Huelskamp (1993) stated that:
 
Immigration was higher in the 1980s than in any
 
decade this century except the first, and
 
projections for the 1990s are even higher.,..Over
 
150 languages are represented in schools
 
nationwide; figures near this number occur in
 
single large districts.
 
Among the researchers' recommendations was the need
 
for the nation to clarify necessary changes and find the
 
leadership required to bring about these changes. They
 
emphasized the importance of improving the performance of
 
minority and disadvantaged learners and the need to adjust
 
to the reality of large immigrant populations in the
 
schools. They also stated the need to improve the status
 
and respect for elementary and secondary educators and to
 
upgrade the data regarding education (Huelskamp, 1993).
 
Additionally, the Sandia Report raised some concerns about
 
the national tendency to subordinate school interests to
 
those of industrial and economic interests (Tanner, 1993).
 
Briefings on the report were conducted with officials
 
of the U.S. Department of Education. Diane Ravitch, then
 
assistant secretary for education research and improvement,
 
and others in the department, demanded that the report be
 
reviewed for accuracy by the National Science Foundation
 
and the National Center for Education Statistics. This
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process held up publication of the report for two years and
 
successfully defused the controversy that surrounded the
 
findings.
 
Nevertheless, Bush's America 2000: An Education
 
Strategy never made it through Congress (Donohue, 1994).
 
Evidently, the issues of national standards and
 
assessments, and of school vouchers, had been too
 
controversial for congressional approval. However, the
 
Clinton administration followed up with Public Law 103-227
 
- Goals 2000 Educate America Act which after a year long
 
period of debate and adjustment, was passed by Congress in
 
March of 1994. It included the original six national goals
 
and two additional goals to upgrade teacher preparation and
 
parent involvement in school reform. There was also more
 
emphasis placed on the "opportunity to learn" standards
 
versus the content and performance standards that had
 
received so much focus under America 2000. This was an
 
equity issue and one of great importance to many members of
 
Congress. As Representative Major R. Owens, Democrat from
 
New York stated in the March 23, 1994 issue of Education
 
Week;
 
There are no ruby slippers in American education:
 
Merely setting higher goals and exhorting schools
 
to meet them will not magically create the world-

class system we need....Once states have determined
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expedt ail students to know, they must
 
then take the next step to identify what every
 
sdliodl needs to effectively impart that knowledge
 
to students. (Donohue, 1994)
 
2000 legislation was a serious move to get the
 
states underway in their efforts to improve schools. Ad
 
stated in 	the forward of the act:
 
Each State gOyer^ent will design and submit a
 
State Xmprovemant^^^P that shows how it
 
coordinates effOrts^^^^ a^^^ across its
 
jurisdiction so that ail pf these are focused on
 
building better educational prbcesses and
 
outcomes for all students. (Summary of Goals
 
2000, 1994)
 
According to Donohue (1994), the real content of the
 
legislation Was the impetus provided to states in the form
 
of $400 million in grants. This money was tO be awarded to
 
states that submitted plans for working toward the three
 
goals of standards for curriculum, student performance, and
 
opportunity-to-learn.
 
Tanner (1998) theorized that the national standards
 
movement is directly the result of the failure of the
 
government to make good on the national goals that grew out
 
of America 2000. The number one goal in that strategy plan
 
W'as that by the year 2000, all children would start school
 
ready to learn. In fact, to make this goal happen would
 
have required tremendous investment and a massive social
 
effort on the part of the government. With a touch of
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sarcasm, Tanne^ that instead, they have
 
''transferred responsibility and accountability to 'Mrs.
 
Jones and her kindergartners (1998, p.347).
 
California Policies
 
Following the passage of Goals 2000 federal
 
legislation in 1994, the California legislature passed
 
Assembly Bill 265. This bill called fOi: a commission to
 
develop rigorous academic cpnteht and perfomance Stahdards
 
in all subject areas, for^^^ levels, by October of
 
1997. The issue of opportunity to learn standards was not
 
addressed in this legislation.
 
In the introductory message to the English-language
 
arts content standards, the State Board of Education (SBE)
 
and the State Superintendent of Public Instructiph (SSPI)
 
stated that California was going "beyond reform. We are
 
redefining the state's role in public educatioh'' (Eng^^
 
Language Arts Content Standards, 1997). For the first
 
time, the State was defining the explicit content that
 
students needed to know at each grade level. With this
 
mastery of content, California students and schools were
 
predicted to become equal to the best educational systems
 
in other states and nations. It was stated that the
 
content "is attainable by all students, given sufficient
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time, except for those few iwho have severe disabilities..../'
 
(English-Language Arts Cbnteht S 1997). With a
 
student population that was approximately 25% English
 
language learners, it was decided that:
 
The standards must not be altered for English
 
language learners, because doing so would deny
 
these students the opportunity to reach them.
 
Rather, local education authorities must seize
 
this chance to align specialized education
 
programs for English language learners with the
 
standards so that all children in California are
 
w^ the same goal. (Standards, 1997)
 
According to Susan Ohanian, one third Of the students
 
who enter ninth grade in California do not graduate four
 
years later. In biting criticism of the California
 
standards She stated that "the California State Board of
 
Education, in its wisdom, has passed a set of standards
 
that seems intent on killing the kids off before they reach
 
ninth grade" (1999, p.x).
 
In a February 1999 news release. Delaine Eastin, the
 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, stated support
 
for Governor Gray Davis' statewide accountabi1ity plan for
 
education. In that release she contended, "Up to now, we
 
have had pnly two legs of a three legged stool. This
 
commitment to move beyond standards and/assessment to
 
accountability is the most important step" (Eastin Supports
 
Governor, 1999).
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Oil the heels of this pronouncement, in April of 1999,
 
the legislature passed several definitive education bills.
 
The first was Senate Bill IX —Public Schools
 
Accountability Act of 1999. This bill created a statewide
 
accouritability system, holding every school accountable for
 
making gains in student achievement every year. The SSPI,
 
with the assistance of an advisory committee, became
 
responsible for developing an Academic Performance Index,
 
or API, to measure the performance of schools and to
 
demonstrate the "comparable improvement in academic
 
achievement by all numerically significant ethnic and
 
socioeconomically disadvantaged subgroups within schools"
 
(SB IX PSAA, 1999).
 
Initially, the major indicator of API improvement was
 
to be the annual Standardized Testing and Reporting System
 
or STAR based on the Stanford 9 Test. Eventually other
 
indicators or comparisons were to include attendance rates
 
for pupils and staffs, and graduation rates. At all times
 
however, the STAR was to comprise at least 60% of the API.
 
The API was stated to have two major purposes, to measure
 
growth of school performance over time and to rank schools
 
on an annual basis. (pramewbrk for Academic Performance
 
Index, 1999). \
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The API was arranged on a scale of 200 to 1000 with
 
800 arbitrarily established as the goal for all schools to
 
aim toward. The 1999 STAR test results found 627 to be the
 
State average with 5,951 schools falling below the 800 goal
 
and 779 meeting or exceeding it (Kerr, 2000, A-11). The
 
minimum growth target per year was eventually established
 
to be five percent of the gap that existed between a
 
school's score and the 800 level rating set as the goal for
 
all schools (Calfee, 2000, A-18).
 
Those schools attaining their growth targets would
 
become eligible for monetary and non-monetary awards under
 
the Governor's Performance Award Program and another $96
 
million dollars was to become available for reform programs
 
for schools failing to reach their growth targets (SB IX­
PSAA, 1999). Schools continuing to fail to meet their
 
growth targets in the year 2000/2001 would be required to
 
hold public meetings to alert their communities to their
 
lack of progress and governing boards were to be assigned
 
to assist the schools.
 
In the event a school failed to succeed after two full
 
years, the SSPI would "assume all the legal rights, duties,
 
and powers of the governing board with respect to that
 
school..,,(and) shall reassign the principal of that school
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subject to findings..."(SB IX-PSAA, 1999). The SSPI would
 
also have the responsibility to take one of the following
 
actions:
 
1. Revise attendance options allowing students to
 
attend any public school on space available
 
basis;
 
2. Allow parents to apply to SEE to establish a
 
charter school;
 
3. Assign management of the school to a college,
 
university, county office of education, or other
 
educational institution;
 
4. Reassign other certified employees;
 
5. Renegotiate a new collective bargaining
 
agreement;
 
6. Reorganize the school;
 
7.Close the school. (SB IX-PSAA, 1999)
 
As an incentive for teachers to work toward API
 
improvement, AB.1114, The Certified Staff Performance
 
Incentive Act, was passed in June of 1999. It provided
 
"one-time performance bonuses to teachers and other
 
certified Staff in underachieving schools" (Plan for the
 
Implementation of AB 1114, 1999). The maximum amount
 
allocated was to be $25,000 per certified staff member.
 
Underachieving schools were defined as those performing
 
below the SO^** percentile on the API. In order for teachers
 
and other certified staff members in these schools to
 
qualify for the bonuses, their STAR scores would have to
 
"significantly improve beyond the five-percent annual
 
growth target in the API" (jPlan for Implementation of AB
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1114, 1999). The SBE was to define what "significant
 
improvement" would mean and the allocation of these funds
 
was to begin in November of 2000.
 
A second education bill passed in April of 1999 was SB
 
2X, the High School Exit Exam, in this bill, a high school
 
exit exam in language arts and math aligned to the state
 
content standards was to be developed and approved by
 
October of 2000. It was to be in effect by the 2003/2004
 
school year and students would have to pass this exam in
 
order to graduate with a diploma. They would be able to
 
start taking the exam in the 10^" grade and could pass it
 
section by section. English language learners could defer
 
the requirement for up to two years until completion of six
 
months of instruction in reading, writing and comprehension
 
in English. Districts were required to offer "supplemental
 
instruction to students who were not demonstrating
 
sufficient progress toward passing the exam" (SB 2X-High
 
School Exit Exam, 1999).
 
in a newspaper article reporting on the exit exam,
 
there was concern expressed by educators that it would be
 
very difficult/ if not impossible, to develop a "fair exit
 
test for a State with such a diverse population" (Zwerling,
 
2000, B-4). Rick McClure, a school board member from
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Fontana, stated the possihility "that when large numbers of
 
kids fail the test/ no one will look at whether the
 
standards were realistic to begin with" {B-4) and he also
 
noted the concern that as with other standardized tests,
 
"you're going to see a huge disparity in the state b«etween
 
schools in wealthy communities and those in poor
 
Ccmramriities'':;'(B-4|^. ■ 
Another influential bill that was introdtaced and
 
passed in April of 1999 was AB 2X/ Reading Programsi
 
Elementary School Intensive Reading Program. It
 
established six separate programs that were designed to
 
increase student reading achievement. Aitiong other monetary
 
provisions, this bill appropriated $75 million for K-4
 
reading instruction statewide and was directed specifically
 
to support "intensiye reading programs'' (AB 2X~Reading
 
Programs:, 1999) It also established California Reading
 
P'rofessional Development Institutes with the goal of
 
training 6,000 teacher participants in direct instruction.
 
This orientation had been established in 1996 when the
 
California Department of Education had released Teaching
 
Reading, A Balanced, Comprehensive Approach to Teaching
 
Reading in Prekindergarten Through Grade Three. The
 
essential components of this program stated the importance
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 of a balanced approach to ihstruction, yet the ddcument
 
itself placed great emphasis on the development of phonemic
 
awareness and included Stanovich^s (1980) orientation that
 
"research reveals that only poor and disabled readers rely
 
on context for word identification" (Teaching Reading,
 
r There has been noted c^ (Kohn, 1999; Ohanian,
 
1999) of California's position surrounding the
 
establishment of acceptable and unacceptable teaching
 
methodology. The issue of the phonics/whole language
 
debate was handled very assertively by the State when
 
politicians "succeeded in requiring people who train
 
teachers to take what is basically a phonics loyalty oath"
 
(Kohn, 1999, p.9). Yetta Goodman, a highly recognized name
 
in reading research and instruction, did not apply to
 
provide professional development in the State as she was
 
"banned in California" (Ohanian, 1999, p.99). Ohanian,
 
along with other noted literacy experts such as Connie
 
Weayer, Patrick Shannon, Shelly Harwayne, and Margaret
 
Moustafa were also rejected as potential inservice
 
presenters, evidently because their instructional
 
orientations were not acceptable (Ohanian, 1999).
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In 1998, the California legislature passed AB 1626,
 
Pupil Promotion and Retention. According to this
 
legislation, the SBE and the SSPI were to establish minimum
 
levels of pupil performance on the STAR test in reading,
 
English-language arts and mathematics for grade level
 
promotion by January of 1999. Local districts were to
 
develop retention policies that conformed to these
 
legislative requirements and retention was to be decided on
 
the basis of either results of the STAR based on the
 
minimum levels of proficiency, or a pupil's grades and
 
Other indicators of achievement (Key elements of AB 1626,
 
1998). If retention was considered, but not carried out,
 
the classroom teacher was required to put in writing the
 
reasons for deciding against retention and also to
 
recommend appropriate interventions for the student.
 
To sximmarize, during the past five years, the
 
California legislature. State Board of Education and State
 
Department of Education have developed and enforced
 
different mandates and inducements in the search for
 
educational excellence and accountability. They have
 
enacted statewide grade-^level content standards for all
 
major academic areas. Performance standards have not yet
 
been put into place. They have incorporated a standardized
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means of assessing academic achievement (STAR) and
 
developed a means to measure (API) improvement. On the
 
basis of the test results, they have also ranked the
 
schools throughout the State regarding how they "stack up"
 
against each other. Monetary incentives have been
 
allocated to encourage schools and teachers to work harder
 
toward raising test scores. A high school exit exam to
 
measure the right to receive a diploma has been instituted.
 
In addition, they have directed some specific instructional
 
orientations to be used in the schools and they have also
 
developed a means for deciding on the promotion or
 
retention of students from grade to grade throughout the
 
State.
 
Alaska Policies
 
Alaska also responded to Goals 2000 legislation with a
 
statewide program for educational improvement and
 
accountability. The Alaska Quality Schools Initiative was
 
established as the structural framework for the development
 
of educational guidelines and reform in the State of
 
Alaska. In a newspaper editorial. Rick Cross, commissioner
 
of the Department of Education and Early Development,
 
referred to the Quality Schools Initiative as "the best
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shot Alaska has ever had to iiftprove its schools" (Cross,
 
2000, A-12).
 
The Initiative was made up of several components
 
including required standards in core academic subjects and
 
a system of test to ensure that students
 
were able to meet theIstandards. However, it also included
 
standards fpi' Cultural Responsiveness and Employabiiity,
 
In addition there were standards for professional
 
educators, both teachers and administrators, and standards
 
specifically defining the process of developing quality
 
schools, Another component of the Initiative spoke to the
 
importance of developing partnerships between schools,
 
parents, businesses and communities.
 
The content standards for the State of Alaska were
 
developed in ten core academic areas and defined what
 
Alaskans wanted "students to know and be able to do as a
 
result of their public schooling" (Content Standards for
 
Alaska Students, 1995). They were adopted by the Alaska
 
State Board of Education (ASBE) as "voluntary" guidelines
 
for Alaska's schools. It was stated that with the
 
development of the content standards, the "focus has
 
shifted from what goes into our education system to what
 
comes out of it" (Content Standards, 1995). It was also
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predicted that the standards would give students and
 
teachers a clear target/ focus energy and resources on the
 
"bottom line" of student achievement/ and provide a tool
 
for judging how well students were learning and schools
 
were performing.
 
Performance standards were adopted in January of 1999
 
and were aligned with the content standards. The
 
performance standards were developed specifically for
 
mathematics/ writing and reading and were divided into four
 
benchmarks that provided general periods for students to
 
demonstrate successful performance. The benchmarks were
 
established at four age ranges: five to seven/ eight to
 
ten/ eleven to fourteen and fifteen to eighteen.
 
Another section of the Alaska State standards
 
addressed Standards for Culturally Responsive Schools.
 
These standards were to provide a "basis against which
 
schools can determine the extent to which they are
 
attending to the cultural well-being of the students in
 
their care" (Alaska Standards for Culturally Responsive
 
Schools/ 1998). They were adopted in February of 1998 and
 
included specific standards for students/ for educators/
 
for curriculum/ and for schools and contained clear and
 
detailed performance indicators.
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In September of 1998, Alaska iEmployability Standards 
were adoptod. These were to be used in conjunction with 
the academic content standa.rds to ■"ensure Alaska students 
have the skills and knowledge necessary to be good 
citizens, good parents, good workers and most of all, life 
long learners" (Alaska Employability Standards, 1998), 
These included basic and thinking skills, personal and 
interpersonal qualities, and knowledge of information 
systems and technology. 
JVs part of the Alaska Quality Schools Initiative, 
students were required to undergo a variety of standafdized 
assessments to determine if they were successfully meeting 
the academic standards. These included Alaska Benchmark 
exams at grades three, six, and eight and the California 
Achievement Test at grades four and seven. In order to 
graduate with a diploma, students would also have to pass 
the Alaska High School Graduation Qualifying Examination 
(HSGQE). 
The HSGQE was scheduled to be initiated with the class 
of 2002 and based on the performance standards in reading, 
writing and math. A committee was charged with overseeing 
the writing of the exam, being sure that it measured what 
it was inten^^ measure and that it was bias-free. The 
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test was to be taken in the spring of the 10^'^ grade and
 
offered every semester from then on. There was no time
 
limit for the test and special courses were to be designed
 
to assist students having difficulty passing the exam.
 
Students could take the exam for up to three years after
 
they left high school and there was some accommodation
 
developed for special education students and English
 
language learners.
 
The Alaska Quality Schools Initiative also included
 
standards for quality schools and teachers. Among other
 
things, the school standards encouraged collaboration and
 
the use of research. They addressed the importance of
 
multiple assessment measures, the need for on-going and
 
continuous staff development, and the significance of
 
community involvement in the schools. The teacher
 
standards included the coherence of philosophy and
 
practice, an understanding of how students learn, respect
 
for individual and cultural differences, a firm knowledge
 
of content and assessment strategies, the establishment of
 
creative and engaging learning environments and
 
partnerships with parents and community.
 
In suiiimary, the Quality Schools Initiative addressed a
 
wide spectrum of issues that impact schools. It included
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content and performance standards for students and measures
 
for assessment of learning that hold students accountable
 
for their learning. However, the Initiative also
 
recognized the importance of other aspects of education
 
including cultural responsiveness and employability. In
 
addition, the importance of establishing standards for
 
educators and schools was also acknowledged within this
 
Initiative.
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CHAPTER THREE: LITERATURE REVIEW
 
The literature review presents the educational themes
 
of curriculum, instruction, assessment and infrastructure.
 
In each area, the practice as generally seen today is
 
reviewed and then some of the traiiSformatipnai approaches F
 
recommended by research and educational theprists is F
 
Curriculum
 
Curriculum is one of the three key ddmppnents of the
 
educational program. It has traditionally consisted of a
 
seguenced list of items to be taught,tiCvelpped with
 
specific learning Putcomes in mind and standardized fpr all
 
learners. fIt has been established pripr tp and separate
 
from instruction and transmitted to the learner through the
 
teacher or textbook. Doll (1993) uses a machine metaphor
 
to explain this phenomenon, with the teacher as driver and
 
the student as passenger, or worse, as the vehicle. There
 
has been a commonly accepted assumption that if the
 
curriculum was standardized, it would also be possible to
 
Standardize the learning that would occur. Clinchy (1997)
 
quotes Csikszentmihalyi, Rathunde, and Whalen's analysis of
 
this fallacy:
 
The problem with pur technologically inspired
 
views of education is that we have come to expect
 
 learning to be a function of the rationality of
 
the information provided. In other words, we
 
assume that if the material is well organized and
 
logically presented, students will learn it.
 
Nothing is farther from the fact. (p.69)
 
^ Often, curriquium is purchased, thereby leaving 
teachers and students totally out of the selection process. 
According to Mpffett, ■"buying curriculum plays havoc with 
learning and impedes needed change as much as any other 
single factor" (1994, p.88)^ Eisner (1985) also writes 
that the practice of developihg "teacher-proof" curriculum 
has the effect of denieaning teachers and weakening their 
professional role in the classroom. When curriculum 
decisions are made at district and state levels, teachers 
are "de-skilled" as they become mere implementers of 
others' ideas (Beane and Apple, 1995). 
Another characteristic of the traditional approach to 
curriculum that has received a great deal of criticism is 
that of "coverage" (Kohn, 1999; Gardner, 1993; Mayher, 
1990; wink, 1997; Zemelman, Daniels and Hyde, 1993). 
Gardher, as quoted by Kohn, refers to "coverage as the 
single greatest enemy of understanding" (1999, p.60). 
Coverage lindermines real thinking and therefore "it becomes 
essential to abandph the misguided effort to 'cover 
everytliing'"(Gardner, 1993, p.l91). Gardner recommends the 
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foreshortening of curriculum to insure understanding.
 
According to Mayher, the tendency to believe that "more is
 
better" has never been seriously examined and liiuch of what
 
is taught is (lone eb out of tradition rather than
 
thoughtfulness (p.65).
 
Mayher also suggests that our traditional fragmented
 
curriculum is a means of controlling learning (p.205). By
 
cutting the curriculum into pieces and continually testing
 
the pieces, students are controlled. Kohn states that
 
"fragmentation produces an incoherent curriculum that is
 
hard for even the 'good' students to really understand,
 
much less to care about" (1999, p.69).
 
Curriculum is not a neutral body of facts. According
 
to Giroux, it is "a way of organizing knowledge, values,
 
and relationships of social power" (Wink, 1997, p.93).
 
Wink maintains that there is a hidden curriculum that is
 
"the unexpressed perpetuation of dominant culture through
 
institutional processes....It teaches what is assumed to be
 
important" (p.43). Wink also contends the traditional
 
curriculum defines the standard for the dominant culture,
 
thereby leaving out the marginalized population. She
 
raises the critical questions of "Whose standard? Whose
 
culture? Whose knowledge? Whose history? Whose language?
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Whose perspective?" (p.43) should be used to influence
 
curriculum development?
 
For most adults today, a standardized, imposed and
 
very broad currictalum is all thdy have ever known, it has
 
been taken for granted that curriculum is developed by
 
experts and transmitted to students via a teacher or
 
textbook. However, there is a different transformative
 
perspective which includes the teacher and student in the
 
curriculum development process and encourages deep levels
 
of understanding. In this view of curriculum, the student
 
becomes very much the center of what is learned and taught.
 
There is extensive research that supports this perspective.
 
Doll (1993) envisions curriculum as a reflective
 
experience where the students "are transformed by the
 
process itself....Here curriculxim's role is not to pre-set
 
experiences but to transform the experiences had" (p.141).
 
He reiterates that concept when he makes the point that
 
curriculum should not be viewed as a "'course to be run,'
 
but as a passage of personal transformation" (p.3 - 4).
 
Transformational curriculum is integrated, social,
 
experiential, reflective, and dialogic. It is a process
 
rather than a iist of things to be learned or activities to
 
be completed. It is viewed as a scaffold or framework that
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"helps us approach the vast richness of the world in a
 
coherent way" (Miller, 1993, p.13). There is a search for
 
patterns and a strong sense of intetconnectedness as "eyery
 
subject in the curriculum is a way of organizing human
 
experience and is therefore interconnected at a deep level"
 
(Caine and Caine, 1997b, p.i29).
 
The Creation of a community of learners is another key
 
component of transformational curriculum. In a genuine
 
atmosphere ef community, the search for truth can be
 
explored and many expressions and ideas are valued. Doll
 
writes that dialogue becomes the basis as "it is through
 
dialogue within a caring and critical community that
 
methods, procedures and values are developed from life
 
experiences" (p.68). Routman, quoting a teacher
 
practitioner, states that "curriculum is not a document;
 
it's a dialogue" (1996, p.57).
 
Integration of subject matter areas across the
 
curriculum is also an important component of a
 
transformational curricular approach. As Alfred Whitehead
 
wrote in 1916, "The solution which I am urging is to
 
eradicate the fatal disconnection of subjects which kills
 
the vitality of our modern curriculum. There is only one
 
subject matter for education, and that is Life in all its
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manifestations" (Moffett, 1994, p.149). Wagner agrees and
 
states that the essential skills for the information age ,
 
are the ability to use and make sense of information. The
 
real goal should not be memorization of facts, but rather
 
the "development of a breadth of understanding of central
 
concepts and the ability to integrate and apply knowledge —
 
within, as well as across, traditional disciplines" (1997,
 
:p^.173
 
A thematic, "less is more" curriculum for deep
 
understanding is another primary component. Many educators
 
(Wagner, 1997; Goodlad, 1994; Kohn, 1999; Gardner, 1993;
 
Zemelman, Daniels and Hyde, 1993; Wink, 1997) express the
 
importance of depth and choice in order to encourage
 
genuine learner involvement and interest. Goodlad
 
supports Ted Sizer's recommendation that curricula be
 
"organized around key concepts and themes that are deepened
 
over the years by coming at them through varied
 
instructional procedures" (1994a, p.229). Also writing in
 
favor of a recursive approach to curriculum, Doll
 
recommends a return to Bruner's "spiral curriculum" theory
 
and Gardner also supports the concept of spiraled
 
curriculum "in which rich, generative ideas are revisited
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time and again across a student's career in school^ 
 i
 
Another recognized transformative curricular approach
 
is one based on inquiry (Kohn, 1999; Wink, 1997; Postman
 
and Weingartner, 1969). Kohn suggests "the trick is to
 
Start not with facts to be taught or disciplines to be
 
mastered, but with questions to be answered" (1999, p.145).
 
As with other transformative practices, a curriculum based
 
on inquiry puts the student at the center of the learning
 
experience and acknowledges the principle thjat "truth
 
suggests that the curriculum, no matter what subjects we
 
teach, is sitting in front of us every day, in the living,
 
breathing lives of our students" (Crowell, Caine and Caine,
 
1998, p.65).
 
Respecting and honoring the diversity and atitonomy of
 
learners is another characteristic of transformative
 
curriculxam. This includes the recognition of different
 
learning styles and interests and also the multi-cultural
 
nature of our student population. Due to this awareness,
 
"we need a new curricular paradigm: one that does not
 
ignore the disciplines of knowledege, but reveals their
 
proper place in the general scheme of things as one part of
 
a person's educatioh-.'' (Martin, 1997, p.21).
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In r<ecent years there has been tremendous change in
 
the demogiaphics of the united States continually
 
increasing racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity.
 
Armstrpng contends ''such diversity presents a great
 
challenge for educators in designing curriculums that are
 
not only contebt-s^nsitiye to cultural differences...but also
 
procesS--sensitive" (1994, p.161). Winlc presents Giroux's
 
reminder to educators that they "are not passive
 
technocrats devoid of power over curriculum" (p.93) and she
 
strongly states that if curriculum needs to be challenged,
 
it is the responsibility of educators to do so.
 
Beane and Apple discuss a democratic curriculum that
 
allows young people to become "critical readers" of their
 
society (p.13) and also allows them to "shed the passive
 
role of knowledge consumers and assume the active role of
 
'meaning makers'" (p.16). Within this context, the student
 
is viewed as a constructor of knowledge, a concept explored
 
in greater depth in the section on instruction.
 
The transformative vision of curriculum also addresses
 
the significance of a mind/body/senses approach to
 
curriculum. Many theorists (Eisner, 1985, 1994; Goodlad,
 
1994; Gardner, 1993; Crowell, Caine and Caine, 1998) stress
 
the great importance of, and yet the relative absence of.
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the arts in education today. Eisner specifically values
 
the development of different forms of representation as
 
they relate to literacy and meaning-making. He writes that
 
"The arts are not a second-class substitute for expression^
 
they are one of the major means people throughout histoiy
 
have used both to conceptualize and express what has been
 
inexpressible in discursive teritis" (1985, p.226). He
 
states a concern about the limiting aspect of most
 
curricula for ''when we define the curriculxam we are also
 
defining the opportunities the young will have to
 
experience different forms of consciousness" (1994, p.44).
 
He adds that "when we look at school curricula with an eye
 
toward the full range of intellectual processes that human
 
beings can exercise, it quickly becomes apparent that only
 
a slender range of those processes is emphasized" (1985,
 
;;p;.:99)>;v;:: ^;;;;':­
The lack of quality arts education in most curricula
 
has been ah on-going concern for Eisner:
 
The idea that the arts deal with feeling and that
 
reading and arithmetic deal with thinking is a
 
part of the intelleGtual belief structure that
 
separates cognition from affect, a structure
 
whose consequences are as deleterious for
 
educational theory as they are for psychology.
 
(1985, p.92) ■ , 
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Goodlad also laments the lack of the arts in the schools
 
and draws a correlation between arts education and the
 
development of creativity when he states, "If one assumes
 
that the arts and humanities offer unique avenues for
 
creativity, then one is discouraged by their relative
 
neglect" (1994b, p.55).
 
Transformative curriculum recognizes the qualitative
 
aspects of learning — those things that are not usually
 
measured or found on tests. Noddings suggests that
 
curriculum should be organized "around themes of care
 
rather than the traditional disciplines. All students
 
should be engaged in a general education that guides them
 
in caring for self, intimate others, global others, plants,
 
animals and the environment..." (1997, p.35). She embraces
 
the concept of curriculum that addresses the moral aspects
 
of life as foundational to those aspects purely
 
intellectual or academic.
 
An extension of this curricular perspective has the
 
"community" as a concentration (Wink, 1997; Harwayne, 1999;
 
Postman and Weingartner, 1969). In this orientation, there
 
are no "subjects" in the traditional sense, rather a focus
 
on the community, its problems and the exploration of
 
possible solutions. There are student leadership
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 opportunities and the teacher functions primarily in an
 
advisory role. This curricular practice invites students
 
into "Constructive, responsible participation in community
 
affairs" (Postman and Weingartner, 1969, p.157). Students
 
are not confined to classrooms, as "the whole city can —
 
and should — be a continuous 'learning laboratory'"
 
(p.157).
 
On a similar, if more global perspective, O'Sullivan
 
proposes the importance of curriculum encompassing
 
ecological concerns. His view of transformative education
 
requires a planetary consciousness that rejects the
 
corporate vision of an infinitely exploitable planet. He
 
states that "a more positive programme for public education
 
must be offered which fosters a sustainable education
 
within a planetary vision" (1999, p.201). He calls for a
 
curricular education that recognizes the vital importance
 
of the bio-region as a focus of study and as a counter
 
force to the movement toward globalization!
 
The air and water and soil and seeds that provide
 
our basic sustenance, the sunshine that pours its
 
energies over the landscape, these are integral
 
with the functioning of the fruitful earth.
 
Physically and spiritually we are woven into this
 
living process, (p.202)
 
In summary, the traditional curriculum in place in
 
most of our schools today is standardized and either
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purchased or developed outside the instructional
 
environment. It is sequential and viewed by many as
 
fragmented and too broad to allow for the development of
 
genuine meaning and understanding for many learners. It is
 
also political in that it represents what the dominant
 
culture believes to be important.
 
The researched curriculum models and visions discussed
 
aboye represent a more meaningful and viable option for
 
learners today. It is transformational in that it brings
 
about a markedly different change in appearance or form.
 
It changes the nature, function and condition of the
 
learning experience. The foundations of this vision
 
include a community of learners involved in reflection,
 
dialogue, inquiry, seeking integration and
 
interconnectedness, searching for deep meaning and
 
understanding through personal construction of knowledge in
 
a spiraling, recursive curricular environment. There is
 
recognition, respect, and valuing of diversity — in both
 
learning styles and cultural differences. A
 
mind/bpdy/senses orientation gives value to and opportunity
 
for artistic expression and the development of different
 
forms of representation. Within this transformational
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curriculum there is inherent value and focus placed on
 
caring for individuals, the community and our world.
 
instruction
 
Instruction is the most visible component of the
 
educatiohal system and has traditionally been relegated to
 
the classroom, in ou^ current traditional system,
 
instruction could be dtescrib^^ as a method of transmitting
 
knowledge. Instruction is defined by the curriculum and
 
imparted by the teacher. Increasingly, it is driven by
 
Standardized assessment.
 
Many educational theorists describe the traditional
 
system as the industrial or machine model. This model is
 
highly criticized as a determent to genuine learning
 
(Hehdersoh and H 1995; Caine and Caine, 1997;
 
Mayher, 1990i Berliner and Diddle, 1995). Caine and Caine
 
express the opinion that educators have "perfected the
 
mechanistic view of reality" (1997a, p.36). With the
 
machine as metaphor, "all the parts, including teacher and
 
child, tend to be seen as 'objects' that we do things to —
 
whether it is an empty container to be filled with facts or
 
a malfunctioning part that needs to be improved" (p.36).
 
As mentioned in the discussion on curriculum, in this
 
model, it is assumed that only experts create knowledge.
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teachers deliver it and children are graded on how much
 
they remember (Caine and Caine, 1997b, p.4).
 
Mayher also describes the metaphors often used to
 
characterize the passive nature of learners and learning in
 
a traditional instructional approach. He mentions among
 
others "the learner as empty vessel to be filled with the
 
content of education, the learner as maze runner who needs
 
to master the basics...the learner as sponge who absorbs
 
infoirmation and squeezes it back out when appropriate"
 
(1990, p.50). Mayher describes what Caine and Caine
 
(1997b) have termed the transmission model of instruction
 
and learning, the one that is most prevalent in our schools
 
today. Transmission, delivery, and machine metaphors,
 
although somewhat distinct in emphasis, are used
 
interchangeably to characterize a top-down system of
 
instruction.
 
This traditional or transmission model of instruction
 
is reviewed and challenged by Kohn (1999). He describes an
 
instructional system that is centered on talking and
 
telling rather than on the development of deep
 
understanding. Textbooks, lecture, and the memorization of
 
isolated facts and skills are the most common components
 
and there is little respect for students as active
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learners. According to Kohn, the transmission model is
 
founded on the belief that if "you taught it, the kids
 
should learn it." It does not require the serious
 
investigation of instructional methodology or the need for
 
the teacher to assume some responsibility for those who are
 
failing to learn.
 
Laura Resnick, as quoted by Kohn, makes the point that
 
in the transmission model there is the tendency for long
 
years of drill on the basics before thinking and problem
 
solving are introduced. She seriously questions this and
 
states that "research suggests that failure to cultivate
 
aspects of thinking [that are part of] higher order skills
 
may be the source of major learning difficulties even in
 
elementary school" (1999, p.52).
 
Leslie Hart, one of the earlier researchers on
 
learning patterns of the brain and the implications for
 
classroom instruction, maintained that in order for people
 
to make full use of the enormous power of the brain, they
 
needed to be free of threat. He defined the term
 
downshifting as "any emotional biasing away from the
 
fullest use of the neocortex and its resources toward more
 
reliance on older, cruder portions of the whole brain
 
system" (1975, p.126). The Caines describe downshifting
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"as a psychophysiological response to perceived threat
 
accompanied by a sense of helplessness and lack of self-

efficacy" (1994; p^69).
 
When these definitions are applied to students as
 
learners, and to teachers as instructors, they have
 
tremendous implications. Caine and Caine maintain "an
 
educational system that employs power and induces
 
downshifting therefore prevents maximum learning. It
 
restricts one's perspective, reflection, creative thinking,
 
and ability to live with paradox and engage in most forms
 
of high-order thinking" (1997b, p.97).
 
Caine, Caine and Crowell identify specific conditions
 
they believe lead to the occurrence of downshifting in
 
classrooms. They include pre-specified "correct" outcomes
 
that are established outside of the learner, limited
 
personal meaning, rewards and/or punishments externally
 
controlled and immediate, restrictive timelines, and
 
unfamiliar work with limited support (1994, pp.32 - 33).
 
Downshifting has a broader effect when applied to
 
teachers and entire systems. Berliner and Biddle maintain
 
that the use of management by fiat is one of the most
 
harmful aspects of our current educational system. They
 
make the point that when educators are forced to comply
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 with directives, use certain ihstructional methods, coVer
 
certain material in a defined period of time, and cpropete
 
for iimited resources, they become resentful (1995, p.337).
 
There is the tendency to fall back on tried and true
 
procedures rather than t^^ explore new methodologies^ "Over
 
time their curricula and teaching effort? become moie
 
standardized and superficial" (p.196).
 
There are many theorists (Hart, 1975; Caine and Gaine,
 
1994,1997; Moffett, 1994; Mayher, 1990; Marzano, 1?92,
 
Tauner, 1998) who lament that there is much knowledge
 
concerning what should be happening in schopls, although
 
very little of it is being implemehted pii a Consistent
 
basis. Caine and Caine have a great deal t© say on this
 
topic and give a brief analysis of the current situation
 
•
"from their:'perspective:'W
 
We give teachers few resources and limit their
 
disciplinary instruction to largely surface
 
knowledge. We restrict teacher training to
 
traditional teaching^ rather than linking
 
practice to how children actually learn, and we
 
look almost exclusively to test Scores as
 
indicators of success. Given what we know about
 
brain development, our approach is folly. (1997b,
 
p.12)
 
Moffett asserts that "it is simply not true that
 
educational change awaits new ideas or higher goals or more
 
information. What we know to do far exceeds what we are
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free to do" (1994, p.150). Tanner (1998) agrees with this
 
assertion and states
 
In education, we have a vast and rich knowledge
 
base on which to build.... The capacity to build on
 
and draw from the knowledge base requires that
 
our theory be tested continually for its power
 
for generalizability and practicability in a wide
 
range of situations. (1998, p.349)
 
He adds that "if we do not build on that base, our research
 
and school practices will shift unwittingly with whatever
 
sociopolitical tide is dominant" (p.349).
 
As with the discussion on curriculum, the research on
 
learning theory points to instructional approaches that can
 
be described as transformational. Curriculum and
 
instruction become closely intertwined components in a
 
transformational approach and share many of the same
 
characteristics. The focus in general shifts from the
 
teacher to the student and from the information taught to
 
the understanding gained. The teacher remains a very
 
important and vital component to genuine learning, for as
 
Eisner states, "in the last analysis, it is what teachers
 
do in classrooms and what students experience that define
 
the educational process" (1985, p.59). However, in
 
transformational instruction, the role of the teacher and
 
the learner change tremendously. Doll writes that in the
 
new model of instruction, "these relations will exemplify
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less the knowing teacher informing unknowing students, and
 
more a group of individuals interacting together in the
 
mutual exploratidn of relevant issues" (p.3).
 
The classroom and school as a community of learners is
 
another recognized aspect of transformational insfruction
 
(Kohn, 1996, 1999; Caine,Gaine and Crowell, 1994; Marzano,
 
1992; Wink/ 1997; Doll, 1993; Hindley, 1996; Fogarty,
 
1999). An environment where learners feel valued and cared
 
about, and learn to care about others, is an important
 
components Within this environment, the practice of class
 
meetings is recognized by some as an effective and valuable
 
tool for building community and learning to solve problems
 
cooperatively (Kohn, 1996; Nelson, Lott & Glenn, 1993).
 
Doll's description of community has implications
 
beyond the issues of camaraderie and friendship:
 
In this frame, John Dewey's sense of community is
 
placed in a new light. More than being merely a
 
pleasant frame in which to work or in keeping
 
with our democratic beliefs, community with its
 
sense of both cooperation and critical judgement
 
— may be essential to meaningful, deep learning;
 
(pp.104 - 105)
 
Within this community of learners, exploratory "talk is
 
intended to be one of the major processes through which
 
learning occurs, not merely a way of reporting prior
 
learning" (Mayher, p.241). Fogarty emphasizes the
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inflxience of Vygotsky's theory which "suggests that we
 
learn first through person-to-person interactions and then
 
individually through an internalizatiqh proGess that leads
 
to deep understanding" (1999, p.77).
 
Transformational instruction is democratic in that it 
respects the inherent differences in student learning 
styles, strengths, and weaknessesv Glifford and Friesen, 
as quoted by Caine and Caine, address this issue very 
succinctly when they state, "We feei that teachers also 
need to understand that it is only the big, authentically 
engaging questions that create openings wide and deep 
enough to admit all adventurers who wish to enter" (1997b, 
p.l23). ■ : 
Cultural responsiveness is another characteristic of
 
transformational instruction. In our increasingly diverse
 
school population, "culturally responsive instruction
 
acknowledges arid appreciates children's home cultures"
 
(Neuman, 1999, p.260) and "acknowledges the importance of
 
continuity between the child's expieriences with literacy
 
and home and those encountered in school" (p.261).
 
The student as the center of the learning process and
 
as a meaning-maker is addressed as a central foundation of
 
transformational instruction (Caine, Caine and Crowell,
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1994; Kdhn, 1994^ 1999? Postman and Weingartner, 1969;
 
Smith, 1997; Weaver, 1994; Marzano, 1994; Wink, 1997;
 
Mayher, 1990). This approach places the student '^at the
 
center of the learning process as a meaning maker, not only
 
as a meaning receiver" (Mayher, p.103). In this
 
instructional environment, "students are actively
 
generating knowledge rather than passively storing
 
information for possible future use" (wink, p.83).
 
There are several highly researched instructional
 
theories and approaches that, although differing somewhat
 
in terminology and briehtation, share the definitive
 
characteristics of transformational instiruction as
 
described above. Brain-based learning and instruction is
 
one of these.
 
In an indictment written a quarter century ago, Leslie
 
Hart bemoaned that "in the deepest most consequential sense
 
educators in general do not know what they are doing, why
 
they are doing it, or what they should be doing" (1975,
 
p.lO). This has changed. In the past decade there has been
 
a tremendous amount of research and interest in the
 
workings of the human brain and the implications of this
 
research for classroom instruction. Sylwester calls for
 
educators to explore the applications of brain theory and
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research. As he states, "Knowing why generally leads to
 
knowing how to" (1995V jSv5, emphasis in original).
 
Brain-biased learning (BBL) theory is ceanplex arid
 
multi-faceted. It is founded on a set of beliefs and
 
values. The learner is recognized as the one vrho iriteracts
 
with information rather than absorbing it. The curriculum
 
is intended to fit the learner instead of the learner
 
fitting the curriculum. Braih-baseri theory is founded on
 
the belief that the mind/bbdy/senses operate as one dynamic
 
unit and they influence and impact each other. Learning
 
must address all three and educators need to find methods
 
to address this complex reality.
 
BBL begins with the development of some basic
 
uriderstanding of the workings of the brain. Caine and
 
Caine (1994, 1997) developed and modified twelve brain/mind
 
principles which form the foundation of their instructional
 
reconunendations. The principles (see Appendix A) address
 
many physiological factors that define the workings of the
 
brain and therefore have implications for learning and
 
instruction. Among these is the importance of teaching for
 
patterning, connectedness and relationship (Wheatley, 1992;
 
Caine and Caine, 1994,1997; Caine, Caine and Crowell,1994).
 
Caine and Caine write that:
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 what we see here is that as people go deeper and
 
deeper into an idea — any idea — there comes a
 
point at which they see that everything is
 
relationship. At that point, it becomes evident
 
that any specific idea becomes a vehicle for
 
exploring an infinite set of possible
 
relationships in any number of fields* (1997b,
 
p.128)
 
Recognition of the importance of teaching parts and wholes,
 
orchestrating events outside the learner's consciousness,
 
and deep understanding of the two different memory systems
 
are also important principles related to a brain-based
 
instructional approach.
 
According to the Caines (1994), the brain uses the
 
taxon and locale memory systems to organize information.
 
Taxon memory is used to memorize isolated, factual
 
information. It is basic recall and results from practice
 
and rehearsal in a route learning situation. Items in the
 
taxon memory are separate entities and transfer of
 
knowledge is not always easy to accomplish. In contrast,
 
the locale memory system is special and unlimited in its
 
scope. Locale memory includes memories that exist in
 
relation to Other memories or events. It records life
 
events, is open-ended and flexible, and is greatly enhanced
 
by the senses. Locale memory develops maps and learning
 
that expands and is augmented with each new related
 
experience. While both memory systems are necessary in a
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learning environment, a brain-based approach focuses on the
 
locale system and map learning that helps students relate
 
what they are learning to what they already know.
 
Another critical component of brain-based theory is
 
the recognition of the vital importance of the emotions oil
 
learning (Caine and Caine, 1994, 1997; Jensen, 1998;
 
Sylwester> 1995). There is a "critical interplay between
 
how we feel, act, and think. There is no separation of mind
 
and emotions; emotions, thinking and learning are all
 
linked" (Jenson, p.71). Sylwester maintains that "emotion
 
drives attention, which drives learning and memory" (p.86).
 
similar to constructivist theory, brain-based theory
 
seeks the construction of meaning for the learndr. As
 
Caine, Caine and Crbwell state, "the important goal is to
 
teach for the expansion of natural knowledge at every level
 
of education in which understanding and meaningfulness are
 
important" (1994, p.49). They define natural knowledge as
 
"all the knowledge that is second nature to us. It is at
 
the heart of pattern recognition..."(p.45) and "when the
 
material that we deal with is sufficiently meaningful and
 
is experienced in sufficiently complex ways, it becomes
 
natural knowledge" (p.46).
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A brain-based approach requires certain key elements
 
in the instructional environment. They are described by
 
the Caines (1994) as orchestrated immersion, relaxed
 
alertness^ and active processing.
 
Orchestrated immersion requires the creation of rich
 
and complex experiences that allow the learner to perceive
 
new patterns, relationships, and perceptions. It requires
 
the engagement of the locale memory system and the goal is
 
"to take information off the page and the chalkboard and
 
bring it to life in the minds of students" (1994, p.115).
 
Relaxed alertness refers to a condition of low threat
 
and high challenge. It is critical to an effective and
 
ppsitive learning environment (Hart; Jensen; Wink; Kohn,
 
1996, 1999; Hayes, Bahruth and Kessler, 1998; Routman),
 
Students need to be challenged, but they also need to feel
 
safe in order to take the risks that challenge requires
 
becagse "kids (and adults) shut down when the task feels
 
overwhelming" (Routman, p.108). When the level pf
 
challenge is appropriate, it leads to intrinsic motivation
 
and self-prppelled learning. As Kphn writes, "whPre
 
interest appears, achievement usually follows" (1999,
 
p.128). Relaxed alertness also creates an environment of
 
personal "well-being and safety that allows students to
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 explore new thoughts and connections with an expanded
 
capacity to tolerate ambiguity, uncertaintyf and delay of
 
gratification" (Caine and Caine, 1994, p.156).
 
The third key element in a brain-Abased instructional
 
environment is active processing. This implies the on
 
going and continual reflectlpn of the iearner oh the
 
process of learnihg> thd results experienced and the
 
connections made. The Caines make the point that it:
 
is not just a stage in a lesson. It does not
 
occur at one specific time, nor.is it something
 
that can be done in only one way. It is a matter
 
of constantly 'working' and 'kneading' the
 
ongoing experience that students have. (1994,
 
■ : p.157) 
Mayher agrees and states that one of the most important 
aspects of learning is the development of metacognition or 
the "conscious reflection on what you've learned and, 
crucially, oh how you've learned it..,.because the most 
significant learning that one can accomplish in schools is 
to learn how to learn" (p.96). 
Another important transformative theoretical approach
 
to instruction is that of cohstructiyism, the seeds of
 
which go back to John Dewey. Brooks and Brooks succinctly
 
describe constructivism when they state that "learners
 
control their learning. This simple truth lies at the
 
heart of the constructivist approach to education" (1999,
 
p.21)v It is a theory of learning that "describes the
 
central role that learners' ever-transforming laental
 
schemes play in their cognitive growth" (p.18) and insists
 
that "the search for meaning takes a different route for
 
each student" (p.21). Constructivist theory is strongly
 
aligned to the importance of the locale memory system as
 
discussed in BBL.
 
Constructivism is founded on the belief that learners
 
are not blank slates waiting to be written upon (Kohn,
 
1999; Dar1ing-Hammond, 1997) and that deep, meaningful
 
learning cannot be forced on the learner by an outside
 
authority. Rather, "knowledge is created anew by learners
 
as they struggle to integrate what they are learning with
 
everything else they know" (Berliner and Biddle, p.303).
 
Henderson and Hawthorne contend that "when teachers allow
 
students to create the 'known' through relevant inquiry
 
activities, they are acknowledging and capitalizing on the
 
way humans make meaning" (p.23). Kohn agrees and states
 
that knowledge is constructed, not absorbed as "we form
 
beliefs, build theories, and make order" (1999, p.132).
 
Five central tenets of a constructivist teacher as
 
described by Brooks and Brooks include seeking and valuing
 
students' point of view, structuring lessons that challenge
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student suppositions, recognizing that the curriculum must
 
have relevance for students, structuring lessons around big
 
ideas, and assessing student learning within the context of
 
classroom activities (p.21). While Fogarty (1999) notes
 
the vital influence of six important educational theorists
 
on the development of constructivist thinking. In addition
 
to Dewey, these include Piaget, Vygotsky, Feuerstein,
 
Gardner, and Diamond. Integrating their influence, she
 
describes the essential elements of a constructivist
 
environment that incorporates certain important components.
 
These include a learner and life—centered curriculum,
 
enriched environments, interactive settings, differentiated
 
instruction, inquiry, experimentation and investigation,
 
mediation and facilitation, and metacognitive reflection
 
(p.78). Many of these elements correlate very Closely with
 
BBL theory and recommendations.
 
Howard Gardner's Multiple Inteiligences theory is
 
another highly regarded and researched approach to learning
 
and instruction. Gardner has conceptualized the
 
multidimensional nature of intelligence and identified
 
eight specific areas of human intelligence; verbal,
 
logical, spatial, musical, kinesthetic, interpersonal,
 
intrapersonal and naturalist (Fogarty, p.77). The reality
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of this multidimensional aspect of human beings naturally
 
advocates for a broader perspective on educational
 
opportunity, instruction, and learning. According to
 
Fogarty, Gardner's theory reinforces the understanding that
 
there are "many ways of knowing about the world and making
 
personal meaning, but also in recognizing that there are
 
many Ways of expressing what students know and are able to
 
'■■do"'- 'ip,77 ^ 
The traditional school predominating today with 
uniform curriculum, instruction and assessment is the 
antithesis of Gardner's theory and research. Gardner 
envisions individual-centered schools based on two basic 
propositions. The first is that not all people have the 
same interests and abilities, or learn in the same way. 
The second is that in the information age in which we live, 
no one can learn everything there is to know, and 
therefore, it is necessary to make choices (Gardner, 1993, 
pp.10, 71-72). According to Gardner, the purpose of school 
should be to develop the various intelligences that people 
possess. Recognizing that these vary greatly; 
Education ought to be so sculpted that it remains 
responsive to these differences. Instead of 
ignoring them, and pretending that all 
individuals have (or ought to have) the same 
kinds of minds, we should instead try to ensure 
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that everyone receive an education that maximizes
 
his or her own intellectual potential, (p.71)
 
Therefore, it is the responsibility of schools to offer
 
individual-centered learning opportunities that address the
 
different intelligences in order for students to reach
 
their own persdnal vocational and avocational potentials
 
■ .(P-9). 
Gardner states that the goal of education is the 
development of understanding. In addition to recognizing 
and respecting the different intelligences that students 
possess, they must be allowed to demonstrate their learning 
through performance within the context of the learning
 
environment and in ways appropriate to their individual
 
ways of understanding and of demonstrating their
 
understanding.
 
Educational theorist, Robert Marzano contends that:
 
We have not examined the learning process and
 
then built instructional systems, administrative
 
systems, indeed, entire educational systeias that
 
support what we know about the learning process.
 
We have not built education from the bottom up,
 
so to speak. (1992, p.1)
 
Taking the tremendous amount of research that has been done
 
in the area of learning theory over the past thirty years,
 
Marzano has developed the Dimensions of Learning, an
 
integrated and complex model of instruction. There are
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five dimensions that, while interdependent, also function
 
in a somewhat sequential manner. They support and build on
 
one another.
 
The Dimensions include (1) positive attitudes and
 
perceptions about learning, (2) thinking involved in
 
acquiring and integrating knowledge, (3) thinking involved
 
in extending and refining knowledge, (4) thinking involved
 
in using knowledge meaningfully, and (5) productive habits
 
of mind (Marzano, 1992, p.vii). Reflecting the various
 
important components of cognitive learning theory, the
 
Dimensions form a cohesive guideline and method for
 
P^ these complex ideas.
 
Marzano also addresses instructional tasks and the
 
importance of their relevance to student goals and
 
meaningful use of knowledge. He recommends that
 
instructional tasks center around decision making,
 
experimental inquiry, invention, problem-solving and
 
investigation, and believes that in order to be meaningful,
 
they should be application oriented, and/or long-term,
 
and/or student-directed.
 
In summary, traditional instructional orientations
 
transmit knowledge. The curriculum is developed outside
 
and separate from instruction and is transmitted to
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students by the teacher or textbook. The teacher is the
 
director of instruction, but has little control over the
 
content taught* The learner has a passive role in this
 
process and is often in a downshifted mode due to lack of
 
interest or understanding. Instruction is highly
 
influenced by standardized assessment.
 
By contrast, research on human learning suggests that
 
the learner should be at the center of a learning process
 
that involves making connections, constructing new
 
knowledge and creating individual meaning. There is a
 
recognition of, and respect for, the multidimensional
 
aspect of learners and the importance of the emotional and
 
affective aspects of learning. Instruction occurs within
 
enriched environments and encourages complex instructional
 
tasks invoiving inquiry, investigation and experimentation.
 
There is reflective practice within a community of learners
 
and assessment is conducted within the context of
 
instruction.
 
Collectively, the research On learning emphasizes a
 
transformation in both meaning and understanding.
 
Transformational approaches go beyond content absorption to
 
include conceptual understanding, applications to the real
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world, and perceptual change in our relationship to what we
 
.know/',. '
 
Assessment
 
The third component of the educational program is
 
assessment. It is the means used to measure student
 
learning. Histbrically, in the traditional model of
 
school, assessment of individual student learning has been
 
a combination of teacher made tests and tests tied to
 
textbooks of curriculum programs. Typically, a yearly
 
standardized test was also given at specific grade levels
 
to look at trends and growth for a school, district or
 
state. Howe in t^^ past ten to fifteen years,
 
standardized achievement testing has become the major
 
component in the assessment of learning. It is often
 
instituted at all grade levels and the results are viewed
 
by many as the primary indicator of individual student
 
success and the effectiveness of teachers, schools,
 
districts, and states.
 
In conjuhction with the movement tpward increased
 
standardized assessment of learning, there has been a
 
growing trend toward the establishment of student learning
 
content and performance standards at the state level.
 
These standards are sometimes referred to as "voluntary,"
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 but in fact, there is a great deal of pressure on districts
 
to adopt and implement state Standards.
 
Some view standards as a means of "raising the bar"
 
and ensuring that all students "know and are able to do"
 
the same information and skills that are deemed important
 
to succeed in life. Some educators see standards as an
 
impetus and a needed guideline for instruction. However,
 
the establishment of standards immediately opens up some
 
critical questions. There are many theorists who seriously
 
challenge the cbncept of uniform standards for all
 
Students, and there aire many ri^sons fot their skepticism
 
(Eisner; Wink; Brooks & Brooks; Gardner; Ohanian; Kohn;
 
Moffett; Mayher).
 
Kohn quotes Darling-Hammond, a researcher who has
 
investigated the impact of the standards movement and
 
states that: . ■ ■■ 
Many existing standards documents do not
 
encourage teaching for understanding.... They
 
outline hundreds of bits of information for
 
students to acquire at various grade levels in
 
each subject area, creating expectations for
 
;	 content coverage that render impossible the in-

depth study students need to understand and apply
 
ideas. (1999, p.59)
 
In emphasizing the problem that results from the
 
establishment of huge numbers of standards in many
 
different subject areas, Kohn also quotes Whitehead, who
 
said that schooling then begins to suffer from "the fatal
 
disconnection of subjects" (p.68).
 
Another critical issue related to the standards
 
movement is that of justice and equity. Many believe it is
 
not reasonable to expect all students to perform to the
 
same level and within the same limited time frame during
 
their educational journey. Ohanian states that "the
 
standards are not about curriculum; the standards are about
 
social justice" (p.113), and Kohn reinforces this opinion
 
and states that the standards are "devices to privilege
 
some over others. This movement is not only more about
 
demanding than supporting; it is more about sorting than
 
teaching" (1999, p.102).
 
Eisner agrees with this assessment and states that
 
"implicit in having standards is the expectation that not
 
everyone will meet them: standards provide one way to
 
differentiate among students" (1985, p.4). In a biting
 
comment about the application of uniform standards for all
 
learners, Ohanian states that she has to "wonder what kind
 
of mind can write that if one has commitment and a plan of
 
action, all students will read and write at grade level"
 
(p. 82). Wink asks the critical question, "Whose
 
standard?" (p.43).
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Brooks and Brooks maintain that state departments of
 
education have the standards movement backwards. They
 
should be setting standards for professional practice and
 
the enhancement of student learning. Instead, they "have
 
placed even greater weight on the same managerial equation
 
that has failed repeatedly in the past: State Standards =
 
State Tests; State Test Results - Student Achievement;
 
Student Achievement = Rewards and Punishments" (p.19).
 
Standards are uniform learning goals. Whether they
 
are seen as beneficial or harmful, they are presently a
 
focus in most of our school systems. In theory, the method
 
for assessment of learning is aligned with the standards.
 
However, this is not always the case. As mentioned
 
earlier, the most prevalent method of assessing student
 
learning in the schools today is through standardized
 
achievement tests. However, these tests do not necessarily
 
align with the learning standards in a particular state or
 
school district. According to Popham there are five such
 
tests in use today: California Achievement Tests,
 
Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, Iowa Tests of Basic
 
Skills, Metropolitan Achievement Tests, and Stanford
 
Achievement Tests (1999, p.9).
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standardized achievement testing as implemented today
 
has become a very controversial and questioned practice.
 
The strongest opposition to the way they are presently used
 
is founded in the tenets that they are reducing what
 
schools teach by narrowing and controlling curriculuni,
 
limiting instructional innovation, and inhibiting genuine,
 
meaningful learning for students (Eisner; Mayher; Brooks
 
and Brooks; Berliner and Biddle; Haney and Madaus, 1989;
 
Cunningham, 1999; Goodlad; Marzano; Armstrong, 1994;
 
Routman; Miller, 1995; Moffett; Kohn; Gardner; Wiggins,
 
1989; International Reading Association, 1999).
 
Eisner concludes that he does "not believe it an
 
exaggeration to say that test scores function as one of the
 
most powerful controls on the character of educational
 
practice" (1985, p.4). He maintains that teachers,
 
although often having deep reservations, "give in" to the
 
pressure of teaching to the test because of public
 
expectations and their own personal fear and insecurity.
 
He states that:
 
Because test performance is used as an index of
 
educational quality, being able to do well on
 
tests becomes a critical concern for students and
 
teachers alike. As this concern grows,
 
educational programs become increasingly focused
 
on those content areas and forms of teaching that
 
are related to test performance, (pp.360 - 361)
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Eisner assorts that teach like everyone else, adapt to
 
the enviromtient in which they are functioning. For many
 
this ^adaptation has resulted in the development of routine
 
repertoires and stock responses that they have learned to
 
use to cope with the demands made oh them" (p.376).
 
This last statement is corroborated by a recent survey
 
reported by The International Reading Association (IRA).
 
In a position statement on high stakes testihg in reading,
 
the IRA reports that in one state, "75% of the classroom
 
teachers surveyed thought the state assessment had a
 
negative impact on their teaching" (1999, p.259). Because
 
the stakes are so high, the pressure to perform is
 
tremendous for both teachers and administrators. As Mayher
 
points out, "The test scores are frequently published in
 
newspapers and used to make comparisons, much in the way
 
that batting averages are used to compare baseball players"
 
(p.255). Kohn adds that:
 
The more a test is made to 'count' — in terns of
 
being the basis for promoting or retaining
 
students, for funding or closing down schools —
 
the more that anxiety is likely to rise and the
 
less valid the scores become, (1999, p.76,
 
emphasis in text)
 
Standardized tests are also greatly effecting the
 
curriculum that is offered in our schools. Eisner suggests
 
that, because there is the wide spread belief that
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something must be measurable in order to be evaluated,
 
those things that are difficult to measure are left out or
 
devalued. Therefore, "for the curriculum of the schools
 
this means that evaluation practices, determined largely
 
with respect to what can be measured, influence to a very
 
large degree the kinds of programs that will be offered to
 
the young" (1985, pp.14 - 15). Berliner and Biddle agree
 
and add that "if such tests feature no expository writing,
 
expository writing drops out of our schools; and if those
 
tests do not or cannot assess scientific reasoning, then
 
such reasoning will not be taught in science classes" (p.
 
318).
 
According to Miller, the genuine student learning
 
that needs to be happening in our schools is greatly
 
inhibited by this movement toWard mass testing. He states
 
When the entire educationa.1 process is geared to
 
standardized tests, the complexity, subtlety, and
 
variety of meaningful learning is reduced to mere
 
bits of data. This reductionism may serve the
 
interests of politicians and administrators, but
 
it does not help students learn, (p.15)
 
Linda McNeil, as quoted by Kohn, agrees and makes the very
 
powerful observation that "measurable outcomes may be the
 
least significant results of learning" (1999, p.75).
 
Brooks and Brooks as strong advocates of
 
constructivist theory, also decry this testing moveinent as
 
harniful and inhibiting to genuine learning. AGGording to
 
them, "requiring all students to take the same courses and
 
pass the same tests may hold political capital for
 
legislators and state-level educational policymakers, but
 
it contravenes what years of painstaking research tells us
 
about student learning" (p.20). Kohn subscribes to the
 
same opinion and states that "if we allow our legislators
 
and school boards to make schools 'accountable' for
 
producing higher standardized test scores, you can bet our
 
children will receive an educatioh completely out of step
 
with the best thinking about how people learn" (1999, pp.
 
, l40'V'"lfi).
 
Ahother criticism of standardized testing is that
 
these tests do not measure many of the indicators of
 
learning that educators consider to be the most important.
 
One educator, as quoted in Kohn> listed some of these
 
indicators and intangibles as "initiative, creativity,
 
imagination, conceptual thinking, curiosity, effort, irony,
 
judgment, commitment# nuance, good will, ethical
 
reflection, or a host of other valuable dispositions and
 
attributes" (1999, pp.82 - 83). Goodlad makes the point
 
that there is a poor Correlation between the traits that
 
society wants in the workforce such as "good work habits.
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company loyalty, dependability, honesty, teamwork, and the
 
like" (1994a, p.201) and the items measured on standardized
 
tests. Instead, these tests seem to "frequently reinforce
 
— unwittingly — the lesson that mere right answers, put
 
forth by going through the motions, are adequate signs of
 
ability" (Wiggins, 1989, p.706).
 
In addition to narrowing and controlling curriculum,
 
limiting instructional innovation and inhibiting genuine
 
learning, there are other negative results from
 
standardized testing. Many theorists see them as
 
discriminatory toward ethic minorities and lower
 
socioeconomic groups and as a means of ranking and sorting
 
students, thereby creating an environment of winners and
 
losers within the schools (T. Meier, 1995; Hayes, Bahruth
 
and Kessler, 1998; Haney and Madaus; Teeter, 1997; Routman;
 
Farenga, 1995; Mayher; Popham).
 
Hayes, Bahruth and Kessler make the point that
 
"failure to account for language and cultural variations in
 
student populations continues to be a widespread problem in
 
assessment" (1998, p.132). T. Meier strongly sums up his
 
position when he states "the fundamental question is. What
 
is wrong with a society that allocates its educational
 
resources on the basis of tests that not only fail to
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measure excellence but also discriminate against the vast
 
majority of its minority poptilatibn?'' (1995, p.184).
 
Popham maintains that students' socioeconomic status is
 
highly correlated to standardized test scores because "many
 
items on standardized achievement tests really focus on
 
assessing knowledge and/or skills learned outside of school
 
- knowledge and/or skills more likely to be learned in some
 
socioeconomic settings than others" (1999, p.14).
 
Another issue related to testing is that fear and
 
stress sometimes result in cheating. Farenga maintains
 
"as long as testing is used to create winners and losers
 
for the meritocracy of school, there will be fear of tests
 
among students" (1995, p.219). When tests are used to hold
 
students, teachers and schools accountable, the pressure to
 
perform increases. Moffet suggests that "tying test scores
 
directly to money makes accountability boomerang by
 
inviting rather than deterring corruption. Many students
 
and teachers are tempted to cheat when tests are too
 
closely linked to career opportunities or to holding a job"
 
(1994, p.112).
 
Some theorists question the actual validity of the
 
tests. Mayher states that "they just don't test what they
 
purport to test. That is, in the area of language
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education, the reading tests don't validly test reading
 
ability, the writing tests don't validly test writing
 
ability, and so on" (p.255, emphasis in text).
 
In addition to questioning the overall validity of the
 
tests as a measurement of learning, there is also a great
 
deal of criticism as to how the test results are used.
 
Haney and Madaus lament that standardized testing is
 
becoming so pervasive in the schools and the same
 
tests are being used for so many different
 
purposes — from diagnoses of student learning to
 
program evaluation, from teachet evaluation to
 
systemwide accountability — that both test
 
results and curriculum and instruction are
 
becoming warped, if not corrupted. (1989, p.687)
 
Popham raises several important issues concerning
 
standardized testing that are rarely addressed. He makes
 
the point that stahdardized achieyemertt tests are a very
 
effective means of comparing student performance with
 
certain skills and knowledge on a national level. However,
 
he strongly contends that they Shbuld not be used to
 
evaluate educational quality and he gives three powerful
 
rationales for this assertion.
 
The first point he makes is that standardized tests
 
are inherently very general in their content in order to
 
appeal to a large general market and audience. As a
 
result, there is bound to be a good deal of mismatch
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between what is taught in any one schopl or distribt and
 
what;.Is tested (p.12).
 
A second factor a.ffecting standardized test results is
 
the fact that they contain a very small number of items
 
that are purposefully developed to make comparisons between
 
Students. Only about half of the students are intended to
 
answer each test item correctly, therefore creating the
 
desired "spread." Items are "tossed out" if too many
 
studeptM answer them correctly, and in reality, if teachers
 
have taught certain information well, these are the items
 
that are likely to be eliminated. In other words, it is
 
students' natural ability or intelligence that is being
 
tested rather than how well they have been taught (p.13).
 
And as points out "virtually all achievement tests
 
given to students in elementary and secondary schools
 
...assess verbal or mathematical performance....students whose
 
aptitudes lie outside of these rea1ms...never enter the
 
equation for calculating intellectual ability" (1985,
 
pp.374 - 375).
 
The third factor that Popham discusses is the one he
 
considers the most important. Student perfO-rmance on
 
standardized achievement tests is greatly impacted by out
 
of school learning. This important factor was referenced
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earlier by those theorists who see these tests as
 
discriminatory. As POpham states, "if children ccwme from
 
advantaged families and stimulus-i-rich environments, then
 
they are niore apt to Succeed on items in standardized
 
achievement test items than will other children whose
 
environments don't mesh as well with what the tests
 
measure'^'\ip.l3.)' v
 
To Summarize Popham's points, he maintains that three
 
factors cohtfibute to students' test scores on standardized
 
achievement tests; what's taught in school, students'
 
native intellectual ability, and students' out of school
 
learning. As he emphasizes, bnly one of these three
 
factors is "directly linked to educational quality" (p.
 
15). T^ based on Popham's analysis, holding schools
 
solely responsible fof perforinance on these tests Is
 
inherently unfair and invalid.
 
A final criticism of standardized testing is the
 
tremendous amount of time and money that is delegated to
 
implementation. Berliner and Biddle cite figures from the
 
National Commission on Testing and Public Policy, which
 
found that mandatory testing in America "consumes annually
 
some 20 million school days and the equivalent of $700 and
 
$900 million in direct and indirect expenditures" (p.197).
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In contrast to the standardized assessment of learning
 
that is currently predominating in our schools, there is a
 
quest by many theorists for the institution of more
 
authentic, meaningful and equitable evaluation of learning
 
in schools (Eisner; Henderson and Hawthorne; Doll; Caine
 
and Caine; Mayher; Wiggins; Armstrong; Gardner; Kohn;
 
Zemelman, Daniels and Hyde; Moffett; Weaver; Goodlad). For
 
the sake of consistency, these researched approaches can be
 
generally referred to as transformative methods of
 
evaluation. Henderson and Hawthorne summarize the need for
 
this transformative approach when they write
 
What is needed is an approach to evaluation of
 
student learning that attends to what is
 
important, assesses it in a comprehensive and
 
authentic manner, and provides the information to
 
students, parents, community members, educators,
 
and policy makers in a usable and meaningful
 
form. (p. 72)
 
One of the first characteristics of a transformative
 
approach to evaluation of learning is that it is an asset
 
or potentials approach rather than a deficit approach. In
 
other words, according to Doll "the primary emphasis in any
 
competence model is not on the deficits of Being but on the
 
powers of Becoming" (p.49). Mayher agrees and writes that
 
in an asset model, errors are viewed "as evidence of
 
learning, the challenge being to determine what has been
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learned in order to help the child go on to new and more
 
appropriate learning" (p.88).
 
Another basic premise of transformative evaluation is
 
that it is accomplished in a variety of ways. Armstrong
 
maintains that just as Multiple Intelligences theory holds
 
that there are eight different intelligences and eight
 
different ways to teach an objective, it also implies that
 
any subject can be assessed in at least eight different
 
ways (p.121). In other words, there are multiple ways of
 
knowing and also multiple ways of showing.
 
In addition, transformative evaluation is on-going and
 
integrated into the instructional program. According to
 
Gardner, "rather than being imposed 'externally' at odd
 
times during the year, assessment ought to become part of
 
the natural learning environment" (p.174). Kohn quotes the
 
first principle that came out of the 1995 National Forum on
 
Assessment which states that "the primary purpose of
 
assessment is to improve student learning" (1999, p.191).
 
Jerome Bruner, as also quoted in Kohn, makes the statement
 
that the creation of learning environments where students
 
can "experience success and failure not as reward and
 
punishment, but as information" (p.191) is critical to
 
genuine learning.
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Synonymous with transformative evaluation are the
 
terms authentic and/or performance assessment. Wiggins
 
states that "we have lost sight of the fact that a true
 
test of intellectual ability requires the performance of
 
exemplary tasks" (1989, p.703, emphasis in text). He
 
elaborates further on the idea of performance tasks where:
 
thoughtful understanding implies being able to do
 
something effective, transformative, or novel
 
with a problem or complex situation. An
 
authentic test enables us to watch a learner
 
pose, tackle, and solve slightly ambiguous
 
problems. It allows us to watch a student
 
marshal evidence, arrange argxaments, and take
 
purposeful action to address the problems.
 
{p.705)
 
According to Wiggins, among the criteria for authentic
 
forms of testing are a public audience, realistic and
 
flexible time frames, collaboration with others,
 
opportunities for students to extend and expand their
 
knowledge, involvement in complex intellectual challenge,
 
use of multi-faceted scoring systems, and minimal
 
comparisons of learners (pp.711 - 712). Lastly, Wiggins
 
emphasizes that "legitimate assessments are responsive to
 
individual students and to school contexts. Evaluation is
 
most accurate and equitable when it entails human judgment
 
and dialogue" (p.704).
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Goodlad addresses ohe other aspect; of schoQl 
evaluation that is rarely discussed or seriously looked at 
as a factor in student learning. He refers to this as the 
"qualitative appraisals of what goes on in schools" (1994b, 
p.59). He believes some pointed a.nd thought■^provoking 
questions need to be asked. He mentions issues such as how 
students spend their time in school, how they feel about 
what they are doing, how many students are absent from 
school each day other than for illness, and how many 
students will not stay home when they are sick because they 
do not want to miss school (p.61). He believes these are 
some of the issues that need to be seriously investigated 
when attempting to evaluate school programs ^  With a tone 
of sarcasm, he quotes a school administra.tor who referred 
to his school as more successful than it used to be 
"because the kids don't throw up as often'' (p.61). 
In summary, assessment of learning and school success, 
as currently implemented, primarily involves standardized 
achievement tests that are statistically normed to maintain 
a bell shaped Curve. They are timed, multiple-choice tests 
that have one correct answer and allow no opportunity for 
questions or dialogue. Increasingly, they have become the 
indicators of schpol, teacher and individual student 
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success, therefore greatly influencing curriculum and
 
methods of instruction. Because they are limited in the
 
scope of what they can measure, they are limiting what is
 
being taught and valued in our schools. There is a noted
 
imbalance of performance on standardized tests for minority
 
and low socioeconomic groups and some challenge that they
 
accurately test what they propose to test. Regardless,
 
standardized achievement tests, along with pre-established
 
standards of content and performance, are powerful
 
influences on schools today.
 
In contrast, transformative assessment provides
 
opportunities for students to demonstrate their
 
understanding through the performance of authentic tasks
 
within the instructional framework. It is individualized
 
and personally meaningful to the learner. It is directly
 
tied to and integrated with the learning that is occurring
 
in the classroom. It is accomplished in an atmosphere of
 
collegial support and involves dialogue> questioning, and
 
collaboration. It evaluates personal growth rather than
 
comparing students to each other and includes the important
 
component of self-evaluation. Transformative assessment is
 
integrated within the framework of transformative
 
curriculum and instruction and, according to many of the
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theorists/ together they form a unified erganism that flows
 
from one into the other.
 
Infrastructure ■ ■ ■ 
Infrastructure is defined in the dictionary as an
 
underlying base or foundation, especially for an
 
organizatipn or system. There is an infrastructure in the
 
educational system that supports and reinforces the
 
perpetuation of ths system. In order to get a total
 
picture of the system, it is important to understand the
 
current infrastructure and also the potential alternatives
 
that could offer change.
 
As has been referenced previously in this paper, the
 
current infrSstructure of our school system has been
 
increasingly influenced by big business and controlled by
 
the government. Driven by the direction established by the
 
federal government, the state legislatures/ state school
 
boards, and departments of education have been developing
 
policies that directly impact the operation of our schools,
 
often almost totally usurping local control. Critics
 
(Miller; Moffett; Kane,1995; Purpel; Porter,1995;
 
Rockmuller and Houk, 1995; Kohn; Goodlad; Ohanian) state
 
strong opposition to this phenomenon* Miller quotes George
 
H. Wood, from his book Schools that Work (1992), where he
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states that "We are witnessing a 'legislated excellence'
 
movement throughout America that, while perhaps well-

intentioned, will make excellence in education even more
 
difficult to attain" (p.12).
 
This legislative excellence movement is directly tied
 
to the national standards movement of the early 1990s.
 
Purpel laments that "the harsh reality is that there is now
 
official sanction and anointment for a particular
 
curriculum perspective, a reality made poignant if not
 
tragic given that this perspective is culturally narrow and
 
intellectually shallow" (p. 157). Miller refers to this
 
movement as an attempt to "establish a monbcultural vision
 
of American society and act powerfully to close off the
 
possibility of a truly multicultural democracy" (p.17).
 
Kenneth Goodman, as quoted by Miller, is vehement
 
about the national goals agenda;
 
I accuse the politicians and technicians of the
 
standards movement of using standards as a cover
 
for a well-orchestrated attempt to centralize
 
power and thus control who will teach, who will
 
learn, what will be taught in the nation's
 
schools, and who will determine the curriculum
 
for schools and for teacher education, (p.18)
 
He further accuses the politicians of failing to spend the
 
money required to meet the real needs of education.
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Kane concurs and maintains that the real problems of
 
our educational system are not addressed by the national
 
goals movement. He mentions the factors of poyerty, lack
 
of educational resources, poor accountability systems,
 
bureaucratic structures, and curriculum and instruction
 
unresponsive to the needs and interests of children (1995,
 
p.61). Instead of addressing these needs, "the imperative
 
was to set high arbitrary standards with the demand that
 
they be achieved" (p.61). He suggests that this
 
perspective defines children as human capital, and that;
 
The rhetoric of reform has assumed that schools
 
serve political and economic functions but has
 
failed to recognize that schools are cultural
 
institutions to the extent that they serve
 
children as whole human beings learning to
 
Uhderstand themselves, the world, a,hd their place
 
therein. (p.73)
 
Goodlad's greatest concern is the short-sightedness of
 
this political agenda. The continual search for the "quick
 
fix" to educational problems prevents looking "deeply into
 
the conditions characterizing schools that appear to be
 
working" (1994a, p.204). He further maintains that "the
 
picture beginning to emerge regarding the nature of good
 
schools is at odds with the standard of excellence
 
that has been vigorously promoted within the policy
 
framework of reform" (p.205).
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Another serious criticism of government control of
 
education concerns the issue of basic civil rights. During
 
the current reform movement, there has not been a great
 
deal of open debate on this issue. However, many theorists
 
have strong opinions (Goodlad; Moffett; Kane; Porter;
 
Rockmuller and Houk, 1995; Kohn).
 
Paraphrasing Dewey, Goodlad makes the point that "the
 
state does not set the aims of education, nor do its
 
educational pronouhcements have any immunity from critical
 
examination through the educational process" (1994b, p.36).
 
Kane states that the "language of reform has extended the
 
authority of government over the minds of individuals while
 
simultanedusly reducing the concept of human beings with
 
'unalienable rights'" (p.73). Moffett also sees it as a
 
civil rights issue and states that "citizens have no
 
obligation to demonstrate their competence to the
 
institution of the state" (1995, p.47, emphasis in text).
 
Porter calls for the separation of school and state,
 
much like the historical separation of church and state and
 
maintains that "families should be free of government
 
compulsion in the education of their children" (1995,
 
p.184). When discussing the concept of national goals,
 
Rockmuller and Houk make the point that "the issue is not
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whether these are admirable goals or loathsome ones; rather
 
the issue is who chooses for a particular family what the
 
goals for its children should be" (1995, p.203).
 
Kohn addresses another controversial issue — that of
 
State control over instructional methodology. He states
 
that in "1996 and 1997, state legislators across the
 
country introduced sixty-seven phonics bills. To date, at
 
least ten states have enacted such laws" (1999, pp.8 - 9).
 
These theorists suggest that there is need for
 
government support of education. Their argument is with
 
the current extent of that involvement and control.
 
According to Kane, the role of government should be limited
 
to the "complex questions relating to the financing of
 
education, the enforcement of Civil rights, and the safety
 
and well-being of children" (p.74).
 
Moffett asserts that the government has based its
 
reform agenda on two erroneous assumptions. "One is that
 
assessment is the instrument of change, because schools
 
teach to tests. The second is that business knows best,
 
because public education is really just another business"
 
(1994, p.118). The first assumption has some truth to it
 
because it has been widely affirmed that schools and
 
teachers do tend to teach to tests and therefore, large
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scale standardized assessmen-t as seen today, has become an
 
instrument of change- The debatable question becomes what
 
kind of change has it engendered? The second assvimption,
 
that of education as just another business, leads into the
 
current impact of business and corporate thinking on
 
education- Many theorists believe that this impact has
 
been historical, pervasive, and negative (Miller; Berlak,
 
1995; Moffett; Doll; Martin,1997; Darling-Hammond; Eisner,
 
1985).
 
Using their influence and direction, many corporate
 
leaders have been spokespersons on education and the need
 
for reform. In 1994, Louis Gerstner, CEO of IBM, speaking
 
in support of Goals 2000 legislation, stated
 
We must establish clear goals and measure
 
progress to them. We must articulate exactly
 
what we expect from schools, teachers,
 
principals, students and parents, and we must
 
provide rewards and incentives to reach them....If
 
the goals are not met. We need to exact stiff
 
penalties, changing the leadership and even
 
dismissihg staff members in schools that aren't
 
performing....All this will require revamping
 
licensing requirements# [and the] testing and
 
assessment of both students and staff. (Berlak,
 
1995, pp.139 - 140)
 
His Suggestions forewarned the future as many states have
 
incorporated these ideas into practice.
 
Another highly quoted corporate spokesman who has
 
influenced educational policy is Lee lacocca, chairman of
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Ghrysler Gorporation. In 1991 he addressed the Association
 
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, a highly
 
respected organization for educational leadership, at their
 
annual convention and said, "Your product needs a lot of
 
work, and in the end, it's your job....Your customers don't
 
want to hear about your raw materials problem — they care
 
about results." (Moffett, 1994, p.140). Moffett is highly
 
critical of this analogy:
 
Comparing children to metal, rubber, and plastic
 
is hard to forgive....What possible sense can this
 
analogy between school and business make when the
 
raw materials, the prpdiicts, and the consumers
 
are all one and the same — the citizens? (p 141)
 
model of schools and learhers has been
 
discussed throughout this paper. There is a historical
 
perspective to this model. Dol1 points Out that iJ.S.
 
Steel, when establishing the model town of dary, Indiana at
 
the turn of the century^ was instrumehtal in establish
 
the segmentation of the school day into specific time slots
 
that fit the efficiency model Of Steel production. "Thus,
 
U.S. Steel Company gave mechanized clocks to every
 
classroom" (p.43) and this tradition has held on to this
 
day.
 
Business or factory metaphors for schools and students
 
abound in the criticism of our current system. One is
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school as "a Special kind of production site — a factory
 
that turns out workers for the nation's public and private
 
sectors" (Martin, p.18). Another has students as "raw
 
materials to be 'processed' by schools according to
 
specifications defined by schedules, programs, courses, and
 
exit tests" (Darling-Hammond, p.45).
 
Goodman, as quoted by Miller, observes that our
 
standardized education today is a direct result of the
 
"mass production mentality of the past century" (p.21) and
 
states that"in the industrial view, schools are factories
 
taking children as raw materials, shaping them through
 
controlled, uniform treatments, and delivering them as
 
standard products" (p.21). Moffett agrees with this
 
assessment and states that "much of the awful stuff that
 
goes on in schools can be traced to this inappropriate
 
analogy between learning processes and the procedures by
 
which inert physical materials are manufactured and sold"
 
(1994, p.92),
 
Eisner sums up the problem with these metaphors when
 
he states, "the dominant image of schooling in America has
 
been the factory and the dominant image of teaching and
 
learning the assembly line. These images underestimate the
 
complexities of teaching and neglect the differences
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between education and training" (1985, pp.355 - 356,
 
emphasis in text).
 
Another factor influencing our public schools is the
 
tremendous size of the infrastructure. As organizations
 
grow in size, their complexity tends to increase and a
 
great deal of energy goes into self-maintenance. Goodlad
 
makes the point that "our educational system is held
 
together by structural arrangements of such proportions
 
that its maintenance consumes a large portion of the total
 
resources allocated to it" (1994b, p.64). In addition to
 
requiring huge outlays of resources, the schools are
 
becoming so large they are losing a sense of intimacy that
 
is so iiriportant to students.
 
Within this huge, factory modeled infrastructure,
 
there is much concern among educational theorists about the
 
meaninglessness of school for many of today's teachers and
 
students. Darling-Hammond reflects on the consequences of
 
policies that make no sense to those who have to enforce
 
them. She describes
 
A world in which educators cease to try to make
 
sense of their environment for themselves as
 
professionals or for their students. They have
 
to explain to students the procedures and
 
policies that students encounter only in terms of
 
what some faceless, external, and presumably
 
nonrational 'they' say we have to do. (p.44)
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She goes on to discuss the alienation that results for both
 
students and teachers when nothing makes sense in the
 
school environment and promotes the position that "solving
 
the problem of contradictory policies is a prerequisite for
 
solving the problems of student engagement and learning in
 
schools" (p.45).
 
Kohn describes the current system as one filled with
 
the teacher doing the "chalk'n talk, stand and deliver,
 
sage on the stage" (1999, p.61) delivery of information and
 
the students receiving by the "sit'n git" (p.61) method.
 
He quotes George Wood, who maintains that the current
 
reforms in our system are the most "anti-student list we
 
could imagine. More tests, more homework, more drill, more
 
hours, more days. It's as if we are to just do more of
 
what isn't working now" (p.103).
 
Zemelman, Daniels and Hyde agree. They make the point
 
that there has been very little serious, broad based
 
questioning of the day to day workings and operation of the
 
American education system. Instead, within the current
 
reform movement, there has been the assumption "that if the
 
same activities are conducted within an enhanced framework
 
— with more time, more money, more teachers, more tests, ­
then student achievement and outcomes will improve" (p.3).
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All we have to do is the same things "harder, longer and
 
stronger" (p.3). They maintain that we are learning that
 
this does not work because what wre have been doing in
 
schools has not been working in the first place.
 
Specifically, "we don't empower kids, we don't nurture
 
literacy, don't produce efficient workers, don't raise
 
responsible citizens, we don't create a functional
 
democracy" (p.3). Since more of the same is not working,
 
they call for a different approach to student achievement,
 
one that will "act directly upon teaching and learning"
 
(p.3).
 
Postman and Weingartner also address student
 
alienation from the schools, especially for disadvantaged
 
students. They maintain "the conventional school is a
 
hostile place, especially to urban 'disadvantaged'
 
children. They do not learn what the school says it
 
'teaches,' and they drop out— or are thrown out- of it as
 
soon as they reach an age where this is legally possible"
 
(pp.155 - 156). They make the point that these alienated
 
students do not go away. They become a part of the larger
 
society and often a negative part. Society winds up paying
 
a very high price for failing to ensure that school is a
 
meaningful and valuable experience that gives these
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students a sense of worth and a belief in a positive
 
future.',
 
Gardner agrees and maintains that the significance
 
that schooling held for the majority of students in the
 
past is no longer true for many students in bur schools
 
today. Many students feel distanced from the relevance of
 
the schbol experience and have little faith in its
 
meaningfulness for their future lives. He asserts that
 
"much if not most of what happens in schools happens
 
because that is the way it was done in earlier generations,
 
not because we have a convincing rationale for maintaining
 
it today" (p.199) and he believes that students find more
 
relevance "in the media, in the marketplace, and all top
 
frequently in the demimonde of drugs, violence and crime"
 
■(p.199)..;, . , 
Caine and Caine declare that the current state of 
unrest in the educational system is a direct result of the 
larger foundational changes and challenges in our society. 
They maintain that for many years education: 
has been stable, dwelling quite comfortably in an 
ordered state. However, over the past several 
years, there has been more and more interaction 
with the environment — more intensive media 
coverage, more concern from political and 
religious groups, more demands from business, 
more special needs to accommodate, and more 
impact from technology. All of these have 
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perturbed the system. Thus, it is moving out of
 
stability and into disequilibrium. (1997a, p.59)
 
According to Wheatley and new science theory, "if
 
organizations are machines, control makes sense. If
 
organizations are process structures, then seeking to
 
impose control through permanent structure is suicide"
 
(1992, p.23). Wheatley also emphasizes that when a system
 
comes under great stress and is confronted with change, it
 
will fall apart, but it will fall apart so it can
 
j^-eorganize itself (p.2). Some theorists believe this is
 
what is happening with the educational system today. Doll
 
likens it to "Kuhn's crisis stage of paradigm change"
 
(p.l28).
 
These theorists describe a huge, over-burdened,
 
educational infrastructure of factory modeled schools with
 
antiquated curricular and instructional approaches and
 
alienated students and teachers, working within a
 
politically driven bureaucracy. The researched
 
transformational approaches to curriculum, instruction, and
 
assessment that have been discussed previously do not fit
 
into this educational infrastructure. If these approaches
 
are to be explored in any meaningful depth, the
 
infrastructure will need to change also. As Mayher states,
 
"schools must be dramatically changed if they are to
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fulfill their educational mission in a democratic society"
 
(p.l).
 
Zemelman, Daniels and Hyde make some very powerful and
 
convincing statements about the uniformity of opinion
 
concerning the common "features that begin to define a
 
coherent paradigm of learning and teaching across the whole
 
curriculum" (1993/ p.4). They maintain there is
 
"unrecognized consensus" (p.6) among the recommendations
 
coming out of very different educational leadership
 
organizations in regards to a "consistent, harmonious,
 
vision of best educational practice" (p.6). They state
 
that:
 
This coherent philosophy and spirit is reaching
 
across the curriculum and up through the grades.
 
Whether it is called Whole Language, or
 
integrated learning, or transdisciplinary
 
studies, by some other name, or by no name at
 
all, this movement is broad and deep and
 
enduring. It is strongly backed by educational
 
research, draws on sound learning theory, and
 
has, under other names, been tested and refined
 
over many years. (p.7)
 
If this is in fact the case, how is the new paradigm
 
established? How is a new infrastructure built? How are
 
environments created that support transformational
 
education? How are truly democratic schools established
 
within truly democratic communities of learners? There
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seem to be no simple answers to these questions, but there
 
is some consensus on direction.
 
Genuine dialogue within self-governing learning
 
communities is viewed by many as a means of developing the
 
capacity for school transformation (Dar1ing-Hammond;
 
D.Meier, 1997; Gardner; Goodlad; Ohanian; Keene and
 
Zimmermann, 1997; Eisner). Inherent in the concept of deep
 
and genuine dialogue is the concept of truly democratic
 
schools that provide equal learning opportunities to all
 
students. Schools that meet the varying needs and
 
interests of students and provide avenues for open and
 
honest communication and debate. Schools that address the
 
meaningful and deep questions that students have. In other
 
words, schools that incorporate the researched
 
transformative approaches discussed in previous sections of
 
this study.
 
Dar1ing-Hammond states that "we need policies that
 
allow and encourage schools to engage in the kind of
 
democratic dialogue that fosters the development of a
 
polity, a community with a shared purpose" because "the new
 
model for school reform must seek to develop communities of
 
learning grounded in communities of democratic discourse"
 
(p.53).
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Meier (1997) agrees and states that:
 
This^ m rejecting top-down
 
reforms unless they are useful to the creation
 
and sustenance of self-governing learning
 
communities responsible for collaboratively and
 
publicly deciding really important issues. The
 
kind of education we want for our young requires
 
Schools that see themselves as membership
 
commuhities, hot service organizations. In such
 
communities ideas are discussed, purposes argued
 
about and judgment exercised by parents,
 
teachers, and students because that is at the
 
heart of what it means to be well educated;
 
having one's own wonderful ideas, (p.146)
 
^ile acknowledging the tremendous complexity of
 
schools and genuine reform, Gardner states, "I believe that
 
the most appropriate model for talkihg about school change
 
is the idea of building a new cpimunity" (p.84, emphasis in
 
text). This metaphor for schoois is in contrast with the
 
factory or industrial metaphor and according to Gardner is
 
in opposition to the top-down administrative agenda which
 
has identified the oid:model. "In a community, everyone
 
has a voice'' (p.84 He describes the workings of this
 
coiranunity where:
 
its members must work together over time to
 
develop reasonable goals and standards, work out
 
the means for achieving such goals, have
 
mechanisms to check whether progress is being
 
made, and develop methods for changing course —
 
sometimes dramatically— if progress is not being
 
achieved. In a viable community, members
 
recognize their differences and strive to be
 
tolerant, while learning to talk constructively
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with one another and perennially searching for
 
coitimon ground, (p.84)
 
Goodlad also agrees that dialogue is key to progress
 
and change. He makes his point with a quote from Cremin
 
who states that "the proper education of the public and
 
indeed the proper creation of publics will not go forward
 
in our society until we undertake anew a great public
 
dialogue about education" (1994b/ p.13). Cremin also calls
 
for addressing what he terms "among the most important
 
questions that can be raised in our society" (p.13). These
 
include the critical issues of what knowledge, skills and
 
values do we hold in common? Cremin maintains that when
 
these questions are asked, "We are getting at the heart of
 
the kind of public we would like to bring into being and
 
the qualities we would like that public to display" (p.13).
 
Keene and Zimmermann state that "asking the tough questions
 
and providing a venue for conversation about them is,
 
perhaps, our most important work" (1997, p.101).
 
The issue of dialogue is carried to a higher and
 
broader level by Eisner. He maintains that genuine and
 
deep dialogue opens up:
 
the kind of discussion that educational practice
 
should but does not now receive. Virtually every
 
set of educational events, virtually every
 
educational policy, virtually every mode of
 
school organization or form of teaching has
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 r virtues and aertain liabilities. The
 
more that educatiphal criticism can raise the
 
level of dischssiQh on these matters, the better.
 
,;;.. ;,^ti985,'p.237)
 
He also states the importance of viewing issues and
 
policies from many different perspectives for "the denial
 
of complexity, ii^ educational matters, as in politics, is
 
the beginning of tyranny" (p.237).
 
Another issue highly related to transformational
 
educational reform is the recognition of the
 
interconnectedhess of schools with the society at large.
 
This has been addressed previously but it needs to be
 
reeniphasized here when discussing infrastructure. Gaine/
 
Caine and Crowell underscore this point when they state
 
^ that;: ■ 
Our challenge is to realize that all our problems
 
are somehow related. They are connected to each
 
other and they cause each other. We will finally
 
turn education around, in our classrooms and in
 
our communities, when we adequately grasp the
 
nature of that connectedness. Then we will also
 
see how to deal with our problems simultaneously.
 
■ , (1994, p.5) 
The multitude of problems affecting our society at
 
large are reflected in our schools. Peterson calls for an
 
acceptance of this interconnectedness and warns that "our
 
schools, our cities, our children will not survive the tide
 
of poverty, inequality and violence without a social
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movement that demands from the whole society what many are
 
diemanding from schools alone" (1995, p.81).
 
Moffett seeks a solution to the problems of society
 
that are rooted in alienation and separation. He maintains
 
the human need to bond is very powerful and when this need
 
is itiet, society benefits. He states that;:
 
people whb learn to feel good and finb ineahihg
 
through the community-as-school will not only
 
stop being Problems themselves but also learn to
 
help those who remain charges on the society....the
 
best public education of the future will consist
 
of good opportunities to bond with other people
 
and the rest of creation. (1994, p.299)
 
Goodlad also calls for schools that are supported by 
and connected to the rest of the community. He states that 
the "existence of a good school depends heavily on the 
nature of its connections with the rest of the community 
ecosystem" (1994a, p.197) and "the rhetoric 'Good schools 
make good societies' appears to be upside-down. A more 
accurate depiction would be 'Good societies have good 
schools'" (p.199).V■ 
Renewed attention to teacher education and preparation 
is seen by many as another key component to improved 
infrastructure. Many theorists call for a renovation of 
professional teacher education in order to more 
successfully carry out the important transformative 
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approaches in curricHlum, instruction and assessment
 
(ParXing-Hammond;Goodlad; Eisner; Caine and Caine; Mayher;
 
flart;)v:;- ■ 
In 1975, Hart was highly critical of teacher education
 
and quoted Medley and Mitzel who bitterly stated that:
 
An honest appraisal of the content of teacher
 
training would reveal that it does not reseipable
 
ths rigordus quantitative set of laws which form
 
the substance of the training of architects or
 
engineers as much as it resembles the treasured
 
store of traditions passed on by one witch doctor
 
to another, (p.9)
 
The Caines also lament the condition of most teacher
 
education which they believe "builds on the thinking and
 
practice dominated by the industrial model and factory
 
metaphor" (1997b, p.191). They maintain that:
 
Teachers within universities are still largely
 
instructed in how to "deliver" content and skills
 
to students, how to control student behavior
 
using punishment and rewards, and how to grade
 
students on the basis of work done. This kind of
 
teaching becomes an inadequate foundation for the
 
Information Age and for learning extended by
 
technological possibilities, (p.191)
 
They advocate for the preparation of what they term
 
Perceptual Orientation 3 thinkers, whose "richer and more
 
complex repertoire and functioning makes possible teaching
 
for deep understanding" (p.190). They propose a very
 
specific model for teacher education programs which
 
includes
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1. Developing a Coherent Mental Model of Learning
 
2. Instruction — Mastering the Instructional
 
Approaches
 
3. Understanding Technology as a Way of Infusing
 
Life and Meaning
 
4. Using Perceptual Orientation 3 Thinking as the
 
Foundation for Helping Students Master
 
Multiculturalism within a Democratic
 
Society
 
5. Progressing from Discipline by Coercion to
 
Creation of Collaborative Communities
 
6. Curriculum — Functioning in a World That Makes
 
Sense* (pp.192 ^ 194)
 
Goodlad has been a leader and proponent of improved
 
teacher education for many years. He strongly asserts that
 
"thf malaise that this nation is beginning :tb sense is a
 
correlate of shameful neglect of the educational ecology of
 
which teacher education and schools are critically
 
important parts" (1994a, p.15). He sees teacher education
 
as the key factor in improved schools and advocates for
 
school-university partnerships that "offer promising
 
mechanisms for building into the lives of all involved
 
increased attention to reflection and the importance of
 
continuing intellectual growth" (1994a, p.63). Goodlad has
 
come
 
to the firm conclusion that we will not have
 
markedly better teachers and schools until
 
school-university collaboration succeeds in
 
ensuring under its broad umbrella units for
 
teacher education — centers of pedagogy — that
 
include as a fixed, permanent part of their
 
structure enough renewing partner schools to
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embrace each successive cohort of student
 
teachers. (1994a, pp.108 - 109)
 
Eisner also champions the concept of closer
 
collaboration between teachers and university professors
 
and sees this cooperation as a benefit for schools. He
 
believes "as true parity develops between professors and
 
public school teachers, a more congruent relationship
 
between teacher education programs and the educational
 
possibilities of schooling is likely to develop" (1994,
 
According to these theorists, when all the
 
stakeholders in the educational system recognize and accept
 
the interconnectedness of our schools with the larger
 
society, the importance of and need for meaningful and deep
 
dialogue, and the need for improved and extended teacher
 
education and support, an important foundation will be
 
established on the road to positive infrastructural change.
 
In addition, education needs an infrastructure that
 
provides government support, but not control, that
 
considers the needs of the business community as just one
 
part of the needs of society in general, and that considers
 
the individual needs of the learner as the most critical
 
component in the learning environment.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGN AND METHODOLOGy
 
This is a qualitative applied research study that
 
incorporates a variety of descriptive methodologies. It
 
begins with a review of federal education policy over the
 
past two decades and then explores current educational
 
policies in the states of Alaska and California. In an
 
extensive literature review, it explores the current models
 
of curriculiim, instruction, assessment, and infrastructure
 
in our schools and contrasts these models with what the
 
current research in learning theory suggests should be
 
happening. It also incorporates interviews with practicing
 
educators to investigate and describe the impact the
 
current policies are having on them, their classrooms, and
 
their students. It seeks to explore possible corroboration
 
that may exist between researched theory and the beliefs
 
and practices of seasoned educators. Lastly, this study
 
draws some conclusions based on the research and interview
 
findings and makes recommendations for possible action and
 
future study.
 
As stated in the introduction to this study, one
 
method for school improvement that has not been
 
investigated on a large and consistent basis is
 
implementation of the enormous base of research that has
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been done in recent years in the area of cognitive learning
 
theory. It is the premise of this study that this needs to
 
' '
.happen.
Due to the breadth of this study, it is obvious that
 
limitations are involved. JLlthpugh incorporating
 
disciplined subjedtivity, the readings and research
 
represent philosophical orientations similar to my own. I
 
have a firmly developed school of thpught that is
 
compatible with the concepts of whole language,
 
constructivism, best practices, brain-based learning, and
 
multiple intelligences theory. Therefore, these
 
brientations are represented in the literature reviewed.
 
Also because of the breedth of my topic, I could not
 
possibly address all the important issues impacting
 
schools. Therefore, I was selective and relatively brief
 
in my treatment pf Whdt I considered the core issues in
 
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and infrastructure.
 
My intent wes to synthesize the research Of experts and
 
theorists that represent a unified school of thought.
 
In addition, the amount of information and data that is
 
related to this study is tremendous, it neces
 
selectivity as to what would be included and no doubt some
 
important perspectives were neglected.
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Another limitation is the small number and purposeful
 
selection of the teacher interview participants. Their
 
responses are representative of highly experienced,
 
progressive educators and responses could have been quite
 
different with a sampling of either less experienced or
 
more traditional teachers.
 
The delimitations of this study include the fact that
 
for time reasons, I had to limit my policy review. I chose
 
the states of California and Alaska as I live in Alaska and
 
am presently going to school in California, T taught in
 
both states and have teaching colleagues in each location,
 
I also narrowed my focus by reviewihg only those policies
 
that are relatively recent and selecting those that, in my
 
Opinion, are currently having the greatest impact on
 
schools, teachers, and students in California and Alaska.
 
For the participant section of this study, I
 
interviewed a total of eight teachers, four from Alaska and
 
four from California. I used purposeful selection
 
procedures for the teacher participants. I was looking for
 
highly experienced, knowledgeable teachers with a broad
 
perspective on educational issues. I also wanted
 
representation that would be consistent with my policy
 
review. I know each of the participants personally, have
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taught five of th^ eight, and have worked in some
 
capacity with the other three.
 
The teachers' work experiences range from nine to 35
 
years and although all are currently teaching at the
 
elementary level, three have also had experience at the
 
middle and high school levels, and one also taught at the
 
pre-school and college levels. Three of the teachers have
 
only taught in their respective home states, while the
 
other five have had multi-state experiences including
 
Washington, Arizona, South Dakota, Texas, Montana and
 
Alabama. The participants were guaranteed anonymity and
 
their responses are found in the appendices. The first
 
four, A — D, are California teachdrs and E -- H ;
 
teachers. ­
The interviews were aooomplished with two rounds 6^^
 
standardized open-ended questions. One of the foreshadowed
 
problems I considered when approaching this study was the
 
logistical issue of interviewing in Alaska while attending
 
school in California. I overcame this problem with some
 
degree of success by having the first round of interviews
 
done as an in-depth open-ended questionnaire that was sent
 
to all participants and then returned in hand-written or
 
typed form. This was done in January and February. It
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iiiGluded eleven questions posed to explore some general
 
information areas and to gain some perceptions about issues
 
impacting teachers today. I was looking for patterns and
 
trends in their responses to develop more in^-depth and
 
focused follow-up questions for the second round interview.
 
Responses to these questions are located in Appendix B.
 
The questions were
 
I. Personal Data
 
A. What is your teaching history? (How long,
 
where and what levels?)
 
B. What are some of the biggest changes or shifts
 
that you have observed and/or experienced during
 
your teaching career?
 
II. Teaching Philosophy
 
A. What are some of your strongest held beliefs
 
about learning?
 
B- What are some of your strongest held beliefs
 
about teaching?
 
C. How would you describe yourself as a teacher?
 
(Brain-based approach? Constructivist?
 
Traditional? etc.)
 
III. Current Educational Policies
 
A. How are current policy decisions affecting you
 
as a teacher? (standards, accountability,
 
assessment, etc,)
 
B. How do you feel current policy decisions are
 
affecting students? (same)
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€. Do you see a diohotomy^^^^ ymr personal
 
educational philosopliy and the policies? Please
 
explain your answer in detail.
 
IV.
 
A. if ther^ are contradictions between your
 
philosdphy an'^ "the reality of current policy, hdw
 
do you deal with these contradictions both
 
pefsonally and professionally? In other words,
 
how do you cope?
 
B. what are some observations you have made as to
 
how other teachers seem to be coping?
 
C. if you were to describe the general morale of
 
your teaching colleagues today, what would you
 
;V say?
 
Taking the results of these questionnaires, I
 
developed five follow-up standardized open-ended guestions
 
for the second round of taped interviews. There was
 
divide*^ opinibn about standards in the first round,
 
whereas, all participants expressed deep concerns about
 
standardized testing. Therefore, the selection and wording
 
of questions one and two in the second round. Question
 
number III-C in the first round also had unanimous positive
 
response from the participants — thus leading to questions
 
four and five in round two.
 
The second found of interviews was accomplished in
 
March in Alaska during the spring recess and in April in
 
California. The Alaska interviews were done in my home and
 
the California interviews at various locations depending on
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convenient circumstances and schedules. I sent the second
 
round questions ahead in order for people to give them some
 
thought. Some chose to make notes, but all spoke without
 
script. Their responses are in Appendix C. The second
 
round of questions were
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons
 
concerning the current standards movement?
 
2. What do you see as the most serious consequence of
 
the current standardized testing movement?
 
3. Historically, how have your students ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
4. What are some of the intangibles that you think
 
should be considered when discussing or evaluating
 
-student success?
 
5. If you were able to influence policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
The entire interview process was controlled in that it
 
did not vary from one participant to the next. The
 
questions were unifoimi and the interviewer role remained at
 
all times as that of a controlled, disciplined outsider.
 
In reviewing the data, the contents of participant
 
responses were analyzed for three general components:
 
reoccurring themes, issues, and threads of commonality;
 
obvious contrasts or differing responses; and responses
 
that matched, reinforced, or related to the research
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covered in the literature review. The specific findings
 
are shared in chapter five.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS
 
The findings from the teacher participant interviews
 
were analyzed for three specific characteristics. I was
 
interested in where teachers expressed common themes and
 
issues^ where and when their responses noticeably differed
 
from one another, and lastly and most importantly, when
 
their responses matched or backed-up the research on
 
learning theory. The questions are addressed one at a time
 
and the findings are summarized as briefly as possible.
 
The specific and exact responses to round one questions can
 
be found in Appendix B and responses to round two in
 
Appendix C.
 
First Round Interview
 
In the first round questionnaire, question I-B asked
 
about big changes and shifts that had been obseirved or
 
experienced during the various teaching careers. Seven of
 
the eight responses discussed in one way or another the
 
swing from a traditional textbook centered approach to more
 
awareness and incorporation of researched approaches, such
 
as whole language, student-centered learning, problem
 
solving, etc. Then they noted the recent swing back to a
 
standardized approach to learning and instruction with a
 
tightening of control through instructional methodology.
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standards, and testing. One teacher reinforced much of the
 
research when he stated, "in seventeen years, I've seen
 
many changes. The most recent, and I think the most
 
harmful, is the reliance on standardized test scores to
 
drive the curricula." Only one mentioned "the biggest
 
shift has been in the societal expectations placed on
 
public schools. For many years programs have been added to
 
the school day and the curriculum has been expanded to
 
include more and more social issues." However, this
 
reality is another influence backed by research.
 
Question II-A addressed the issue of strongest held
 
beliefs about learning. Regularly repeated responses
 
included the fact that all children can learn, and learning
 
is a natural instinct driven by curiosity. One participant
 
pointed out that "learning should be considered a most
 
natural instinct of children, not something we make them
 
do."' •
 
Additionally, learning requires a variety of
 
materials, resources and different types of assessments.
 
Another oft repeated comment concerned the uniqueness of
 
learners. A participant commented that "after 25 years in
 
the process of education I 'know' every child is an
 
individual with strengths and weaknesses. No one approach.
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method or medium works for all or even a majority of
 
students." Another made the point that "all children
 
deserve to be honored and respected for what they bring to
 
school; their culture, their languages and their strengths
 
and weaknesses."
 
Another requirement for genuine learning that several
 
mentioned was that learning needs to make sense and be
 
meaningful for the learner. One stated, "I believe that
 
children learn those things that they are made to feel are
 
important to them. Therefore, if any learning is to take
 
place the material presented must be made relevant to each
 
student."
 
Developmental appropriateness and the issue of being
 
willing to take risks were also addressed. "I think
 
learning is developmental, tied to different stages of
 
growth for different kids at different times," and this
 
participant added, "I believe a carelessly issued word or
 
task can undo weeks and weeks of learning." These points
 
were reinforced and expanded by another participant who
 
stated that "learning is a complex, developmental,
 
interactive, integrative process. To truly be learning,
 
the emotions must be engaged, the thinking challenged, the
 
curiosity sparked, and the learner safe enough from
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humiliation and total defeat to take 'risks These
 
educators were all reinforcing each other and backing up
 
the research from their own practical experience. These
 
were not the only important shared beliefs about learning
 
but they were mentioned the most often.
 
The next question dealt with strongest held beliefs
 
about teaching (II-B). This question generated many
 
different descriptors, demonstrating a wide variety of
 
perspectives about this very complex and demanding
 
profession. None of the descriptors were in opposition to
 
each other, and most were supported by research. The most
 
oft repeated response was that teachers are first and
 
foremost learners themselves. This perspective was
 
supported by one participant who stated succinctly, "I
 
think the best way to learn is to teach" and another who
 
stated "teaching effectively requires passion and a love of
 
learning" and a third who said "teaching is a continuous
 
learning process." A last noteworthy comment was "some of
 
the best teachers are our students."
 
Other descriptors included the importance of modeling
 
a love of learning to students and orchestrating creative
 
ways to engage students' natural desire to learn. One
 
participant defined important teaching components as
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"modeling, guiding, and at times prodding" and another
 
eloquently stated "the teapher then is the nourisher, the
 
interest enhancer, and the salesman of life ideas."
 
Participants also mentioned the importance of teachers
 
helping Sthdents "to view themselves as learners and
 
problem solvers," and "'teachers must make a personal
 
connection to the student and to his/her family." Others
 
noted the role of teachers to "build on their students'
 
Strengths and lead their students to independence in
 
learning how to learn."
 
In addition, it was noted that teaching needs to be
 
personally rewarding. One stated that "teaching is a
 
'calling' demanding more of us than anyone can imagine and
 
thus, rewarding us, not in the traditional sense of money
 
so much as personal satisfaction." Another made the point
 
that "teaching should be regenerative, emotionally
 
engaging, nurturing to the teacher's spirit and joyful."
 
Due to the pressures of the times, this same educator
 
lamented, "I do not find it to be that way anymore."
 
Question II-C asked the participants to describe
 
themselves as teachers. Three of them stated they were
 
students of brain-based instruction, one also with
 
constructivist leanings. One considered herself
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constructivist, but was fearing traditional leanings vtere
 
erupting due to the current tiines. Anotlier received
 
graduate trainihg iri constructsivist practice but also
 
stated her traditional backgroiund influenced her teaching,
 
The gentlemen both referred to themselves as eclectic or
 
cross-bred. Only one referred to herself as primarily a
 
traditional teacher due to her own tJ^aining and learning
 
experiences. She qualified her traditional orientation
 
somewhat as she provides choices for students, integrates
 
art experiences into her instructional program and uses
 
many different grouping structures.
 
The responses to question III-A, how policies are
 
affecting you as a teacher, were eloquent and at times
 
angry. Teachers expressed a gireat deal of concern and
 
worry about themselves and their students. Their
 
frustrations and concerns are reflected in the research.
 
One teacher, who is a proponent of standards, expressed
 
great alarm about the way they jwere being implemented in
 
California. As she stated, "holding students and teachers
 
accountable for teaching standards in the first or second
 
year they are introduced, and before resource materials are
 
equally accessible to all students, is neither just nor
 
fair." She went on to state "AND to use just one means of
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assessment, la stan^ that does not test the
 
standards, seems unconscionable'' (emphasis in text). The
 
issue of testing and test scores was a big concern to all
 
of them. One teacher lamented that "for the first time in
 
my career as a kindergarten teacher, my K students will
 
have to take a reading test at the end of the year>" and
 
another stated "I have put too much pressure on kids to
 
perform well on tests and I don't like myself for it."
 
Others were critical of the fact that many policy
 
decisions "ignore the needs of individuals." As one
 
teacher commented
 
These policy decisions are often at odds with my
 
beliefs about children and education.... I want to
 
teach and assess with a full view of the student,
 
while standards and standardized assessment takes
 
a quick snapshot that is very often inaccurate,
 
and always limited.
 
Many expressed the concern that the policies are
 
created by non-educators who often have little
 
understanding of teaching, learning, and the real workings
 
of schools and classrooms. There is resentment and some
 
alienation. As stated by one participant, "I feel my
 
judgment and professional integrity are being swept aside
 
as nothing." Another angrily asked "what other profession
 
or trade has a group in charge who knows nothing about that
 
profession or trade?" She went on to say that "the current
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situation here is demeaning and humiliating. This is
 
unfortunate because I have worked diligently at trying to
 
work with and not against..-.I have tried to remain
 
positive.;'';;-''- '^^ ;7; -'Ai'v'
 
Another seasoned veteran took a slightly different
 
approach to the policies* He has refused, thus far, to get
 
too cpncetned about the mandates. "I'm cohcerned about
 
kids and have written my share of letters to the
 
editbr....Quite frankly, I close my door and do what is best
 
for kids...so far."
 
When asked how the policies are affecting students
 
(III-B), the responses again reflected the research. The
 
most common response dealt with fear and stress about
 
passing to the next grade level. Students are worried and
 
the testing is at a high stakes level, especially in
 
California. One respondent worried that! ^ 'there is a lot of
 
concern/fear/anxiety over 'passing' more than on learning
 
and growing as a learner." Another lamented that "students
 
are panicking over the possibility of retention and
 
pressure to dp well on testing, and have become very 'one
 
right answer' oriented." On the positive side, the point
 
was made by a couple of respondents that there has been an
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increased sense of responsibility for learning on the part
 
of some students.
 
Another common concern was the amount of time students
 
are spending taking tests. As one respondent pointed outs
 
Our students in third and sixth grade are taking
 
the Gates reading test (spring and fall), the
 
ITBS, the Cat 5, the state proficiencies and any
 
authentic assessments the teacher needs to give.
 
Everyone else takes these minus the state
 
proficiencies. Weighing the pig doesn't' make it
 
any fatter!!
 
The lack of focus on other valued aspects of student
 
learning was also a commonly expressed concern. One
 
teacher commented that "for many students, personal
 
strengths and intelligences may be underemphasized or
 
worse, totally ignored." The self-esteem issue was also
 
mentioned by several. A respondent lamented, "I think the
 
result is that students are infinitely more aware of their
 
inadequacies and are ready to compare themselves with
 
everyone in the world based on their performance on a tool
 
that does not test their true abilities."
 
Some expressed the belief that students are being
 
cheated out of a more valuable education. One stated that
 
students "are being denied their right to the best
 
education possible and being put into a box that will not
 
develop their ability to be thinkers for the 21®^ century."
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Another respondent addressed the issue of -teactiier
 
energy and how it impaqts students arid their learning She
 
stated, "I believe my students are happy, but unnecessary
 
energy is spent on fighting for Or against, on keeping what
 
we know i? good for children, etc., rather than spent on
 
plannirig arid preparirig and listening to children."
 
Question III-C, which asked if there was a dichotomy
 
between their educational philosophy and the policies,
 
received a unanimous"yesV" One respondent summed up a
 
fairly prevalent pefspective when she coinmented that "I
 
can't explain the enorinous sense of hopelessness that this
 
policy shift has produced."
 
There was a good deal of concern expressed about the
 
emphasis on testing overshadowing genuine teaching and
 
learning. One person commented that:
 
The emphasis on teaching to the test (while
 
acknowledging that it is noble and good to have
 
high standards for everybody), is overlooking all
 
the current research on how children learn, and
 
is narrowly defining learning as that which is
 
measured by filling in blanks on a standardized
 
'test
 
Others added similar comments and stated their concern
 
about policies viewing students as numbers. "The policies
 
(standardized testing dependence, mandatory retention)
 
treat students as numbers, statistics, and seek to quantify
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information that is not quantifiable." This opinion was
 
reinforced by another person who stated, "1 lopk at
 
students holistically and individually, local policies born
 
of a very narrow conservative view of education, insist on
 
viewing students through numerical test results."
 
Question (IV-A) concerning how individuals are dealing
 
with perceived contradictions between their philosophy and
 
the current policies, both professionally and personally,
 
brought many and varied responses. First, it is
 
interesting to note that they all continue to maintain
 
positive and professional attitudes towards their classroom
 
responsibilities. One stated that "I know the standards
 
and I incorporate all of them in real reading and writing
 
activities." Another said, "On the short term I am simply
 
getting up and going to work each day and doing my best for
 
that day or that week." She added that "there are lots of
 
things that happen each day to make it worthwhile."
 
Another stated
 
I have endeavored to become very familiar with
 
the Standards. I have (reluctantly) worked on
 
test-^related worksheets with my students. I am
 
reading and studying about better ways to teach
 
reading and writing and am helping to facilitate
 
classes for teachers in our district on such
 
matters.
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However/ this same person stateid/ "But, I constantly feel
 
dish&artened about ttie work I am doing, and how well I am
 
preparing the students to be successful on 'the test'." On
 
the personal side, shd said, "I feel like a fish out of
 
water, in that I don't seeni to belong in my own profession
 
any more. The thought of leaving the teaching profession
 
permeates my work, almost daily." In her closing comments
 
on the subject she stated, "I do not want to be a part of
 
this monolithic, tyrannical, judgmental, panicked, joyless
 
'educational' system."
 
Another stated, "When it comes to deciding what a
 
student needs educationally, I use my experience, education
 
and professional judgment. If there seems to be a conflict
 
between my judgment and a policy, I follow my judgment."
 
This educator has been teaching for 25 years and he stated
 
that he is "at a point in my career that if I am forced to
 
follow procedures to which I am philosophically opposed, I
 
will leave the field of education." A similarly Seasoned
 
educator made the remark that "I do what I have long
 
done...when things shift...I simply smile, close the door, and
 
teach!" Although, she admitted "on the personal level, I
 
am not doing at all well«.the joy I have felt is being
 
sucked out of me by the indifference to what this back-lash
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of thought is doihg.'' She eloquently w On to state
 
that "fear, and the sense of not being able to trust are
 
powerful underittiners...iI feel aJtin to the poor people in
 
Mozainbique clinging to the treetpps while the flood waters
 
"roar:;'about :iae.:" . "
 
When asked t how these teachers perceive their
 
colleagues to be coping with the poiiciesy the answers
 
encompassed several general strategies. Some stated that
 
many Of the teachers are seeking "out any and all materials
 
ayailable to them to help prdp their students for testing"
 
and others "are more publicly (at staff meetings, for
 
example) giving lip service to the 'techniques' they are
 
using to increase test scores." Another teacher made the
 
observation that "some teachers are seeing only black and
 
white as they assess their students, - test scores count,
 
authentic assessments from running records, writing samples
 
written retells, don't count."
 
Other teachers are perceived to be "rolling along with
 
the flow" or "going through the motions of teaching" or
 
"doing the basic job each day and going home!" Along this
 
same line, one of the participants complained that "many
 
are simply doing what they are told and ignoring what it
 
does to children."
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others see teachers looking to each other for support
 
in these difficult times. One statedr "the positive side
 
to the dichotomy between professionals doing what they know
 
about teaching children and lay decision makers passing
 
contradictory pplicy is teachers look to P'^her for
 
support. This has been unifying." Although he added that
 
"the work and constant conflict is wearing." In one last
 
comment related to how teachers are feelihg and coping he
 
mentioned that "educators work hard at staying positive.
 
To their credit and professionalism, they still bring
 
energy and enthusiasm to the classroom leaving the politics
 
of education outside."
 
The last question (IV-C) in this first round dealt
 
with the topic of general teacher morale as perceived by
 
the participants. Almost to the teacher thers was
 
agreement that it is low or on the decline. One mentioned
 
cautious optimism, but this was directly related tp her
 
staff's feelings about this year's test scores. For the
 
most part "they are feeling pressure<i/ rafcher than
 
supported, by administration." Another expressed the same
 
sentiment because "not many feel validated or supported by
 
administrators and school board members." One described
 
teachers as "feeling hopeless, helpless and resigned."
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Another stated that ''It^s pretty sad/^t^^:i never hear imioh
 
enthusiasm from teachers anymore." Another opinion was
 
that "many are overwhelmed and feeling like they can't
 
teach anymore." On a slightly more positive note, one
 
agreed
 
Morale is down, but we seem to unite in our
 
misery as we all love the company. There are no
 
more dear and pleasant people on this earth than
 
schoolteachers. So if we're going to be bashed
 
about, we can take it as long as we have one
 
another. ;
 
■ 	 Second Round Intejrviews ; 
The first question in the second round of interviews 
was directed at the concept of standards. They had been 
mentioned by some participants in the first round, but I 
wanted to hear from everyone — both pro and con. 
There was quite a variance of ppinion on standards and 
to a large degree they split along state lines. Three of 
the four California participants expressed genuine support 
for the standards movement. One stated that "in California 
for a long time we've had teachers doing a lot of different 
things." Another commented 
in the state of California we have needed to have 
some kind of standard that children were expected 
to meet....Many teachers chose to not raise the 
expectations for children and so many children 
have not been given what I would call an adequate 
education....they are going to actually stretch
 
children and teachers more importantly.
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Another California educator believed that the "standards
 
movement...has been an awakening for teachers as far as the
 
higher possibilities for students." The fourth California
 
participant saw the standards movement as a sign that
 
people are starting to pay attention to schools. For that
 
reason, if nothing else, she saw them aS having some
 
benefit.
 
Alaska teachers were not as Supportive of the
 
standards movement. Two saw them as beneficial if they
 
were used as broad guidelines. However, they expressed
 
concern about the current narrowness of many of the state
 
standards. A third participant saw standards as an opening
 
for discussion and debate over what the expectations for
 
children should be. The fourth Alaska educator had nothing
 
good to say about standards. He asked the questions "Whose
 
standards are we trying to teach to and why are these
 
standards more important than other people's standards?"
 
When the discussion turned to the negative aspects of
 
the standards, there was a great deal of commonality of
 
concern among the participants. Several participants in
 
California mentioned that in many cases they were not
 
developmentally appropriate. For instance, one stated that
 
"A lot of the things that the standards are asking us to do
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in kindergarten are not developmentally appropriate with
 
what we know children are ready to learn." She added that
 
this is also a problem at her son's seventh grade level.
 
"They are expecting him to do algebra and geometry and
 
things that he's not ready for. Some children are, but
 
many of them aren't." Another added that "some of the
 
standards are asking for children who are still at the
 
concrete level to be in an abstract level and they aren't
 
there yet....So to me, the trouble is whoever designed the
 
standards, was not thinking about children."
 
A second major concern was the issue of labeling
 
students based on the standards. The inappropriateness
 
mentioned above "will not make the children rise, it will
 
make them feel defeated because they cannot achieve it,
 
because it is beyond their ability at that particular
 
time." This participant went on to state
 
I am saddened by that because I feel that
 
teachers, generally speaking, know what children
 
can do at a certain level and can, given the
 
appropriate standards, help the children to rise
 
to the highest of their ability. But I think
 
they are asking for an impossible task and you
 
are putting the children at risk.
 
Another teacher mentioned that in her opinion, the
 
standards have been "dumped on us I feel in such a way
 
that...if you can't make it, you are either a bad teacher, or
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the children are to be looked down upon because they are
 
not succeeding." This opinion was shared by another who
 
point blank stated, "I think students become labeled as
 
failures and that's a very negative impact of the
 
standards." Another made the point:
 
When you have a whole lot of people saying that
 
this is the important subject and this is the
 
area or height of acceptable performance and
 
above — anything below that is unacceptable in
 
this performance standard, it disregards any
 
student individuality or learning styles.
 
Teachers observe and accept the great variance that exists
 
within every group of students. As one stated, "I think
 
it's really wrong to put kids in a box and that's the
 
biggest defeating factor."
 
Another commonly mentioned concern about the standards
 
movement was its tendency to greatly limit a teacher's
 
freedom, creativity and flexibility. One observed that "it
 
is really in many ways demeaning to teachers because it
 
takes away from the humanity of what they are doing and
 
makes them statisticians. And that's really limiting in
 
terms of their job." A second echoed that opinion when he
 
said, "I think it alsC limits teacher flexibility and
 
creativity and interest both teacher and student —
 
because now there's a focus on these standards and with the
 
testing you're expected to [do] you know you need to work
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towards those standards which can be limiting in other
 
areas," A third educator was even more vehement. She
 
stated that she thinks "the standards truly undermine what
 
children actually learn." She went on to make the point;
 
I think everybody agrees that we want to have a
 
standard of children being able to learn and
 
value learning and be curious and keep that. But
 
what the standards movement, as I see it, has
 
really done is undermine that whole process. So
 
what we all might agree is a long-term goal — the
 
current standards movement is undermining that.
 
Question two evolved from the fact that all the
 
participants had expressed concern about standardized
 
testing during the first round. I wanted to know What they
 
considered the most serious consequence of the standardized
 
testing movement. Most had a difficult time limiting their
 
response to only one issue and elaborated somewhat.
 
However, all responses reinforced the research.
 
In one way or another, there was concern expressed for
 
the fact that teachers are spending a lot of time teaching
 
to and preparing for the tests. One participant commented
 
that she feared California teachers were joining ranks with
 
what is happening in many east coast states where "you're
 
teaching to the test all year long and that's your focus."
 
Another made the point that in many cases, teachers are
 
"throwing out good educational practices for the sake of
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raising the test scores." Along this same line, one
 
participant eloquently stated that this testing movement
 
"disengages teachers from their profession and that is the
 
art and science of teaching. And^^^^w^ you do that you rob
 
children of genuine learning."
 
A concern expressed by a couple of California teachers
 
was the 1ack of alignment of the standards with the
 
Stanford 9 test. This was creating a good deal of
 
frustration. One teacher asked, "How can you prepare
 
children to meet the standards that the state requires when
 
you are also giving them a test that has nothing to do with
 
the standards?" She felt "the test is set up for failure."
 
This same teacher also made the comment that she "would
 
like to see the administrators who created this as a
 
standard on how to judge schools, have to take the test and
 
pass it, because I don't think most adults could do it."
 
Another, who questioned the lack of alignment with the
 
standards, added that the test "doesn't take into account
 
where the children started, what resources were available,
 
how they learn and the multiple ways that we can assess
 
their learning."
 
The limiting and defining nature of the tests was
 
another focus of concern. Standardized testing is
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"defining education and I think that's dangerous because
 
it's such a narrow definition." This same respondent made
 
the point that "a lot of times I see standardized tests as
 
testing the most superficial areas of thinking." Another
 
teacher agreed with this assessment and stated that as a
 
result of this focus on testing, "teaching and education
 
becomes low level and mediocre."
 
In a strongly and eloquently stated opinion, another
 
respondent was greatly concerned about how test results are
 
used to define and compare students:
 
A standardized test, in and of itself, is
 
relatively harmless....But to take that performance
 
on a given day in a given state of mind and to
 
reflect that child's complete educational
 
background from that one assessment is dangerous
 
and it's harmful and it's very inaccurate....So
 
using the test to compare students and to give
 
them ideas on who they are and where they stand
 
in the whole spectrum of life and make that an
 
important thing for them is dangerous..."
 
Question bhree in this round was asked due to the
 
strong opinions held about standardized testing.
 
Historically, how had respondents' students performed on
 
these tests? One respondent, a kindergarten teacher, had
 
never had to give a standardized test until this year.
 
Another, had only had to test for three years as a
 
classroom teacher, and admitted that her students scored
 
very poorly at that time. She was teaching at a Title One
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school/ with a low socioeconomic population and high
 
riumbers of Ehglish language learners* One respondent
 
stated that her scores have been relatively high, generally
 
in the 70'''' to 80'"' percentiles except for "My Hispanic
 
children who do not know English, or my children with low
 
ability who are required to read for all the different
 
tests which is what a standardized test requires."
 
Five of the respondents stated that generally their
 
scores were in the average range. They had some
 
interesting comments related to this fact. Comments
 
included, "On the average, my students have ranked
 
average," and "They generally followed the bell curve" and
 
"Historically, my students have ranked about in the SO""
 
percentile." Another respondent elaborated somewhat:
 
I would say that on something like the Gates, my
 
kids reflect what happens with most kids.
 
There's going to be a percentage that scores at
 
the lower end/ a percentage at the middle and at
 
the top. I don't know if it is a dismal view,
 
but I think it will always be that way because
 
that's human nature. There will be some at the
 
bottom, the middle and the top and I would
 
challenge anyone that said all their students
 
were at the top. .
 
The fourth question in this round was asked to give
 
the respondents an opportunity to discuss the aspects of
 
learning and education that are not generally measurable,
 
and yet are viewed as important and valuable — in other
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words, the intangibles. The responses were varied and yet
 
followed the pattern of recognition of the wholeness of
 
children and the need to acknowledge that wholeness. Their
 
responses also were reflected in the research.
 
Several spoke about the importance of measuring
 
student strengths, one said, "It would be neat to measure
 
or examine what they are good at ~ and to be able to speak
 
to their strengths." Another said, "We really need to look
 
at individual student strengths and many times they're not
 
evaluated by some of the more conventional assessments.
 
For example leadership, X don't know of any standardized
 
tests or standards assessment that looks at leadership."
 
Another characteristic that was mentioned by several
 
was maturity level. As one stated, "Maturity is something
 
that should be looked at when you're considering and
 
evaluating a student" and another added that "those are the
 
kinds of things that impact how they perform on different
 
things."
 
The ability to work well with others was also stressed
 
as a characteristic that was important for student success
 
and yet one that is not formally measured. Organizational
 
skills and the willingness to take risks and think
 
creatively were also mentioned. As one respondent pointed
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out, we live "in a society and a world that needs children
 
who can think, who are inquisitive, who are literate, who
 
need to be able to work with others and come up with ideas
 
that are not necessarily the standard idea." She went on
 
to describe these characteristics as the intangibles that
 
"no test can measure."
 
This same teacher brought up the issue of emotional
 
intelligence. As she stated, "We know that emotional
 
intelligence is one of the areas that is most neglected and
 
yet is most significant in whether you will be successful
 
in life. And it is not measured."
 
Along a similar vein was the topic of joy and
 
happiness. One respondent made the point that "a child's
 
happiness in and outside the classroom is critical to how
 
they perform....How much joy a child has is something that we
 
don't test and I think it's really important, especially
 
when we look at the lives of children." Another said
 
When students enjoy school...if they are happy, if
 
they like to participate....If the students feel
 
safe in their environment and want to
 
learn....Those are the kids who are going to be
 
successful in life, - unless we keep telling them
 
they are not going to be because of their test
 
scores.
 
The last question in the second round was an
 
opportunity for the respondents to give their personal
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opinions on their current situations and give possible
 
recommendations for change. How would they influence
 
policy makers and/or parents if they were able to do so?
 
Their responses were variedr eloquentf and deeply felt.
 
All were in line with researched recommendations.
 
A couple of them urged policy makers to get into
 
classrooms, lots of them, and find out what is going on
 
there. As one said, "I want you to see what's happening to
 
the kids. And that's what's important. I think that's
 
what we lose sight of." Another had the same
 
recommendation, although she wanted them to spend a week in
 
her room. She wanted"them to see the difference between
 
true teaching and test preparation." She also wanted them
 
to become "engaged with the children to see how intelligent
 
they are and how capable they are and how much we are
 
denying them by doing what we are doing." This same
 
educator "would like parents to start complaining..,.I'd like
 
parents to say, 'this is not right!'"
 
Another respondent wanted policy makers to become
 
educated on the issue of statistics and the bell shaped
 
curve. As she sees it:
 
When you get — I don't care how many kids you get
 
— a hundred, a thousand, ten thousand or a
 
million kids, you're going to get something
 
resembling a bell shaped curve Statistically.
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You're going to get a few highs, a big chunk in
 
the middle and some lows and that's typical. So
 
to say, for a school or a district or a state to
 
say, that we will have all children reading by
 
the third grade or we will have all students
 
achieving 50^'' percentile by the end of two years
 
is just about statistically impossible.
 
This teacher also expressed great concern about the
 
lack of respect in the policies for the developmental
 
differences inherent in children. As she stated so
 
eloquently:
 
It's very important to remember that we are
 
dealing with children, and not little automatons,
 
not little computer programs that can be pre-set
 
in advance to make a certain goal....This is not a
 
flow chart, this is a child.
 
A fourth respondent urged policy makers to continue
 
"looking at the possibilities of highest quality
 
education....But let's also remember that each person that
 
walks through a classroom door is a whole person." She
 
strongly stated that"our means of assessment should
 
include multiple ways of expressing what we have learned."
 
Lastly, she gave warning to herself as well as the 'powers
 
that be' when she stated
 
I don't want to slip into the routine or rut that
 
mistakenly identifies people by a number or a
 
percentage growth, because then we have missed
 
most of who this person is, and we are truly
 
limiting the ppssibilities of what education can
 
: be.
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The issue of student involvement in educational
 
planning was extremely important to one of the
 
participants. He had mentioned it during the discussion of
 
standards and stressed it here again. As he said,
 
"Students need to be involved more in the planning of their
 
education. Not just in individual classrooms, but at a
 
school level, and district level. And if we're looking at
 
state standards, at state levels." Curriculum was also a
 
concern for him. He recommended that we "simplify the
 
curriculum and encourage greater depth of exploration and
 
study rather than throwing everything you can think of into
 
a curriculum and expect it to be covered." He had other
 
recommendations, including the need to recognize the
 
complexity of educational issues. He warned against the
 
faulty tendency of policy makers to view things
 
simplistically through standardized test scores "because
 
education is so complex and so involved and each individual
 
student is, that to simplify, I think, is dangerous."
 
One educator called for a return to a 'new
 
renaissance' in education — "back to a time and place where
 
the individual was respected for their individuality." He
 
spoke of an education "where every student was taken as far
 
as they were able to go, where we could find the things
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that they really appreciated and use those for spring
 
boards to teach thdm other subject areas." And he added,
 
"there is no standardized test for that I'm sorry to say —
 
I'm happy to say."
 
Another respondent spoke of her concern around the
 
current narrowing of education. She also addressed the
 
importance of looking at the whole child and developing
 
their strengths. She asked that parents think about what
 
they wanted for their children and made the point that the
 
current policies "seem to be leaving a lot of kids out... and
 
I think we are going to have a problem because we are going
 
to have children out there who are not useful, and are not
 
feeling useful and then what are we going to do?"
 
The final respondent was very global in her approach
 
to a discussion with policy makers. She used it as a
 
teaching opportunity and asked them some key questions such
 
as "What is the purpose of school?" and "What do you want
 
for your child?" "What do you want them to be like?" and
 
"What's the long term goal?" She was of the belief that
 
the answers to thes^ questions would be fairly uhiversal
 
and similar to her <iwn. She then made the point that
 
"teaching for understanding is what we are supposed to be
 
doing....I think that we need to start looking at children
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more closely. We have to start where the kids are and work
 
from there." Because, as she stated, "The point of view
 
that is almost always forgotten is that of the child." She
 
closed her remarks with a very crucial and key observation
 
and question:
 
I would ask why a child comes to school so
 
interested when they're so
 
young....and the love of learning is contagious and
 
then I want to know whst happens...ypu know, what
 
happens along that education continuum and that
 
as we exit children that love for learning is
 
gone. And I'd ask those policy makers how they'd
 
contributed to that?
 
Summary of the Findings
 
While each interyiew question has been reviewed and
 
summarized by tying together the teacher participant
 
comments, it is important to summarize the entire interview
 
process and findings in some general terms. Taken
 
collectively, what are these teachers saying? As
 
practitioners in the field, what are their biggest concerns
 
about the world of education in which they are living?
 
What is the effect of the contradictions that exist in
 
their world at present?
 
First, I would like to address the areas where there
 
seemed to be some difference of opinion or focus in regards
 
to teacher responses. As noted earlier, there was some
 
difference of opinion during the discussion of standards.
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In general, the Califorriia respondents were supportive of
 
the idea of standards, although they had some deep
 
rese:t:vations about the appropriateness of specific
 
standards, lack of resources for teaching them, and lack of
 
alignment to the testing. In contrast, the Alaska
 
respphdents, while generally supportiye of broad stahdards,
 
were not as enamored with the current standards due to
 
their specificity, limiting, and defining factors. One was
 
totally against them.
 
The other noted difference among respondents was again
 
along state lines. In the questions related to policies,
 
standards and testing, the California respondents seemed to
 
generally be addressing the mandates coming from the state
 
level. They were concerned about the pupil promotion and
 
retention policy and the high stakes testing program that
 
are currently affecting students, teachers, schools and
 
districts within the state of California. In contrast, the
 
Alaska teacher responses often seemed to be directed more
 
toward local policy and policy makers rather than state
 
policies. This possibly reflected the small town
 
environment in which bhe Aipsice^ e the
 
large urban districts which are represented by the
 
California teachers and also the fact that the Alaska State
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policies, except for the high school exit exam, have not
 
yet reached the state-wide high stakes level that they have
 
in California.
 
The areas where the respondents expressed a great deal
 
of unanimity included their concern about the current
 
standardized, controlled approach to education, their
 
negative views on standardized testing and how it is
 
currently being used, and their total agreement concerning
 
the existence of a dichotomy between their own personal
 
educational philosophies and the current direction of
 
educational policies.
 
These teachers' opinions and suggestions backed-up and
 
reinforced the research on every topic that was addressed.
 
Their responses were often varied, but also encompassed
 
major themes that kept reoccurring and always were
 
consistent with some important aspect of the research.
 
First, they shared broad perspectives on the definition of
 
learning which included the belief that everyone can learn,
 
that it is a natural instinct and all learn in different
 
ways and bring different strengths, weaknesses and
 
interests to the "learning table." They defined learning
 
as developmental, complex, integrative, and social. They
 
reinforced that it requires a low risk environment and many
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different approaches and materials to meet the needs of all
 
learnefSv They also discuSiied^^^^t^ importance of the
 
embtional involvement of thb learner and the need for
 
learning to make sense and be meaningful for the learner.
 
They defined the role of the teacher in many and
 
varied ways, but again, all were integrated and closely
 
tied to the research. They spoke of teachers as learners
 
modeling a love of learning to their students. They spoke
 
of the importance of orchestrating creative ways to engage
 
learners and the necessity of guiding, supporting and
 
enhancing the learning experience. They spoke of the
 
importance of making personal connections with their
 
students and helping them to view themselves as successful
 
learners. They spoke of the need for teachers to view
 
their students broadly and respect the inherent differences
 
that exist among them. They spoke of teachers as artists,
 
as having a 'calling' and the importance of being able to
 
enjoy the persohal rewards of teaching.
 
Their recommendations to policy makers also reflected
 
researched recommendations. They encouraged policy makers
 
to become actively involved with the schools. They
 
expressed the need for policy makers to view children
 
holistically, developmentally and individualistically.
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They encouraged the involvement of students in educational
 
planning and goal setting. They expressed a need for
 
deeper curriculum, and an educational system that is
 
inclusive of all students. Continually they asked for
 
respect for the complexity of the educational process and
 
stressed the importance of asking the big important
 
questions that can lead to positive long term goals.
 
In addition to noting the participants' differences
 
and similarities of opinion related to the questions and
 
their frequent coherence with researched recommendations, I
 
would like to make two additional and noteworthy
 
observations. One is the fact that these teachers all
 
share the recognition of and respect for their students as
 
unique individuals. Time and again, their responses
 
reflected this grounded belief. Their discomfort with
 
inappropriate standards, their unified dislike of
 
standardized assessment as currently being used, their
 
continual mention of respect and honor for individual
 
differences in learning styles and rates, their concern
 
about providing valuable and meaningful learning
 
experiences for all of their students, their expressed need
 
to assess learning in multiple ways, and their continual
 
discussion of the need to build on strengths all attest to
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this shared belief. In many of their recommendations to
 
policy makers, they were asking for policies that also
 
honor, respect and value the uniqueness Of the students
 
within the educational system.
 
A second observation is that these teachers presently
 
share an overall sense of discouragement and alienation
 
from the larger system or infrastructure. This ranged from
 
a level of disconnection and avoidance of mandated policy
 
to the outright consideration of leaving the teaching
 
profession. While continuing to put forth the best effort
 
possible, these participants expressed frustration,
 
discouragement, lack of validation, lack of support and a
 
sense of helplessness within the larger situation in which
 
they find themselves. They are living and working in a
 
systeni that is not presently honoring or building on their
 
professional expertise, knowledge, and experience.
 
Something is very wrong when there is this degree of
 
unanimous frustration and incoherence expressed by
 
professional educators. Some are coping better than
 
others, but to be operating at their optimum level,
 
teachers, like everyone else, heed to feel validated. The
 
system is not currently providing this validation.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS
 
As Stated in the introduction to this study, there has
 
been and continues to be, nationwide concern and criticism
 
of our public schools. There is almost universal agreement
 
that our schools have some genuine problems and there is a
 
great deal of effort and money being spent in attempting to
 
solve them. Accountability has become the "name of the
 
game" and the nation's students, teachers, and public
 
schools have become responsible for proving their worth
 
through their achievement of uniform learning standards and
 
their performance on high stakes achievement tests.
 
The current "legislated" improvement agenda is being
 
imposed upon the nation's schools with very little
 
substantial proof that it is the best way to accomplish the
 
improvement that is desired. In fact, most of the
 
theorists quoted in this study maintain that this agenda is
 
actually counter-productive to the sought for improvement.
 
They contend that the current standards and high stakes
 
testing movement is antithetical to genuine learning. They
 
describe different approaches, referred to in this study as
 
transformative, which they maintain would bring about more
 
positive and lOng-lasting change in our educational system
 
than the current policy mandates will to do.
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The questions become, how and why are these policies
 
dichotomous to these transformative approaches? Why are
 
they contradictory to what teachers have come to believe
 
through their professional practice? What is the result of
 
this dichotomy for teachers and learners? What can we
 
learn from all of this and what recommendations for change
 
and further study can be made? Some answers to these
 
questions have been suggested in the literature review and
 
in the findings from the teacher interviews, but they need
 
to be summarized and explored further here.
 
In general, the policies enforcing standards, high
 
stakes achievement testing, promotion and retention
 
procedures, mandated instructional approaches,
 
accountability programs that compare and rank schools and
 
students, and monetary staff incentive programs, make some
 
basic assumptions about the learning process that do not
 
align with the research on learning theory. These policies
 
assume that you can force or legislate academic
 
improvement; in other words, you can demand learning to
 
occur. They assume that if you reward and/or punish
 
learners, teachers, and schools, you can improve learning.
 
They assume that everybody learns in the same way and that
 
there is one best way to teach skills and information to
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students. They assume that if you work harder and longer,
 
you are bound to learn more. They assume that all learners
 
should learn the same things and that all learners are able
 
to learn the same things. They assume that if stdhdards
 
are set higher, children will achieve more. They assume
 
that if the teacher teachers it, the learners will learn
 
it. They assume that finding learner deficits is the best
 
way to evaluate progress and that the best measure of
 
learning is a Standardized achievement test. These
 
assumptions all reflect a simplistic view of learning, and
 
suggest that there are simplistic solutions to the problems
 
of our schools.
 
The above assumptions are all antithetical to learning
 
theory and the transformative approaches discussed in the
 
literature review. They are also antithetical to the
 
opinions and experiences discussed by the teacher interview
 
respondents. As mentioned in the findings chapterr the
 
teacher respondents' experiences and professional opinions
 
supported and reinforced a great deal of the research in
 
the literature review. These practitioners and the
 
research in learning theory base their conclusions about
 
learning on some very different assumptions from those
 
driving the policies. In the words of the Caines, the
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practitioners and the theorists are operating from a
 
different mental model about learning.
 
Learning theory research and the teacher practitioners
 
both assume the vital importance of recognizing and
 
respecting the inherent differences in learners — their
 
intelligences, their talents, their interests, their
 
learning styles and rates. They assume that genuine
 
learning can not be forced, but rather must be encouraged,
 
and nurtured. Learning comes from within learners as they
 
are challenged with new experiences and make new
 
connections. They assume that learning occurs best in an
 
environment of low risk and high challenge. There is no
 
fear of punishment or humiliation in a genuine learning
 
situation. They assume that learning is a very complex
 
experience that expands and grows as the learner's
 
curiosity and interest are encouraged and developed. They
 
assume that learning involves building on learners'
 
strengths and leading them to construct new knowledge
 
through seeing patterns and making connections with prior
 
knowledge. They assume that learning occurs best when
 
curriculum, instruction, and assessment are closely
 
connected and integrated into the educational program.
 
They assume the importance of creating learning communities
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where learners challenge and Support one another. They
 
assume that there is not one simple solution to teaGhing or
 
learning and they recognize the need to continue to explore
 
and incorporate new strategies for enhancing the learning
 
experiences of children.
 
Existing policies and the research based learning
 
theories are therefore dichotomous because they are based
 
On very different assumptions about learnibgr learners,
 
teaLChing, and teachers. The policies are contradictory to
 
preferred teacher practice for the same reasons.
 
As discussed in some depth in the findings chapter,
 
the result of this dichotomy for teacher practitioners is
 
very grave. They find themselves caught in the middle —
 
caught between their own professional beliefs and
 
understandings about children and learning and policies
 
that contradict or negate those beliefs and understandings.
 
For many experiehced teachers, such as the sampling in this
 
Study, who are fully grounded in their persdnal
 
understanding of how children learn best, impleinenting
 
these policies can be a professional conflict of great
 
magnitude.
 
For newer teachers, the conflict may not be as great,
 
as they may not yet have fully developed their own personal
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understanding of the learning process. Teaching is a
 
journey for most teachers and working with and learning
 
with children is how most teachers develop their skills and
 
deep understandings about learning. However, due to these
 
policies, newer teachers may never have the opportunity to
 
learn and develop the deep and meaningful instructional
 
practices and techniques that create quality learning
 
environments and make teaching the joyful and rewarding
 
experience that it should be. Either way, be they
 
experienced or neophites, these policies are deleterious to
 
teachers and their practice.
 
These conclusions maintain that many of the current
 
educational policies are dichotomous to learning theory and
 
also harmful to effective teacher practice. If this is
 
true, what needs to happen to encourage a more hospitable
 
and encouraging learning and teaching environment in our
 
schools?
 
First of all, policy makers need to become more
 
inclusive in the process of policy development. In the
 
policy review section of this study, Catherine Marshall
 
stated that "good decision making can occur only after a
 
wide search identifies the needs and concerns of all the
 
people who will be affected by a decision" (p.14). This is
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a profound and wise statement. In a democratic society,
 
policy should 6e developed with the best interests of those
 
being impacted by the policy included in the development
 
process. In the case of educational policy, this means
 
students, parents, teachers, administrators, and ideally,
 
the educational theorists and researchers, should assist
 
policy makers in developing policy that significantly
 
benefits and enhances learning. At this point in time,
 
this kind of inclusive involvement is not happening.
 
Policy is largely being developed by people outside the
 
educational environment who have very little understanding
 
of education or the implications of many of their
 
decisions. Until this is done on a consistent and widening
 
basis, educational practice and methodology will continue
 
to be at the mercy of whatever political agenda happens to
 
be in control. This is unsound educational practice and it
 
has been a very critical foundation for the current plight
 
of our schools.
 
Secondly, the state-wide and nation-wide institution
 
of standardized testing as a measure of educational success
 
and accomplishment needs to end. As a single practice, it
 
is extremely instrumental in creating negative feelings
 
about school and learning. It is the single greatest
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hindEance to the implementatioh of sound and recognized
 
instructiohal practices and strategies that can increase
 
and enhance the quality of the learning experiences
 
occurring in our Schools. Transformative approaches cannot
 
be implemented in any broad, consistent manner as long as
 
standardized achievement testis remain the sole measure of
 
student, teacher, and school success.
 
Thirdly, the federal and state governments need to
 
step back and stop controlling the direction of educational
 
improvement in general. Dictating, comparing, judging and
 
punishing as a means for educational improvement must stop.
 
It simply is not the answer. It is fair and probably
 
advantageous for the states to establish broad guidelines
 
defining educational goals. However, for the most
 
effective attainment of those goals, local communities and
 
districts need to be given the freedom and the
 
responsibility for working toward and attaining those
 
goals. In general, I agree with Kane who pointed out that
 
the government needs to limit itself to the issues
 
"relating to financing of education, the enforcement of
 
civil rights, and the safety and well-being of children"
 
(p. 74). Educational funding for local communities could
 
be tied to effective local planning, goal setting and
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evaluation mechanisms. Accountability would still be
 
important, but it would be accomplished on many different
 
levels arid eVerydnd in the community would have sOme
 
respohsibility. Most importantly, a means to equitably
 
furid all districts must be found. The huge problems
 
related to poorer districts will not go away without added
 
support and additional money.
 
Fourth, there needs to be a grassroots movement within
 
communities to reassume responsibility for and control of
 
their schools. To a large degree, citizens have become
 
disenfranchised from their schools. They hear a lot about
 
what is wrong with them, but not very much about what is
 
right and what is working. For too long, citizens have
 
been willing to let "someone else" worry about our schools.
 
It is time to stand up and say, "we want our schools back,
 
and we are willing to do the work that will be involved to
 
make them successful." Community forums and public
 
dialogue and discussion would be a positive first step in
 
this direction. Developing a model or investigating some
 
effective ways to bring this important process about would
 
be an excellent area for further study and research.
 
Fifth, the transformative processes of curriculum,
 
instruction, and assessment that have been discussed in
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this study can becoitie encompassing and cohesive instruments
 
for positive change^ Schools and teachers cahnot be forced
 
to adopt these methods and orientations> but as more and
 
more schools are supported in and allowed to investigate
 
and pursue these practices, curiosity and interest would be
 
ignited and a movement would evolve. The 'proof is in the
 
pudding' so to speak, and over time, the pudding would be
 
sweet and rich indeed.
 
Tied to the above recommendation, schools of education
 
need to develop programs that introduce these
 
transformative processes and mental models during the
 
course of undergraduate teacher preparation. Then teachers
 
entering the field would come in with orientations and
 
mental models that were already firmly established. There
 
would still be continued need for support and mentoring as
 
a major part of every new teacher's first few years of
 
practice, but this would serve to expand each teacher's
 
horizons, rather than serve as a survival tactic, as it
 
often is today.
 
Some of these conclusions are influenced by the ideas
 
of others, and some are my own thoughts. However, they
 
each form a separate avenue for investigation, commitment
 
and effort in the search for more just and valid mechanisms
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for improving our schools than the policy mandates that are
 
currently being imposed. We must find a way to engage all
 
students. We must find a way to meet the needs and develop
 
the potentials of all of our students. We must also find a
 
way to fulfill the needs of our teachers so that they
 
continue the crucial role they play in the future of our
 
schools.
 
Any meaningful and positive change in our schools
 
will require a great deal of time and commitment on the
 
part of many people. However/ to ignore this important
 
calling could mean the end of public schools and the
 
continuing growth of disparity and unrest in a society that
 
is already suffering from growing inequities and separation
 
of the haves and have-nots among its citizens. It is vital
 
that the energy and commitment for this effort is found
 
inside and outside of our nation's schools so that they can
 
more effectively provide the positive, dynamic, and
 
enriching learning experiences that our students deserve.
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APPENDIX A
 
BRAIN/MIND LEARNING PRINCIPLES
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BRAIN/MIND LEARNING PRINCIPLES
 
Principle 1: The brain is a complex adaptive system.
 
Principle 2: The brain is a social brain.
 
Principle 3: The search for meaning is innate.
 
Principle 4: The search for meaning occurs through
 
"patterning."
 
Principle 5: Emotions are critical to patterning.
 
Principle 6: Every brain simultaneously perceives and
 
creates parts and wholes.
 
Principle 7: Learning involves both focused attention and
 
peripheral perception.
 
Principle 8: Learning always involves conscious and
 
unconscious processes.
 
Principle 9: We have at least two ways of organizing
 
memory.
 
Principle 10: Learning is developmental.
 
Principle 11: Complex learning is enhanced by challenge and
 
inhibited by threat.
 
Principle 12: Every brain is uniquely organized.
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 Thesis Teacher Interview Questions - #1
 
Name. ^ ^
 
(Not to be included in the daf^)^
 
Date fv;h. <^<3. Jon ir\
 
, Personal Data
 
A. What is your teaching history?(How long, where and what levels?)
 
'l^rc^djuCj^ngUsW) V 5~
 
^ : 3Ueoxs- (^6cjLiT.4inci lajTr^eK^-es-ii^
 
^v\A grodbL • t 
Kltl<i!U^OJt.W(r\ ' i : 
CV-hA^ S'-6'^ 5f^. -
r.
B. Whatare some ofthe biggest changes or shirts that you have observed \vk 'o"
 
and/or experienced during your teaching career?
 
d-crvf^i^(nsWckoi^ ~V To "mUi L- T^"
 
.tea ^
 
'i> '^-^^JRviejsjreD l T
 
-if
 
^-yilcUN bvj^4es4
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A ; ^
 
'B' YhoiUi- -t'ecj.c kj -^~td f^avTcb-■ 
i5f^cjrt6vl5 J nA0iWV2^ ^Q^"^pts &(^iVGS4i­
<^cvw.uki3 ; cJecltLc«_^-Q)rvvmllci3 
Jres^(^p>prtt)cx.c^^-^ 
■ ■ e^'^ y : - - ■ ; • ■ ■ .-■■ : "• ;
 
^4ucljutl-' t«ar+M.^ ,

^ cP csloss ^C-S cfrS (*"
,^4tS£lsjAJr5 Aind <©CJl}''* ' CA3Voi^A4\-<U|^ <5^-tl!:3(<J
gtLCc-eps Aec5Lci'ULh_^ 
"^nxcf-i -iQa_£<idL -"n^clMA-^4cedLc-es 
.C(^TdU>i&A^(ri.ci /l6cx) AtoVicpi^v WfN^vv^ 6LQ.iNtV5^ Cv^Sofe^eeu^cmnc<uiA^ ^  'vemfM.u.nt^ fea.rKjUis." 
,^^(£Ln.V 5^^-v> 
2>''^ 
156+-scov4S wr l^i^-WkJs («^«,, 
t&?4- ■ ' 
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n. 	 Teaching Philosophy
 
devebpmental,mteractiverintegrative process.To truly
 
to the H ^ f environment,learning one thing should naturally lead
 
sr-~
 
B Strongest held beliefs aboutteaehing;Teachers are learners too-life lona
 
also describe myselfas a life lonT^ mr meaningtulieaming. I
 
le^gmore aboue myselfasa
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 III. Current Educational Policies ­
A. Standards. Ifeel having standards is important,and has been missing for a
 
long time. However,I feel standards are goals we work toward overtime,and
 
may not be able to reach in a one-yeartime period. Standards should be'
 
expected ofall students,and instruction modified,adjusted,and enhanced so
 
that all students,in time,find success(though it may be to differing degrees.)
HOWEVER,holding students and teachers accountable for reaching standardsin
 
the first orsecond yearthey are introduced,and before resource materials are
 
equally accessible to all students,is neitherjust nor fairV ANDto usejust one
 
meansofassessment,a standardized test thatdoesnottestthe standards,seems
 
unconscionable. ANDto punish schoolsfor notraising their APIby a certain ­
numberofpoints each year(our threatis that we'll lose our principal,and some
 
teachers will be moved),seemsin direct opposition to whatlearning theory says-

you enhance learning(and reaching high standards)with high challenge(which
 
this is),ANDLOWTHREAT(which this isn't).
 
B. Policy decisions are^ecting students in that Curriculum Standards,"make-it
 
or break-it"S^dardized tests,AND anew state and district retention policy
 
have all beenintroduced atthe sametime. Asaresult,students do have an
 
awakened sense ofresponsibility to achieve,butsomedo not have enough

scholastic background to grow byleapsand boundsinjust one year. So there
 
is a lot ofconcern/fear/anxiety over"passing,"morethan on learning and
 
Rowing as a learner. Fourteen ofmystudents are being required to take part

inan after-school"intervention"program,focusing on math and reading
 
skills,in order to lessen the possibility thatthey will be retained for not
 
performing up to the standards by June. Honestly,Ithink many ofthem need
 
the boostand additional help,butgrowth and learning isn't going to

miraculously occurin3 months'time,before testing!
 
C. There is defimtely a dichotomy between mypersonal educational philosophy

and&e policies. The emphasis on teaching to the test(while acknowledging

that it is noble and good to haye high standards for everybody),is overlooking

all the current research on how childrenleam,and is narrowly defining
 
learning asthat which is measured by filling in blankson astandardized test.
 
Ido feel there is validity intatog these tests,but1 don'tfeel they define,
 
- .^it should be measured in schools.
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"TjT Quite frankly,I don'tthink I am dealing very well with the increasingly stark
 
contradictions between my philosophy oflearning and the state and district
 
policies now in effect. I have endeavored to become ve^familiar withthe
 
Standards; I have(reluctantly)worked on test-related worksheets with my
 
students. Iam reading and studying about better waysto teach reading and
 
writing,and am helping to facilitate classes for teachers in our districton such
 
matters.I continue to have the students reflect onthemselves aslearners,as ­
readers,as writers,but many ofthem haveso little experience in thinking this
 
way thatthe effort may notbe as meaningful asI would like itto be forthem.
 
But,Iconstantly feel disheartened aboutthe workIam doing,and how welll
 
am preparing the studentsto be successful on"the test." 1feel like afish out
 
ofwater,in that1 don'tseem to belongin myown profession any more.The ,
 
thoughtofleaving the teaching profession permeates my work,almost daily.
 
For the firsttime in many years(at least eight),1 no longer wantto do this
 
work which has been my passion forsolong. 1love mystudents,and am
 
- committed to helping them discover whatit meansto cherish themselves aS
 
learners,and to findjoyin doing that. But1 do not wantto be a partofthis
 
monolithic,tyrannical,judgmental,panicked,joyless"educational"system.
 
B. Otherteachers seek outany and all materials available to them to help
 
prep their students for testing. Homework packetsinclude test prep
 
practice. There is alotofgoingthrough the motions"ofteaching,but
 
much lessjoy and loveforthe children is exhibited.
 
C. General niorale ofmyteaching colleagues is cautiously hopeful(our school
 
performed okay last year,though there is definitely room forimprovement.)They
 
aren't panicked,butthey are somewhaton edge. They are feeling pressur^ed,
 
rather than supported,by administration. These curriculmn and assessment
 
policies,along with other issues ofnon-supportfrom district administration
 
toward ourschool,have led to afeeiing ofgeneral distrustand caution about any
 
and all dictates comingfrom our school district administration and school board.
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i=eb, 13,2000
 
1. Personal Data
 
and oaftclassesataJewishCommu^^
 
center In Santa Monica whenl was19andastudent at UCU.The ^
»lceaweek,and this continued acrossacrarple otschool
 
asst,rs,tta Child care Center a.UCU,^ oMy Ic,a C ^
 
with2and3year elds.During part0l mydata processingcompanycar^.^198.
 
1 designed and gave training classes(1-day. an day)tor hank personne. _

a^ ortour hmesa year,and the restCthe «me gave less,o™alt,a,n,ng hr
 
phone or In person. Around 19871 wasan HSP aide tor a Blalto ^
 
Ini3rd araders 11 tor atew weeks(6or77). In 1988-91 began subbing in grades K­ra^4bmes'pe,'week.lbeganlnmycwnrocmatte,07m^ngs^e^«^^^^
 
in 1990 1 havetaught6th grade,or a 5/6combo,for the past9years,with the ^ _
l^no.one yL0.teaching 2nd grade in 1995.My work has been^^
 
Joint UnniedSchool Distrka. at Alk» BIrney Bementaiy in Colton trom 90-95.on
 
Jurupa Vista Elementary, Fontana. Since'95.
 
B Rinqftst nhanoes ; i
on a personal level,the biggest Change was>.hen I switched schoote^^^^^^
 
did not get along well with my principal.The subsequentschool was a ve.7 d<rterent. n
pra^f^e hugest Change is in progress now:the new mandatory retenh^^^
 
Camornia. Formerly all students were socially promoted.On
 
recent(October 99)changesin State and district requirementsfor math.We now
 
book in 6th. Math curricular content has been shifted down a grade
 
or two.so.for example,algebraic concepts are now required in 5th grade.
 
arts methods have been tightened up but not really changed.)ust more ^
forms have been added steadily over the last4years.The other chan^ tn/ing to
 
iLr retenhon nurpbers. has been the Stan Of
 
instructionaltimefor students Who show be«°«-average performance
 
quantitative assessments. Additionally,three years ago there .
 
in grades K-3.these students will be in my6th grade class next year (if l stay m 6t)
 
forthefirsttime.
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11. Teaching Philosophy
 
A.Strongest held beliefs about learnino
 
1 believe that kids are interested in knowing more,especially if they perceive it
 
to be of value to them in theirfutureJ-heli^^ ttiat kids love to make and do real things.
 
1 believe that artteaches. 1 believe different matkids learn in different ways,i believe
 
matlearning begins at home. 1 believe mat more about kids is individual, genetically
 
wired,and unpredictable man we give mem creditfor.(In omer words,mey are not all
 
alike in more ways man we typically assume.They are full of surprises and it's
 
importantto be open to seeing them.)1 believe mata carelessly issued word or task
 
can undo weeks and weeks of learning. 1 believe thattrust is needed for learning to
 
occur best. 1 believe that learning hasto be iooked at assomething matis never wholly
 
complete, butis a process,a work in progress. 1 think learning is developmental,tied
 
to differentstages of growthfor different kids at differenttimes.
 
B.Strongestlaefiefs about teaching
 
1 don't mink everyone is cutoutto bea teacher. 1 mink thatteaching requires
 
flexibility and creativity. 1 mink thatthere is no singleformula for teaching,like students,
 
mere aretoo manycomponents in me mixfor one size to fit all. 1 mink the bestway to
 
learn is to teach. 1 mink melessons you setouttoteach are often not necessarily me
 
onesthat are learned and that's okay. 1 think that teaching hasto besomewhat
 
individualized for me learner as well asthe teacher,in order to work at all, since not
 
everyone comes into a learning situation with identical experiences.
 
C.Self-description as a teacher
 
In fact, 1 think 1 use mostly traditional approaches. 1 say mis because 1 recognize
 
tfiat matis mycomfortlevel in my presentenvironmentand because 1 realize that
 
much of what 1 do is based on bom my training and my personal experiencesasa
 
student.(Kind of like parenting me way we were parented?). 1 do like to use more art
 
man mostteachers 1 know,and 1 like to mix up me day wim different structures(whole
 
group,parmer,smallgroup)as much as is practical. 1 give more student choicesthan
 
traditional teachers;a more democratic approach, 1 mink. I don't know if misfits any
 
particular category.
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111. Current Educational Policies
 
A.How current policy decisions affecting me as a teacher...
 
Very emotionally. The current retention law is making me very uncomfortable on
 
lots of levels. I'm concerned aboutthe repercussionsfrom parents if I say to retain (or
 
in somecases promote)their child. I'm concerned about district pressure if our
 
retention numbers are too high or too low. I'm concerned that it will reflect on me if a
 
child does not pass while in my class. 1 worry that if I retain a child he/she will add to
 
the dropout numbers. I worry that by not promoting them to middle school I will be
 
damaging them emotionally. I worry that atsome pointtestscores will control my
 
salary. I have put too much pressure on kids to perform well on tests and I don't like
 
myselffor it. I'm concerned that too many untrained or poorly trained teachers will
 
teach kids before I getthem and I'll be held accountable for everything that kid didn't
 
get.(It is somewhatlike this now.)I worrythat kids in RSP will getlost in the system.I
 
vyorry that my bilingual kids will be unfairly penalized. I am frustrated by the complexity
 
and volume of math I am required to teach. I am unhappy that mentor teaching and
 
inservice days have been cutfrom the budget. I wish we had better technology
 
support;we buy machinesand no one has time or moneyto train to usethem. I wish
 
our district had PE teachers, art teachers, better musicteachers and money to provide
 
elementary students with instruments to use,and well trained people for yard duty so
 
teachers wouldn't have to do It.(Some districts have these!)There are probably other
 
things I could add, butthese are the biggies.
 
B.How current policies are affecting students....
 
Students are panicking over the possibility of retention and pressure to do well
 
on testing,and have become very"one right answer"oriented.There are afew kids
 
who have stopped goofing off and have really improved their school behaviors and
 
productivity. There have been more parents involved. There have been greater
 
response levels to homework and notes home.There has been an increase in
 
speculation and worry over wljich peers will be retained. Kids are getting even better
 
at copying other kids'work.
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C.Do I see a dichotomy between personal philosophy and policies,..
 
Yes,The policies(standardized testing dependence, mandatory retention)treat
 
students as numbers,statistics,and seek to quantify information that is not
 
quantifiable. The growth of a kid is notsomething that is fairly measured by numbers
 
alone.This is true(to me)because of several reasons. I see that kids grow in fits and
 
starts - sporadicaliy - With different advances occurring at different stages in their lives
 
and vast differences in their experiences and deveiopmental ieveis. Also,these
 
policies define kids by certain kinds of numbers only and do nottake into account
 
other qualities in which a student might excei. They lump too many unlike kids together
 
and try to extrapolate like data about"all kids". There is not enough of a basis aliowed
 
for responding to individual kids' needs(aiso a probiem of 33or 34:1 ciass size at my
 
grade ievel)or kids'creativity. I also getfrustrated because the current policies lay to
 
much blame atthefeet of the teacher.
 
IV. Coping Strategies
 
A. Personal and professional coping with contradictions.
 
(Well,compiaining helps!!) There are a couple of ways in which I am coping
 
personaiiy.On the shortterm I am simply getting up and going to work each day and
 
doing my bestfor that day or that week.There are lots of things that happen each day
 
to make it worthwhile, things like kids'insights, good lessons well taught,fun projects,
 
kids falling in love with a book or grasping a new idea. These are the biggest helps.
 
There are chances to take a positive attitude both with and from new teachers,who
 
have a lot of enthusiasm, if notexperience. In the longer view, I am working hard on
 
my Master's program in order, maybe,both to have a wider personal perspective, and
 
to makefuture changes both asan elementary teacher and possibly atthe teacher-

training level some day. 1 also examinesome of the tangible benefits, and let them rise
 
to a little higher level of importance:things like a paycheck and time off between
 
tracks,special projects and programsthat are interesting and fun,things that distract
 
from,rather than change,the difficuities.
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B.Hnw other teachers seem tn be coping...
 
Other teachers at my site are showing a range of coping(or not) mechanisms.
 
Some are responding to inquiries about retention by saying they will not retain anyone
 
no matter whattheir scores are. Others(myself included)are not so sure and are
 
delaying the decision(also a coping mechanism)until the last minute in the hopes that
 
more clarity will arrive. Afew are rolling along with theflow and will just"do their jobs"
 
with the best intentions and no real outward reaction to policy changes.Some are
 
constantly complaining,talking(nottoo seriously. 1 think) of changing careers. Many
 
are looking to movefrom 4-6 to K-3so they will only have20 students which seemsto
 
be a way they see of compensating themselvesfor the increased workload and
 
accountablility requirements, as well as providing more assurance of success due to
 
the lower number of kids in the class.
 
c. fieneral morale...
 
1 would saythat the general morale of my teaching colleagues is on the decline.
 
There is also a BIG wait and see attitude asto how the end of the year will come to
 
pass with regard to both retention and student performance on tests. We have been
 
told to raise our school's overall score by ten points and privately mostteachers
 
express thatthey will simply do the bestthey can and letthe chips fall where they may.
 
On the other hand,they are more publicly(at staff meetings,for example)giving lip
 
service to the"techniques"they are using to increase testscores. The4-6teachers
 
are really unhappy,for the most part, and frustrated especially in regard to retention.
 
The K-3teachers are a bit calmer. Asthe end of the year gets closer,there is a certain
 
kind of exhaustion that is looming. There will be. I'm sure(certainly for me)some
 
changes of staffing, grade levels or tracks,justto keep things new and to present hope

for improved and improvable circumstances for many of us.
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Thesis Teacher Interview Questions -#1
 
Name ^
 
(Notto be included In the data)
 
Date jZooo
I. Personal Data
 
A. WhatIs your teaching history?(How long, where and whatlevels')
 
iRoue Siryn&u>W

sffm«u,ofievc. Ln hom.e shi>o X u>zs tiAaJWug <dAss£^ ~ 
lofuU.in m<^'bi£jn.i ojnA. ix>nLLe. ea.rn£n^ •rvi^ Ctr<iAC-fvcir' 
sfiortojt^^lbiiJt" Tiat bexYi^ ■pAlaL . 
X piouje. cw c^yudL QjOjJ^crrnUi. .
Tfi4. pciLsl: 05liS^'Xco<iAi,^-f6s»ar tJiiAri Pv»-o<, 6««/»v aXC iln . 
"Z i^axii^ iyxjLL^M •pf'e.-sdnoolCne^^staA-pro^y-oJrrii)^ cLcJYnejtJrarij Cs&cernt^ 
miJAizf Lriia-rneJ^e.ljujnoi<r 
^ibti C t^xvttx am«L ^Us<w5 aJk" SpacxaJ. «aaiiorvi, SC^vtfo-t^J?«JUc>*tA^^.o.y»w<-■tloeAf+k dlA^« too-iuerst )r^ C s6nca,, IITS" X 
ao&sai ^ nA oct ii>£s level-<xlL leo^l) 
■■ OC,R). ■ / . . 
anH/nr are^some of the biggest changes or shifts that you have observedan^or ^perienced during your teaching career? , , iC -)-afU 4­In tn^ €Mjriu ve^s <5iie. of- «\t. cVvvvwj^^s tow-s ohe esto-busbi^rCr 
^1^ iXraafyi^A eft iJOdCa^ imcrve/meMi ijo4v^ fid/ped. 5^«- ifie/vn.­
^fiXuts O.S ^p7t;0fiv- ojrJ- -professIctooJ. Xt UjitJ^iSrie^ ouir^f­
tfie'lWc rio cxjWtrol • infe 'X W saweMurx^% h'ra.TRa tA^(iolei£lAunxA^e?mn»eflrm/rw^ ue*-^ fcnxin-6as<:<>l^ 
loovt of 'Remoib<» Seoffa^^ ikbro^in­
sKifti te e<m»trU4tVc-„- in ^ «>, 
fe ^/rJlcccs fcTLva til ^ o/^vcUcUs <icn;a^ of (Houo noar&,s ls <xppaU.v^^ . 
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II, Teaching Philosophy
 
'

^k Whatare some of your strongest held beliefs aboutiearning?
 
'[yiaX FkUX-ATI LYiriad'^ th Le-ajry^ . 
'^fioJc 
US^ 
c:iiJffdx£A6t stre^iSis ov Piou;lo^ L£rxrn 
str^n^i^s 
hinrdtr aJX of 
. 
"ffuiJt £i>drc* B^-mA ^ hpls a- T^iai'tJ Be. ^ir\A^cLe.o L>f? 
f,.mor.h»-Wt. tEvef.l3h«+ p=«it.l^p,W.-,l
 
LeA-rrtfn^ Is (ift-Lsvij -purau-a, <5f £0£Jr^an&. Xofve-Uia-r r&aJ^z^
 
or not.
 
^faair^^buvtm-y^t^e^ Tol^ cxmL On eoe^ytPu^ on^dLo^.
 
-nUWn^'^j" t:5 rxe^a^^ri^ Tneo^ur^ eti^'te^tV^Xvv a.-y)o^-tr
 
'fpu)i: Lecxrnvi^ ouri^ are. air Be^ir Ln a cmr\rru^
 
tYuj±uLeLX re^speiiJt:^ su^porc^ ciuxiL^^^^o^ afr-ve^^^
 
B. Whatare some of your strongest held beliefs aboutteaching?

Tfudr"taric-fiArs fXjrt, l^Arners o.*vi.10e."ynust cxfydxnujt, o-cur <yu>yx -dLeAjaJL^~
 
yne^k from a.perscmai stand^poCjoT.
 
'Tfiixt 6f^e of -ipie BestijSJOuzixejrs ourtz. otur ^luote/nts,
 
iTeocfurt^ Ca acoXLurUj ole-moAi^jUr^ Tnore. of llo tfjon artuone^ co/vo

UnnagLnc^ curxd^ "fc^ltts T€Ju>xrctCn^ vuSjino't Ln tiraditiayuxt se/nse. of rrxonej^
 
so nryujLcJfv ols -persoyioi. a6i"CsfcuiTeyn ,
 
Tfiot best on,i^e.inri^rmeACt cxnoLe/rv^<3uj<j

tfiexr stuae^sjTua diiLsiVc. to Uojrn n^rtCn co-nne^
 
CtLrrrcMltuvvv- .
 
Ccns.r?«vl«,'7rSS^Sy (Brain-based approach?

HtuouIcL cLfescrib^ -mt A3 dk.errm-fimat-iW ^jf osUols tOPwi"ij
 
"tarmeet <xn OV"CeAr»iaH'ti^ Cao-nin^ to]floriuvT

basid approo^ o-i ^ pl^e^^ijihcC^£.:,^ y)ro9aQ>U. ±ht.(bd^t

-Ujom of Sjoxinj -me. X Lout,-vopiot X clo xoben.I juii t20£>u
 
OvviJlcU Trxot fiaot, tb xoonru £V.&ou;t tKecteAnArvvts of iht 3.ta;tc.or-

CiistrTci".
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111. Current Educational Policies
 
A. How are current policy decisions affecting you asa teacher?(standards,
 
accountability, assessment,etc.) . 
1 j c/nacAvtr amA,pjofcsiCoriaJ. ojrt^ 
SLuept o^fde. 05co O-sfd L5 Taoiduna. „ „ , »» »' -j-^ J 
I .i 4.. K: siu<hj^. arc. qoixLA
1feei.tU qooi £A«4.<ms b
. . 

Ln
;K dMdtfl.-tWJ- tflt -myr^'-UsbMc.w
 
tttaasuuri
 
00Cn^ dH ­
B.How do you feel current policy decisions are affecting students?(same)
 
-ri^ arc beinq dWd- tke£r rufd"& best <W
 
-rfit sWar^is are. fcs
 
assess eJt-d.. LS dUstrojjin^ 4^eiAr UoL-e rts BeffuiPtTyvir^s tr u30ri ibwojnd.
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■C­
.hepolS^°?,:SexpraLTu?a':SS
'Wc oreflrit cn t^c. same. BoiL parfe ... (apples ouncL ot-o.n^es . X COLrvbi" 
gfllplaui-Bxe- emjcrrmouji sense, of fiopeUssness -Biai" tKfs -poUoj sfiiff- (1.0.5 
fe,ajr OS promoW 6u -tKe. sttto lb te^ bin.^-Uj9iCc.k (^as rw,
tie, ts -rf-e, stinaarcis - (^0.5 Caasect Taticmai. Uiinkers o.ruL Urroi:ioruxX 
it X r 0 oi, of„4-, ■!-/^ i'<t"trrtc.t"s Sliea to Becisme. 
.a t. 
lie/^t • '0°'^^ sT^ftxVcj (LurrcAvt tve/nA/ anoL VYVor-e, 
ts ijip-dLin.crro cliCrexJJeo)^ ^ • 
IV. Coping Strategies 
■ A. If there are perceived contradictions between your philosophy and the realitv
of current policy, how do you deal with these contradictions both personaiiy and 
professionally? In other words, how are you coping? „ r r, ~r ' «/ ,
X oU ^oPlai■ X Aoije. Lotio (oLane. .. • "Spuffc.-- X srnrtft^ 
swiU d«5«. -tf"- J ^ Tpfuaa.to ob.,. tf>e Trolls ot ^  
fe C^m±Cn2, ts Ol Ccmrru^ ^ burners . 
On j^c-vvr &oyuJL bwd X oatl muit cUo^ jW X 
fett b ^ T^ot 
Bdck.'iois(\ o-f-ikov^M is dotyig . ^ ^ stt/i searcJain^
aBlt -fe tfust or e -pm^fuX^X^nii^ to ■p'Coff-e. L<r\ Mozdwb'riwinxTK fu^Ber • _ aoaX<M-s ro^ur 
ciuiZiutfi tb ■tKe. -tree.i&pS x^ ^ . iniLC Be. du "u^dLx. fe rcBuUcL Cf X
-fckts tb sBoiL pass ana ^
 
co^ crv^J^ P^oU. OVL Um^ ^
 ^ceAyxjta (b€.aJol.1Sedta (be. a&Utb VcdLu and. oihers^ ^ ^  'y_S"|- LOOMSt" 
to sit" Btj ifvc ■pi'rc. Curd. st^Tdianin. 
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B.What are some observations you have made asto how other teachersseem
 
to be coping? . .. . > , r +
 
MdrxM are. stmpU ^iouio ^ .
 
•L A d^viLiywv..7.somePare LooMr^j^ scsvne. oi^«rjo6 or Iv
 
is ^ onao.
 
C.. If you were to describe the general morale of your teaching colleagues
 
today, what would you say?
 
inaurt. -Ip "CeXL ^ pteun o T ^ .
 
^ r rj j • tJ-' Scmie. ^t{a«5 es

+-iVeA- • • rnouuQje, dL-fter- a qooci ruahti ^ j.^ 4­
%j0UrULU. OfiWtCfMA^
 
If there Is not enough room for your responses,please use the back or attach
 
another sheet of paper. However, please number and letter so asto be very
 
clear aboutthe question to which you are responding.
 
THANK YOUSO MUCH FOR YOUR HELP WITH THIS.
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Thesis Teacher Interview Questions -#1
 
Nameu_ D.
 
(Notto be inciuded in the data)
 
n... I slop
 
Personal Data
 
A. Whatis your teaching history?(How long, where and what ieyeis?)
 
(1^ CK Self ­
; fHi" Ot s^cmj- qrod'^ 4^^ ch^fr^lf-<cT^ic.M^d )

■yv^o ijmrs (x^ c\ K-2 ^
 
one^ k^l-f' ^  Jo^y SL f^orked ^
 
feeickjxr- yre\ck-erj foe c^fk^yZ
/jct / T^ 6-^ g/cy 7~ IaJOy-KpZ s-rn^H ^ yOiy s e>^ 
f^cohj ff^ h c( dd),'fc{ rciders i\hcl tAj>kk iy>J'\rfcluc\l
 
5 cj>c\c.hi' yu>\ •+d\Pm. reaefi ^ ^ • /^e.

SH ho^Ve.^ (Ajofj^ol (Ke iM.Z'''l^>^e^'^y ^c>'o,l\S-h foy sckcn,/ /X-^
fc CUrtSpnl-lY fU y-SL. ka.h^kfj^e. fy rH MenHr "yd>sir, ll^^nd yff\r- WA^ A 3T?/7 aiP/J^/- 3 fecKckvys ''^Y s ok^(/gf $i)t yfAy; of-H<nckin^Wey-c ih Pimk^AYAj/"Boy painj- . 
B. What are some of the biggest changes or shifts that you have observed
 
and/or experienced during your teaching career? .

JZT iht fh>h^ Whole le^ngiAmiL
Odid Skills h \ 
Jurnicy^^ in. erf 
fissflnt^y-r^rji.s if
Al hina /h(^Z ^^^4-ieynlnQ ^ 
r\ \ \v/l\ I J /^zyi L /\ r ✓!./ /C/ / / J
 
K
fciuliMlrk. viiAihyyfiS kns notJ^^Jianpe^ / O ^
 
Z!f'Z£TZ.t''Zil rff ^
 
of fht hi^^ pf<^^ ^eYch^>y^d( /mzhry ^ smc^ijdysotdH
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 D.
 
f\. 	 h/rdi T/fA i scUI. r^,-s scU 0jaS /q/'V c/'l^P/Cr^

C^liHr^lly/ AoKpfxr)/
 
cKHcf ujhih^ ^ih f),ro(^r){c, 7^« lyjcis 'vtyy >
 
-Kahs^yyi-^ e-\/en -dioii^^ ^-jMirs u^reh't ^ lot <4 , u^. ,,
 
t-tAi—f^yrfvd. A '{ffor(^iM^I(, rqr\j-c^l /jonip^ ;>^ Me^ d
 
Q^-'^&o/ ht>iS c>\ /y-'^Iod'6 ^
 
'Ae 	Ic^sh four ye ^ ;> 7?/m«cm/<?v /r^

/ «r^e+<c( /5cjr.-s-f/,nre "Ht •%: ScMbtl' 7^-® f^yt^k-f>'i>h /r njo^My

uhi-k,/i«>n Mzfee^hfc., W ELL ptpi^I^iion
 
Ci6y-t' /CsQ SMc{e^'> /'i ^ dd a nUC rJn jCt'

Zs -MnylY ^>M a Ut^H fk^hsie^cy
/>^/W -Jt> /oma^ />i,VJ/e c/^rj, yj^;
 
yy)Ljy/n]iyhcsL. fl\fs scirtj '^Tt^cl<.e)-t fio£u\Ji
 
, r
 
scyySuppof^Mz p^(\r&nts w ^ PMtmrs/jn -iZhit'r­
cJ\ilJp^f jL^ZiC^-ti$n
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 11. Teaching Philosophy
 
A. Whataresome of your strongest held beliefs aboutlearning? ^^ a
 
Ail CihiUrciy^cLe^irvt^ Ll h^norii 'Ki\d
 
■for (Mhoct Aagm to ccJ t^- it^ r 
( (X^nd yiO^Sdrei^tks A/)d (4/€C\k4^, ,Qyo
/A (x tAor rA/erdt 
- /ill d)ilJfeA~ C/^n iea^yw 
- CJiildro/^ /jiufi U /ncUM. in^ ikiif i9c\fn)\p\ Pio4s 
c^od- S^-t ScAooC /V an e-XCdy({d
t 
J
j o(Arn^ {jxCj imh ■ U 
B. What are some of your strongest held beliefs about teaching? 
-2_/^// Qj)i1dny^CAi\, At ipUaH
/d 6^ £.MctiV^y6mcder2'^/yuAs-f nioi^ {A_y
prsontL tmn&^dh dh<L sM^nt AN/'^r^jkr
 
y 
of U(^y\iM
jt^xckm A}t^d -b iouilly^^'r dmey 
, ,dJiJL~A^A iP /i^ey^ehrT/enc^ ;
Le^r^fj ^ 
A­
OonsttS;6",Sr7"SiC^Sf ffrain4>ased approach?
-r md>L sy JM: X bilk/^ ,fi
■k> use- -(rh -ir^-^-Usec/ oftrptu^ -fdXMsir, it^fVuaX 10 -i-taJx.-r^cJd 
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D,
Hi. Current Educational Poilcles
 
A. How are current policy decisions affGcting you as a t6acher?(standards,
 
accountability, assessment,etc.) ; / / J^L ^
 
WrrU'- kz^ vnu ^
 
KSSt^^S <\U^onci^fiS (^YtnL

■&) hh dhf/ shuicl (^Msfr&try^-hcicitn
 
r, /-wr 4mz^L mM-- ^
 
l<^cK ilu-^ a -nc^trs ar<.n'h 
,/i/y Jmnf^irr refid% Cu/nf.'r^fj AncL ^Y-M's
.'jT. arc 3.i^r,,^JkP H -th^ ^Y-efiickeo ^V'^'Ue//B. How do you fe®^current policy decisions are affecting^udents? (same) 
X- /ei/ -kkt S^i^JaYs j/feW Y<Ke/r ac 
t>Uu £..-£//, if«W A VU)'t::. p''">^
-flf MAk ^AeAd-iMAd<>>ly
rc>i«/ reAd,Aj ^ nir!sj<><i 'SuaAA 
l^EncL'^iy Qfy>^ KJIp^lP dt^jL A^ (\wnclocikncl fip.eiCU'^'^^'^y wnk. yTl/^/~ 
j/\j oWh'^o^ /'j '" mijclle, rcJifol "'' X^itkpUbr- mAI'^rl/ c.r,fig7^ As cJ^ss UcAiii^ 
P-U. 'A)^dk id-kU mAri"!tbsJbZlUrA 6^ ■" dcl^y^.
t.%ra. SMeAs l>,nd-HiMr .S /tot^ocrf. 
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0.
 
■f- A. con'L' " 
m rhil -fvltx,
1 jl If-i.-^c/'cfnd- /i\irrti,r -X '!<»'' Mc^rM -Prcry^ 
r aTa Htct f Hr^ -ho hU kyf^'frr^b. 
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D.
 
m f&smrcA''
 
C Do you see a dichotomy between your personal educational philosophy and
 
.nepolleios? PW,»,.<ys«y.u-.n^r»v,«7 Iwi>K
 
its. i
 
AycJ^k/)^: /' y -

Ja ho^iia^
 
5^
 
-X-« -T^SiSp^T
 
"^S;i'd hf^€' £jiki-ttT »«-i^'"! dMikU if-Htp-^

IV. Coping Strategies vV
 
A if there are perceived contradictions between your philosophy and the reality
 
professionally? In other words,how are you coping. ^^7 /
 
^ujin^
 
cti'^s
 
/ife?" MM if» ttrsiajmfs
Jmm a 4h^ »r>K
 
SP^
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981
 
srrjrnJ
 • -yt>f/
 
W?nr
 
7!^
 
■U/iM/ 
V 
^^
Yi-/^
Qa0 O^J^.
 
/W 4^/ 'J^M Q ir^ ^
 
WV-^ i^drrpmjQ ^ 
^0 €y p-W, V rp^^'CPjpL 
h^'^<P^P2^5£ ^wK»cpB ■§i>g.9T®^ ■w-ifw il'T 
•Q ">^ 'TJE. 
 D.
 
B.Whatare someobservations you have madea^o how teachersseem
to be coping?^ j 37^ P[^
 
. • I L Hn HMj^ OlMISS 7
km. blaok'MJX'^—
 
oHaA ^4^dM4,^~U^ ce]^^ ^
 
uMsi cii^f s-y^^ c/n>^^
 
c.If you were to describethe general morale of your teaching colleagues
 
today,what would you say? /» ^ m a / ,
 
/t)^//nu (IJmiy MwJziMsm
 
J_ JI i_ .iLAiJ) MmaJ il" AlAfAMj- //YiOoJ­L jU&i h /friss^
 
yb(i
 
If there Is notenough room for your responses,please use the bar* or
LofhrsStefpa%r.Howe>^r,please number an^^
 
clear aboutthe question to which you are responding.
 
THANK YOUSO MUCH FOR YOUR HELP WITHTHIS.
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Thesis Teacher Interview Questions-#1
 
L''l Name tz ^ ^
 
(Notto be iricluded in the datiy
 
, _ , , Date ^ '/C -^OO
 
I. Persona!Data — —-—~
 
A. What Is your teaching history?(How long, where and what levels?)

" .......w iiioiuiy r vnuw long, wnere and what levels?)
 
/"ecefu/zj'
 7/?
 
t / : K/ ^f «•", W ^JCf* vc. (.U/./ L
 
C'/K^/ct/i7y Ab A k ifV -Sc A/cA
 
l<in.i:o /nJ a[/p^
 
W Q reso-arcc /aa/K SeAifi^ ; ^
 
As sAicAs^.. '' 'A' A. Aos^Aa
 
l-car/vYi^ TAs imjA
 
y^aj/fr/Aj

pr/'my As/uJe^^
 
B.Whataresome of the biggestchanges or shifts that you have observed
 
and/or experienced during your teaching career?
 
J^/l ^ /^j J^€eA }/7
 
-fAe >OS/e/a,A ^jy'Pc/aA'e^J ^Lares/ CA siAaals, hsf
 
/ha/^Y f/'osjraysS A/u/s Stdi^AA
 
AftJ Ake curnc(^Au/n JuLj J0i
 
Ik m }'«''' "ly;/f'tf"AA"
SOtJeA W^arria^^ tra.c^/l/ f/J TAC
 
Tkfy"^ kas kcsA Q increase ir
 
2^ Yal/hcS of eJecoA/M 0kerQ^la
 
IS r(c(cecA cr s^a/^dMltatioA,

as^es^/AeAA. _
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 II. Teaching Philosophy E~
 
A. Whataresome of your strongest held beliefs about learning'^
 
cl'J a,iMJ and
 
mknesser. /Vr tifffoack,MeAd "t meAtan Mrh
, 1 JdUa are ^ JAJerh JV
 
%r (ill or ei/e/! 4 Akmrs. ^ ^ ^
 
■j^O mw s■ hudeeni-:> as l>rciadLf posSiUe- ,
irU Aea ik&ui. jf y'^^ i'f'ted 
(r ueuc -f-rCtiS as r deadey Uou wd/ /r/rs sa
mci kJ,e!r Mky ..dfd'A /ff ^ yf'y
tTieirkrie huMe W skoiiUmfA'fierdke sis mjknak ' e-ieuii^ j rrrrea and am^re.­(esourceys. What are some of your strongest held beliefs about teaching? 
^IduJeAri:^ r^ifond^ i'l'^^racij oAid lecirn </? « 
Siift e-nc/iYon/nen-f-- Mo^eUn^-, and imes 
frckm 
4S Harnerf ^ pdm /eac>h,y siuMh 
Lf!) Jdd ciCceM ^^rt/o/MdrM Ck/Jld ^US€ cT //? ^ cY/JiyJ
l)A I Jl>MtxceeJls a/nj rok in^,m'iZafioYi, n^Cfi^ueY^ ^feahe
Jdcc! initmdrr ia h jMel%rtard i/idtrdud nmrk h ceUhrJeJ.
 
C. How would you describe yourself as a teacher? (Brain-based approach? 
Constructlvist? Traditional? etc.)
5f/!ce t/r^uJ museff a<, ^ eckaf/^, 7 JddJ }/id
( , pu! /tiof^^ir iimb ^ auf one cam/d. i/ndeifer, k^uj mud 
f^rnbcihlu d/ew as ifadimnal. J- cerididUj belieoe^dy^jieid. boru and fe/idiiian, iud kasi as 
CietfdcYhd/s/, iioi/ /}eed a/efai/ei^ /- a ^'l 
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 ' • and fnu nynin -/n anidnJ
 
n ,, -fc yhj'xi
 
cnanj nniif, e>fnrifncn Md, J dnnas,pahedc.
 
II. Current Educational Policies
 
A. How are current policy decisions affecting you as a teacher?(standards,
 
accountability, assessment,etc.)
 
^ctuccc ka/^a/ ^
 
nKofe drfj/u, 4/ ^ /ncc([he!dkf djnnre fkf
 
A. r ' t^oL'cu -deciSici^j a/e o/h/f 4t
d-f f /f v.^7 / / / -// j J A
 
odds ujM md children edaad,k?n
jt a ffachtJ-tamed, d ,y y
dAecJckf-nnni /crnnnJ. ciAnfJ ^ nnn/M

lc> 50 i/er'n nnrr<ocd^ ddr l£>oie(nj a/ zAe
 
M,0eiuJinf of ^ pd^-- ^ fi Ijf ?/
 
assess ui/{h .a .dulfueeu % sMedtnAU
 
-iUn-dArJs knnd^bThow do^louiddird/kZdfdyou feel current policy decisionsassessd^/^are affecting.foMestudents?n (^sam■^fu/rt ^': JtAmdrA d> ^ 
hha.h Id ic^jf de/i nmcmrafe. QcJ alMJOif^ l'ivded.
JJte eYz''rtd(fT^ Cuff!culufff and sionf'drd/'z^ed d^dfn^ af/tch,
UskoddX '^ri tn -Ihe cksSfoo/n, for nina^ sfdeds ^
 
fkfsonnl and idd/ijences /na^ he n.ndfiCeniYheofzd'J^ 
or worse tniilloi rnnpred. fr lyis-larcef arh in hhe nUcok 
C - noh na/ued 'ffr -ike efmndn/'Y Idi-1, heackoj'
'eulrf is hiredihn deock i/fSnii ark, /)->ia r/isfuchnr
And encaurane/ned. /hush cane froni ike dosnncy/rL
nan ^r nSf nai Aaee c hadnnanod /a mud/ark. rrA,d 
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 di^r ^(sine/ (ufre/tiiu feu/

pid Mad/ eusricululetj fandl/e' '"
 
L(iJd C.'^ you see a alchotol^^eWee ybiir personal edGcmional pnTlosbphy ancT'
 
■: [^ ■ ■ ■ the policies? Please explain your answer in detail? 
A- J /00k s-fvde/th kolieliMllu eind MdufdaJCjj
- ' J . " / ' f . _ A % ^ m _ ■ A ^ ^ ^ ^ / ' I « I/ ^ . f
ifc/fJ 0/ a Ue/y naffuuf; csoueruahue oiew ad 
eslSahd, mU 0,^ mu>/«j. Meds Myh ^ w,er,(
ieU/^/n (/so, ((( 
i/kcific UtOihml ykk T Urim £,
-Mm decisM mhij M^ im/JMli M 
cmim {i! cc/tc&i^Us, mM ff/Mi-s art . om mWitfyc
m/Sin/e 0!e^r«4n J-Muk Mf(( hd^eam­
%[ acMies in W r/assraotn cifl mtAtai yt acd 
A. If there are perceived contradictions between your pnilosophy and the reality
of current policy, how do you deal with these contradictions both personally and 
prpfessionally? In other words, how are you coping? 
q(€ ce/dzU/} ac-h'u{//us ditiaied Jy fuJiy f/ed
(j^ caS/dud yflor^ (/€ slaudaudie^i'd /tssd^ 
ose ^re5ended duhej iMjiile uo/c/ny
tecdons. W/efl // h/decid^^
'^ dd use mu exf^ri<pRce.^ 
COAUIU 
a. 
■cduaiim )ucliemedr ^ dkd seme,f
flif (pdaem^ 4d: a^ he dd. ofi di ayuf/d
I:hfcu, nd MU ipcAucm'^u^. 
id career ^kadfWJd dm ^kt(ose//i/cu/Ij cf^fased 
ddilL ' leami dfdc/d 0/rduuhm^ 
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B. Whatkesome observations you have made asto how other teachersseem

tobecoping? ,
 
5fae h, Ine d/chuomL/ h^ivem
 
doifiif ddecf^ ^-k/tcW
 
ciii/dre/i and %^ d
 
^^aa/iers don
 
oiher dn su/^jadrT- 'Tdrs das i-^^n uni/d^aq
 
7 /r/fj 6-ec j^nachers su^nonfjTza sc/id los
 
CQdl-f/lri uJdann^ff \ /eAck^r^ Cc^n t/d^u-^ h ^ndsuc.
 
■iduoada/L ^ -to en^Mce^d/ieir s^jJ/s nnol i/oidadc. -iJtdrLac/jk general morale of your teaching colleaques
today, what would you say? 
d' oJaicU scLcj /noaale is /au/. A'oi 
nMnu ddcf mli'd^iea. s>/ sn/z^or/nd i>cf aJannd 
Itam a/td scJzoo/ honrd/7i6/nhr^ loffrk 
kasd sdr r^M/n/nn pos/dfi/e. ^ diefr credi/ ^ ^ill drin^ enef^L'
and , j f j <ou 
and MikeSiasari {s> dJt< ckssfoan} dno/aa
fiabh'cs od ^dacad/a/l occhide, 
If there is not enough room for your responses, please use the back or attach 
another sheet of paper. However, please number and letter so as to be very
clear atjout the question to which you are responding. 
thank YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR HELP WITH THIS 
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Thesis Teacher interview Questions-#1
 
Name
 
(Notto be included in the data)
 
Date X-m-QO
 
I. Personal Data
 
A. What is your teaching history?(How long, where and what levels?)
 
TKis is ryvjj 1^+^ jr. df ^ 'ft r
 
\5 jrs. in TftizoriCu- in 2t\oIjroiie, I in ft)nd^jarfisr),
 
J-a J a. V/5 / 6L )7tLLj+i-<^e
 
ftft ftr ^ jr.2. +Ki"S is yr, ivt fttvMjdrier),
 
B. Whataresome of the biggestchanges or shifts that you have observed
 
and/or experienced during your teaching career?
 
X'ue^&en +e.a.c>tirj prdo+i'c6S ftam ihmier bajed­
iniD0i/d.-liO6 ftdcKiiy h Tfi/lruvce ori ks,cu bro<uL
 
OdU-riojJ'Lu/yv. -fo cl- narrociJ dfie , rnort OjuL
 
rdidjviie. QH. ftsf-nscares {UkL /word. CjUis df fthnitori
 
whe/i cKrlXria do rur-f- ^roJifL ItuU dhjecHdes,
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II. Teaching Philosophy
 
A. Whatare some of your strongest held beliefs aboutlearning?
 
^l ruy needs k he Chijdjttn leaxn ho
 
^Whatare some of your strongest held beliefs aboutteaching?
 
rs a. &niifmas Iedrnitij process, Mq
 
-mchiriQ tm)rr^ sfrcm- as Tinderad-mm
 
rm fetrs ojuLasm okcroe dtahiUrcn T
 
(drLcuitf),
 
(Brain-based approach7
 
"f ^ ms-hrud-wisi imcher
 
nt^sa//^A//>i/)« f/i+a f/.e'
 Mm mi IkyncPickHV'dped'hMdjn,
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 III. Current Educational Policies ' ,
 
^ (standards,
 
^ hnderMct^en
 
"% + Stu^en-h will hojJt fv {A-(L
Oj-t/itefAl^fHi IftAn cut new

n<U)«, a.sfeu^djudized rtfdrt-c.Arci uoh,ch is ner&lu
 
^Chtcli,st ^ i^ski/ls. ihtiAsiracfto^J Aisiiettai:
 
oM m.AuUM. an. dwil o-^A.rA^Mwiess
 
2-How do you feel ounent policy decisions are affecting students?(same)
 
if d&etntitCu amcf^a/der

— /Mr^shess, Au-edi rt.hnfrOA,
 
nijhtr d-rop-Dcct
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C.Do you see a dichotomy between your personal educational philosophy and
 
the policies? Please explain your answer in detail?
 
Tht ajt ax^noi­
ii&r ske/i^Hs.
 
IV. Coping Strategies
 
A. If there are perceived contradictions between your phiiosophy and the reality
 
of current policy, how do you deal with these contradictions both persbnaliy and
 
professionally? In other words,how are you coping?
 
"k do as ifYUJxJi Oig d- djLu. hkiind. Qjos(^d. ckoors.
 
desjStof)^^^ kod dft (Ujua^ ad~ rnt^ owc^
 
k look,dor (j^o^s k Ikk
 
dckrid-.: ' / - 's' -S
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r.
 
B. Whatare some observations you have made as to how other teachersseem
 
to be coping?
 
Oo the "haste"joh o^ch cUm ^  home!
 
C.. If you were to describe the general morale of yourteaching colleagues

today, what would you say?
 
Tf's preMij saA. T otoex ht£ur HJsch oAhjust

•from feAChers o^more. fht niorafe hasn'-t
 
ifKprooeAs'fOct tm^'ike in A/ou. Tn -fiusf, hernj

0Y\ 'S'jvf ke. iu(u> (X~ hoodiro^ UmI t-^tfio ^JspoTi'Qj'iCe. —
 
kinAof(Lki^h ^o)nf f^f fhts^ejwh
 
if there Is not enough room for your responses,please use the back or attach
 
another sheet of paper. However, please numberand letter so as to be very
 
clear aboutthe question to which you are responding.
 
THANK YOUSOIVIUCH FOR YOUR HELP WITH THIS.
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 TeacherInterview Questions
 
To:KarenEakes
 
2-22-00
 
LPersonal data
 
A.I graduated from college in 1979and beganteaching asa halftimeteacher that
 
same y^. Between 1980and 19831 moved around quite a bit and substituted every

^nng.There wasateacherglut at thetime and1 wasn'tin very high flemanH But,
 
because ofcontracts that insisted that asubstitutecould not work over90days

withoutteing offeredacontract,1 wasable to drive a truck and generahyscrew
Deceinber then pick up a long term sub positionfor the spring.
 
In 19841 wasoffered aposition teaching 4"'grade through tenth grade in atwo-room
schoolm southeast Alaska.(Eleventh and twelfth graders were sentto a boarding

^hoolm Sitka.)1taught therefortwo years uaitfl the oil prices and enrollmentfell
 
toough the floor.Mynew wife and1 were then hired to teach in atwo-room school
 
malogging camp ontheremote Island ofKuiu. We spentfour yearsthere,she
 
teactog K-6and 1 instructing grades7-12and acting as principal-teacher. With the
 
coming ofchildren we were motivated bysomecrazy nestmg instinct to moveto a
 
larger community,which in our case happened to be Ketchikan,Alaska. Here1
taughtin an open schooLenviroament. Weteath taught multi-grades in what was
 
comidere^ at least in Ketchikanto bea progressive school Mypartner and1taught
 
mm md sixth gradeforfour years. Whenshe retired,1decided to transfer to a
buildmg closer to myhouse and one were myownchildren would attend I've been
 
teach^ different grade levels in this self-contained classroomfor six years now and
 
myoldest daughter is one ofmy most prized students.
 
IIme beenteaching 17 years and have taught allsubjects at all grade levels
 
1 did mystudent teaching in 1978 with second graders.
B.In seventeen y^I've seen many changes. The mostrecent,and1think the most
 
harmful is the reliance on standardiMd test scores to drive the curricula Thisreform
 
movement,m myhumble opinion is bound to create aless tolerant society m general

^dtolei^cefor uniqueness hasn't exactly beenoneofourstrong pointsanywayfor at
thousand ye^. This moven^ntthen,to have every child functioning

abovethe fiftieA percentile in all academic subjects,at least the'important'ones,isa
 
very damagingidea Weare bound to lose those who are ofa more creative mindset. W^e
 
are tound to lose those who are ofa more independent mindset.Anyone who hasa
 
we^essinthosefew intelligences that are measured byatimed,paperand pencfltest
 
will be frustrated	and insome casesfelled.
 
^ to be losttoasthen bythis movement? The creative the
mdependent,and the'otherly talented'!These are the precious menand AyrSmen who we
 
I»int to and say,"This who we are."These are our artists,our writ^,and creative
 
tinkers,these are our inventors. This movement is a very dangerous mold inanufectured
 
by business to fill one specific and mediocre need—workers.
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2.Teaching Philosophy

Ibelieve that children leam those things that they are made to feel are important
 
torthem to leam. Therefore,ifany learning is to take place the material presented must
 
made relevant to each student.Sometimes this is the most difficult taska can
 
race.Ifateacher is able to displaya passion for something that willoften help make the
 
^dentatetter recipient and eventu^ya partner and finally the instigator in their own
 
earning. Studentsthen,need to buyinto their education-to make learning their own.I've
 
heard it smd that children are natur^y curious. Idon't think this is really whatthey are,

mthough it appears so.I believe children are naturally curious aboutthose things that are
 
im^rtantto them.Somethings are naturally inqiortant to most children learning to walk
 
and qieak for exanqile will help them survive.To illustrate mypointfurther,all children
 
are not natmaUycurious about let's say,fire trucks. Those who aretend to be males
 
usually wthma certain age range 2-6.And the reasonsfor their curiosity are as varied as
 
the children themselves.To some it may be the noise thetmcks make.To others it is
 
because their parentsseemed to consider the toy worth cherishing,so whyshouldn't
they? Still others are fescinated bythe bright colors orthe movement it
 
So learners■will spend energy learning about the things that interest them or that
ttey feel areIn?)ortant to imderstandy for whatever reasonIfa teacher can cause the
child to wish to understand or ifhe canpromote a concept to a child in the light ofit's 
relevance to that child's life, then the child willneed to know. Needmg to know
something means that you will become actively involvedinaccumulating and filing the 
knowledge away to aretrievable locationinyour brain 
B.Beliefe about teaching. 
The teacher thenis the nourisher, the interest enhancer, the salesman ofLife 
Ideas. Now the trouble usually tegins after all this has teen sold and doled out. Thechild has cherished the information and stored it somewhere. But where? Where didit go
and why can't the chfldproduce it when asked? We teach so many hours and we think 
our students know what we have taught. It has teenmade relevant, related to past
experience, taught, and reviewed. So where is it now?
The next job for the teacher is to givepractice inthe art ofretrieval, the
meffiods ofstoring information. Should you act out a scene fromthe story? Gould you
wnte^ur own story explaining the concept? TeB how you would feelif that happened to 
you. These are ways in which we help the child internalize the information and reflect it 
back to us. 
By the way,Idon't think that the Standardized test does much to promote this 
reflection ofvaluable information fromthe child. In fret, amonochromatic, text-filled 
page would do little to encourage eventhe most spartan ofthinkers (No offense intended 
to the Spartans). 
C. Myselfas a Teacher? 
Ima crossbreed... A constructivist, brain-based traditionalist. So there! 
3. Current EducationalPolicies 
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 A. Affect my teaching. (^x.
 
Besides developing a much thicker skin than any ofmynon-teaching friends these
 
new policies have had little affect on myteaching. Quite frankly,I close mydoor
 
and do What is best for kids...so far.
 
Remember,I'm closer to the end ofmy career than to the beginning and I
 
can do about anything short ofpulling down mypants and stiU have ajob. I'm
 
concerned about kids and have written myshare oflettersto the editor,but the
 
reality is that we teachers need to do what's best for kids. Ifa doctor was told that
 
when she goes into the operating room she must only look for one symptom and
 
touch nothing else, would she? IfIam told to use a certain text that fails to
 
provide relevancy to my students willI use it? OfCourse Not!!
 
So far I've been able to do whatI do because ofone oftwo reasons.
 
EitherI had a very good administrator or a very bad one. The good one excuses
 
my methods as being good for kids,and^the bad one never noticed as long as
 
parents didn't complain,which,fortunately for me,they didn't.
 
B. Affecting Students??
 
Students are getting the short end here. They are being tested more and more
 
each year. The drop out rate is steadily climbing but the school board doesn't
 
seem to be able to figure it out. They were all elected on a'let's raise the
 
bar",platfoim. So let's raise the bar. We need to find out where the bar is so
 
we test. We need to find out where we want it to be so we test. We wantto
 
discovery areas ofweaknessso we test. We wantto show that our changes
 
(???)are working so we test.
 
Gur students in third and sixth grade are taking the Gatesreading test
 
(spring and fall). TheITBS,the Cat5,the state proficiencies,and any
 
authentic assessmentsthe teacher needsto give.Everyone else takes all these
 
minusthe state proficiencies. Weighing the pig doesn't make it any fatter!!
 
With all this emphasison test results how can students,and young teachers for
 
: that matter,not be affected? I think that the result is that students are
 
infinitely more aware oftheir inadequacies and are readyto compare
 
themselves with everyone in the world based on their performance on atool
 
that does not test their true abilities. Sadly,I see no need for this type ofself­
flatulation unless we are raising a new breed ofworker ant/Jainist monk. If
 
this is tnifythe desired outcome then leave it for the genetic engineers and get
 
it the hell out ofour schools! Iregress.
 
G. Dichotomy?
 
HA!
 
Two separate and absolutely(fifferent entities.Individualist vs. Communist.The State vs.
 
the state ofmind.Creative thinker vs.rote memorizer.Management vs. worker.
 
4.Coping Strategies
 
HowamIcoping?
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Ijust keep going. I'm too afraid to stop and think about it for fear that it
 
will pounce on me from behind the closed door. I worry more for my children.
 
Imagine me,ateacher,telling myown kids not to take things so seriously.But
 
this is the reality.
 
Several years ago,whenI was student teaching the school district gave us
 
each a set ofmetal index card boxes and afancy hole puncL \\^th this stuffwe
 
Were given astack ofperforated index cards coated with text so small that most of
 
it was illegible to anyone over forty. Those cards contained nearly every specific
 
skill we were to teach in the second grade. Atthe end ofeach quarter we sat down
 
and punched out those skills that we were sure our kids had mastered.The idea
 
was that the next teacher would skewer the whole stack with a metalrod and
 
those kids who weren't proficient would stick on the rod and the others would
 
flutter to the ground like happy butterflies gone to suck the nectar ofknowledge.
 
It was a huge waste oftime and energyfor naught.It fizzled out and went
 
flat. That was that. Then there were the sets and subsets and new math.
 
Afew things work for me.Hands on stuff I-search attitudes,cooperative
 
groups,and probablya million little things thatI don't even realize started as a
 
trend. But when it doesn't work..Let it die and bury it. That's whatI say about
 
the testing craze and the High School Graduating Proficiencies. Letthem die and
 
burythem. We'll aU laugh about it posthumously(and the sooner the better).
 
That's howI cope.
 
B.&C.
 
Others complain quietly as ifwere their lot in life to be a smiling stoic.
 
Moral is down but weseem to unite inom misery as we all love the company.
 
There are no more dear and pleasant people on this earth than schoolteachers. So
 
ifwe're going to be bashed about,we can take it,as long as we have one another.
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I. Personal Data
 
A.What is your teaching history?

I have beert leachihg 23 years. I attended Seattle University's education program,
 
graduated in 1977. Studenttaught at Kimball Elem.in Seattle - an open space,open
 
conceptschool. I substituted in the Seattle area school districts(mostly schools with

population of low income families - my specific choice).

*two year volunteer teacher with Jesuit Volunteer Corps.One year on Crow
 
Indian Reservation in Montana 5th through 8th grade Language arts. While there wrote ,
 
the language arts curriculum objectives with two other teachers.Second vlunteer year

at Holy Name school in Ktn., Ak.-4th grade(25 students!
 
*Twenty years with Ketchikan Public School District,5 years Houghtaling
 
school- 3rd and 4th and4th grade; 2 years Valley Park- kindergarten;(one year

leave to pursue Masters in Early Chilhood Educ.);5 years Point HIggins -kindergarten

and 2nd grd,1 year first grade at White Cliff Elem.; 7 years at Valley Park k,1,2,

and 1,2. Houghtaling and White Cliff schools are closed classrooms. Valley Park is an
 
open space school and incorporates multiage and team teachir^.
 
B.Whataresome of the biggestchanges or shifts that you have observed and/or

experienced during your teaching career? j. j j
 
*Studied Cognitive DevelopmentalTheory(graduate school) Studied and
 
practiced Construcfivistteaching practices - Attended Univ.ofOregon Mastere in
 
Curriculum and Instruction - Early Childhood Educ. My professor trained with P'aget
 
and Kamii.She opened a preschool lab atthe Univ. with <»nstructjvist perspective.The
 
lab was used for practicum site for graduate students. This was a cntical experience in
 
mv nrnfps^ionai Qmwth a teacher. Implementing a Constructivist approach was in
 
contrastto the more deeply rooted ways ofteaching thattypified(typifies)classrooms.
 
Traditionally, learning has been thoughtto be a "mimetic" activity, which involves^
 
students repeating new information. Constructivistteaching practices promotesstudents
 
to intemalize, and transform new information -to construct new understandings.
 
* Move from textbook driven curriculum to child centered - engaging students,
 
viewing students as thinkers, curricplar activities rely more on primary sources and
 
manipulative materials; teaching and learning more interactive;students work in
 
groups as well as alone.Teachers mediate the learning environment rather than acting in
 
didactic manner- disseminating information.Studentinterests and questions highly
 
valued. (Whole Language, Math Their Way,Science)
 
*Movefrom assessment asseparatefrom teaching and occurs through testing to
 
assessmentand teaming interwoven and occurs through teacher observation of students
 
in process of teaming,student products and portfolios.Students involved in assessment.
 
Student-led conferences.
 
*Resurgence of mutliage classraoms
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II Teaching Philosophy l<
 
A. Whatare your strongest held beliefs about learning? B teaching?
 
* Mostimportant in teaching and learning are the student and the teacher.
 
* Young children are mentally and physically active. Young children are
 
continually engaged in the process of building theories in all domains of knowledge:
 
language,reading, mathematics,art, music and science.
 
> BELIEFS
 
B Goals
 
> ALLCHILDREN CAN LEARN
 
= Have high expectations for all children
 
> CHILDREN LEARN BY EXCHANGING POINTS OF VIEW
 
= Provide many opportunities for collaboration and discussion; allow children to
 
negotiate points of view
 
> CHILDREN LEARN BY TRIAL AND ERROR
 
s Encourage and celebrate approximations and risk-taking
 
> ALL CHILDREN ARE CAPABLE OF DEVELOPING INDEPENDENCE
 
Provide many occasionsfor children to plan, organize and make choices
 
> CHILDREN LEARN TO READ BY READING
 
-Immerse children in literature
 
> YOUNG CHILDREN ARE CAPABLE OF HIGH-LEVEL COMPREHENSION
 
- Provide opportunities for brainstorming, predicting and inferential questioning
 
> READING IS DEVELOPEDTHROUGH STRATEGIEiS THAT FOCUS PRIMARILY ON MEANING
 
» Help children develop strategies that utilize context,syntax and phonics
 
> READING AND WRITING DEVELOPMENT PARALLELS ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
 
^ Provide daily,self-selected reading and writing opportunities
 
> SPELUNG DEVELOPSTHROUGH WRITING ... IT IS DEVELOPMENTAL
 
» Accept bestguess spellings and help children develop a range of spelling strategies
 
> CHILDREN ARE NATURAL SCIENTISTS
 
= Provide many opportunities for children to engage in experimentation and problem-

solving; value children's experiences,observations and questions
 
> EARLY CHILDHOOD SQENCE BLENDS AN EMPHASIS ON PROCESS WITH APPROPRIATE
 
SOENCECONTENT
 
= Emphasize methods and tools ofscience: observing, predicting, inferring, measuring,
 
classifying, testing, describing
 
>TO BECOME MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM-SOLVERS,CHILDREN MUST BECOME
 
CONFIDENT IN THEIR ABILITYTO THINK
 
» Provide opportunities for children to construct their own understanding of
 
mathematical concepts rather than memorizing rules
 
> MATH CONCEPTS DEVELOP pVER TIME AND THROUGH MULTIPLE EXPERIENCES
 
» Integrate math during the day,using daily routines, situations and group games
 
> EVALUATION SHOULD BECONSISTENT WITH PHILOSOPHY AND PROGRAM
 
a: Evaluate process, product,and attitudes; evaluate children in relation to themselves
 
>YOUNG CHILDREN ARECAPABLEOFEVALUATING
 
=Provide students with opportunities tomonitor, reflect upon and evaluate their own
 
progress,learning strategies and products,as well as the learning activities in which
 
th^eng^
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Bear parents, -j-I.
 
As we begin the new school year, I would like to share my beliefs aboutteaching and
 
learning — because what I believe influences how I work with your children.
 
I think it is importantfor teachers to have an educational philosophy that is supported
 
by current research. My beliefs and goals about teaching and leaming are based on
 
professional reading,courses and workshops I have attended and 19 years of teaching
 
experience.
 
I believe that it is myjob to help nurture the whole child, notjust a part of the child. I
 
will be helping children to develop intellectually, socially, emotionally and physically. I
 
strive forstudentsto be successful and feelgood aboutthemselves as learners and as
 
individuals.
 
I also believe thatthe besttheories and practices can lead nowhere without knowing the
 
children. I getto know the children by observing, interacting and responding to them
 
individually and as a group. I strongly believe that empathetic individuals investigating
 
and discovering in a safe community are the biggest influences in the effective
 
functioning of a classroom. We have routines,ceremonies, rituals and celebrations that
 
contribute to developing relationships and cornmunity.
 
Respecting ourselves and respecting others is very important.We celebrate our
 
individual strengths and differences. It is important that children understand that people
 
grow in different ways and at different rates and times."Quicker" or "sooner" isn't
 
necessarily"better"or"smarter." We work at being empathetic and supportive of
 
classmates who are at different levels, who learn in different ways or who have different
 
needs.Weleam to applaud and be proud ofour classmates who excel atsomething.We
 
appreciate and value all efforts. All children are supported in believing in themselves.
 
I have high expectations of all children. I also understand children are unique and follow
 
their own developmental timelines. Because of this, your child may not be performing as
 
the child sitting beside him or her. I respect and celebrate those differences in children
 
and expectthe children to do the same.Children also have their own waysof leaming.To
 
help children recognize and build on their strengths and challenge their limitations, we
 
engage in many kinds of activities. Children may be asked to demonstrate whatthey
 
learned by drawing or writing about it, acting it out,or making a model,as well as
 
traditional methods ofassessment
 
I also believe that children learn best when they are physically and mentally involved in
 
their leaming. When you visit our area,expect it to be busy and perhaps noisy:children
 
are engaged in learning. For example,during science your child may be making an
 
organism habitat with other children,or investigating the properties of solids and
 
liquids(and sometimes making a mess),or observing and caring for one of our ciass
 
animals. During math,children may be playing a game or using pattern blocks, unifix
 
cubes,beans,or base ten materials to discover more about numbers. Reading time is not
 
silent in Seta Chi: children might be reading with a partner or small group,conferring
 
with me,chanting poems or participating in choral readings or readers'theater.
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jbelieve students need a balance oi teacher-directed and student-directed activities. I
 
provide many opportunities for children to make choices and pursue their interests. I
 
don't pretend to teach everything your child learns!
 
I believe that children should make decisions about their individual work and behavior
 
and in the running of the class. Ultimately, I'm in charge, but the students know it is
 
their class too, notjust mine. Everyone must take responsibility for the learning and
 
socializing thatgoeson in the classroom and for the maintenance of our environment We
 
discuss and agree together on "rules"that will make a good place to team.We
 
begin our class meetings with compliments for one another and then work atsolving
 
probtems individually and as a group.
 
I also believe children of different ages can learn well together,and this grouping
 
benefits all of the children involved. Younger children learn when their older classmates
 
share their skills with them;older children learn how to explain their thinking to
 
others.The older children also develop confidence and gain valuable leadership skills by
 
working with their younger peers.
 
I believe children should work collaboratively as well as by themselves.By working in a
 
group, your child will practice the skills of active listening, taking turns,sharing
 
infoimatlon, and reaching agreement in addition to learning
 
content material. Many times we find out that"none of us is assmart as all of us."
 
And last, I believe we need to work as a partnership student, parents,and teachers to
 
make this a fun,challenging and rewarding school experience.
 
I'm looking forward to another great year with families.
 
C. How would you describe yourself as a teacher?
 
I am reluctant to assign a label to myself. I probably blend from various theories/
 
paradigms. I'm notsure that i am a purist in any one approach. I include nnre
 
constructivist pedagogy because ofmystudies and training in and after graduate school.
 
My ovyn learning experience in elementary and highschool was "traditional". Both
 
influences are long and strong. Pbelieve I'm most removed from Behavioristic teaching
 
practices in theory and practice.
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A. How are current policy decisions affecting you as a teacher?(standards, f-j
 
accountability,assessment,etc.
 
Educational Reform
 
I have been Involved in learning about, training others in, and affecting change in the
 
standards movement,curriculum and assessment. Many attempted changes in the last
 
decade were prompted at a grassroots level; meaning teachers initiated and were directi;
 
involved, most particularly with instruction and assessment.(The standards movement
 
was notstarted at the teacher level - but the state of Alaska did involve many teachers.)
 
The perspective of many teachers involved in educational reform is thatstudents are np'
 
standardized and teachino is not an exercise in using a cookie cutter.
 
The current policy decisions in the Ketchikan School District, as elsewhere in the
 
country, regarding standards, accountability, assessment are oppressive. The "policy
 
makers" make them from a framework of failure: Schools are failing. The Intent of
 
current policies is to make teaching failproof.
 
Standardized tests and state assessments can affect funding,curriculum, instruction,
 
school quality and climate and children's futures.These tests hold too much power.
 
Standardized tests and stateassessmentseffectively disempowerteachers. And these
 
tests are reduced to whatissimple to measure.Theconsequence -we missouton
 
GENUINE accountability
 
How dothey affect me?They make me madi I have worked with various groups,
 
teachers, administrators, policy makers to improve the art and science of teaching,to
 
learn more about the complexity of children and learning. The words standards,
 
assessment, accountablilty are terms I have embraced and tried to work with. Yes, I
 
should and do have standards,yes I should and do assess,yes I should be accountable BUT
 
these terms and ideas as mosteducational terms and ideas,are thrown around,analyzed,
 
reanalyzed,scores and"facts" interpreted and misinterpreted and misrepresented to
 
perpetuate the notion thatschools are failing. I'm just getting tired of the whole mess.
 
I've have spentcountless hours trying to educate parents,school board members,etc
 
about many simple and complex issues regarding teaching and learning. With steps
 
forward thereseems more steps backward.A new groupto re educate.Look who is in
 
charge of making decisions aboutteachng and teaming in Ketchikan:7 non-educators.
 
This is a crazy system!7 people who know little to nothing aboutteaching - what othei^
 
profession or trade has a group in charge that knows nothing^Okay,community
 
stakeholdersfine,geC/there is even a student representative on the board.Gee,somethini
 
missing from this picture - NOTONE TEACHER REPRESENTATIVE on a school board.
 
The currentsituation here is demeaning and humiliating. This is unlortunate because I
 
have worked diligently at trying to work with and not against... I have tried to remain
 
positive. During rny first 15 years in this district -1 felt grateful, empowered, a
 
learner with many opportunities to improve my skill as a teacher. Now? Blah.
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B. How do you feel current policy decisions are affecting students? .
 
Well, I can't say for sure. I can only make assumptions. But you know the saying "If
 
mama aint happy,aint nobody happy." So I wonder if the discontentamong teachers
 
tranfers to the students? I'm happy in my classroom -1 believe my students are happ^
 
But unnecessary energy is spenton fighting for or against,on keeping what we know is
 
good for children et,rather than spent on planning and preparing and listening to
 
children.
 
Teachers are given little to no respect. In fact we are the scapegoats for alleged failures
 
Whatdo children learn? Do they leam to respect teachers to honor the profession? I
 
think not. How do attitudes translate in the classroom?
 
Now with the tests students musttake. I assume the affects on children are anywhere
 
from stressful(missing hours ofsleep,fidgetiness etc.)to tragic.
 
Curriculum becomes test-driven and therefore narrow, instead of better-educated
 
teachers, policy makers develp "better regulations"- standardized tests,standardized
 
curriculum, scope and sequence for each grade,lesson plans, pacing schedule for
 
teaching and a script - what to say! Children are viewed as future workers(rather thar
 
valuing children for children as they are right now - with a right to learn and to learn tc
 
think)Teachers are given the tools,the packaged materials and procedures and if the
 
final tests are not satisfactory then more prescribed tools are given and more tests are
 
given.So we have a lot of monitoring of data.The affect? We are not meeting children's
 
needs. Students are notstandardized and therefore blanket prescriptions are ridiculous.
 
The affect? Most often students miss outon real learning.
 
With this assmbly view ofeducation teachers don't need professional knowledge,
 
expertise and judgment. Professional development has become in-services with the
 
primary goal of ensuring correct implementation of the prescribed teaching materials.
 
(WE Have such an inservie coming up in April!)
 
The affect on students? dumbeddown education. Possibly with a low-level thinker in
 
charge. Or with a high-levek but frustrated thinker mumbling "Fine is this what they
 
want.Open your booksto page anddo problems 1- 20.And keep quiet."
 
B Observations ofother teacherscoping.
 
Kissing up. Grumbling, passive resignation, leaving the profession, moving, taking a
 
year off. Some,and I think they are a minority, agree with the current situation and they
 
seem to be coping just fine because narrow, dull and meaningless are finally back in
 
vogue.
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C Describe the General Morale of colleagues. ^
 
It would be a generalization to makea statementand certainly biased because my
 
description would reflect the morale ofthose teachers with whom I discuss issues on a
 
regular basis.The morale of teachers is probably mixed. My assumption is that morale
 
is linked to the number of years taught and /orthe experiences in working with school
 
reform. If teachers have been in collision with policy makers; have been involved with
 
and promote teaching for understanding,alternative and authentic assessments that
 
collide with standardized testing policies then these teachers are probably frustrated and
 
display low morale.
 
We know so much more about learning and how we learn.This informs us as teachers.
 
Unfortunately, what we know does not inform policy makers.This is frustrating for
 
teachers. A brick layer can make decisions about what i use in the classroom but it is
 
getting moreso,that I can not
 
All in all, there might be less enthusiasm for teaching.(Among"new and old" teachers)
 
There is so much arguing.Too much tension.Thejob is demanding. Little respectfor the
 
profession.And the pay is notso great.
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Second Interview 4/13/2000
 
A.
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons concerning
 
the current standards movement?
 
One of the pros of the standards movement, I think, is that
 
it has been an awakening for teachers as far as the higher
 
possibilities for students. And I think this awakening has
 
been needed for a long time — bringing to light to students
 
and to parents, as well as to teachers, what is possible ­
the body of knowledge that is out there and what students
 
are capable of. Another pro I think is to let us know that
 
we can all set high standards for ourselves, not as
 
something to be punished if we don't reach them, but to
 
always be reaching for something higher and better for
 
ourselves and as a teacher I am constantly learning because
 
I am challenging the students to learn.
 
One of the cons is that the standards have not been phased
 
in. They have been dumped on us I feel in such a way that
 
it's "This is how you were last year, this is where you
 
have to be this year,"- and if you can't make it, you are
 
either a bad teacher, or the children are to be looked down
 
upon because they are not succeeding. Somebody has failed
 
if these standards are not met in one year or a year and a
 
half since they have been brought to light. Another con is
 
that the standards were not brought in accompanied by
 
resources to enable us to bring these to the children, so
 
that many teachers, myself included, have had to scramble
 
and gather their own materials, which probably are not
 
coherent, fitting together perfectly, may not even be at
 
the children's level, may not hit all the standards, but
 
it's what we have been able to find to get on the road to
 
meeting the standards. So it's been difficult for me to
 
present a cohesive, growing, progressive, developmental,
 
academic progrsmi to the children in some areas, when I have
 
had to scrape and scrounge in order to find materials.
 
Another con is that the means of assessment has been
 
narrowed down to a Stanford 9 test, multiple choice
 
achievement, normed not necessarily for our school
 
population here. Comparisons are one indication of how
 
people are doing, but they are not the only indication and
 
they do not always show the type of growth that children
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are 	doing. The Stanford 9 also is not aligned perfectly
 
with the standards that we have been asked to teach so
 
while we have scrounged to get materials to teach the
 
standards, those are not necessarily what the children are
 
being tested on. This discrepancy leads to great
 
frustration as a teacher, and I struggle with not
 
pressuring the students too much, but feeling pressured
 
myself to prepare them to be tested on material that they
 
may 	or may not know.
 
2. 	What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
The standardized testing movement is just one aspect of
 
standards having been introduced and I realize that. But
 
the testing itself, as I mentioned, is not always aligned
 
with what we are being asked to teach. I think the
 
greatest problem with the standardized testing is it
 
doesn't always take into account where the children
 
started, what resources were available, how they learn and
 
the multiple ways that we can assess their learning. And
 
it will somewhat give a stamp of approval to one means of
 
indicating their growth, where as they may have blossomed
 
and stretched and changed and evolved as a person and as a
 
learner and that may never show up.
 
3. 	Historically, how have your students ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
On the average, my students have ranked average. I have
 
those who are above, but not topping out and I have those
 
that are below but not bottoming out. I do have some
 
Students who because of their personality do well on tests.
 
They can handle that kind of situation and do not feel
 
threatened by it. I have other very creative, intelligent
 
students whose parents have already told me they are crying
 
worrying about this testing coming at the end of April.
 
When I received this class, I was expected to look over
 
each student profile, how they had done on last years
 
tests, to get a picture of my class and see who might need
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a new program of intervention. And I must admit that this
 
class, out of 34, 17 or 50% of my class is below grade
 
level, that's below 40*''' percentile or maybe even the 30th
 
on the Stanford 9 in reading, writing and math. So over
 
all, this is one of the lowest performing classes I have
 
had, although I also have a high percentage performing in
 
the 50th to 60th percentile.
 
4. 	What are some of the intangibles that you think should
 
be considered when discussing or evaluating student
 
success?
 
I interpret intangibles right now as being those things
 
that can't be measured by a standardized test, but they are
 
things that still can be seen or felt or measured in other
 
terms. Some of the intangibles are that a student has
 
gained a sense of him or herself as being a learner and
 
that they have the power, the self-efficacy to tackle :
 
anything that might be put in front of them and learn from
 
it. But that can't be measured on a test. Another
 
intangible might be how a child has become more organized
 
during a school year. How a child has gone from being not
 
interested in reading on their own at all, to being someone
 
who can't put a book down and is constantly asking, "Do you
 
think I would like this book? I can't wait to find another
 
book to read." To going from being a child who is afraid
 
of math to a child who goes back and corrects everything
 
they do to prove to themselves that they can learn and
 
master a concept. Sometimes these things do show up on
 
testing, but it is not guaranteed that they do.
 
5. 	If you were able to influence policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
My message would be let's keep looking at the possibilities
 
of highest quality education, which does mean having
 
standards, broadening the academic base that we make
 
available to students and provide stimulus to take part in.
 
Learn more about history, about literature, extend their
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skills as writers, always focusing on the qualities of
 
being thinkers, participants in their learning,
 
questioners. But let's also remember that each person that
 
walks through a classroom door is a whole person. It's not
 
someone who has taken a test and must improve by 5 points.
 
This is a child, just like every teacher who walks through
 
the door is a whole person who should be investing in their
 
own learning with joy and accepting that challenge. And
 
our means of assessment should include multiple ways of
 
expressing what we have learned - through testing, through
 
discussions in small groups, maybe with parents, and
 
community members and teachers and peers — with artistic
 
and musical and literary avenues available for showing what
 
they have learned in science, in social studies. For
 
finding engaging ways of showing mathematical thinking —
 
not just filling in the right blank. For children to gain
 
a sense of loving themselves as a learner needs to be
 
gauged in multiple ways. And the children need to take
 
part in that, feel that they have some say in how they have
 
learned — not being told by someone outside that they have
 
or have not learned. I want to continue looking at higher
 
and better and broader standards for teachers as well as
 
Students, but I don't want to slip into the routine or rut
 
that mistakenly identifies people by a number or a
 
percentage growth, because then we have missed most of who
 
this person is, and we are truly limiting the possibilities
 
of what education can be.
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Second Interview April 9, 2000
 
B.
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons concerning
 
the current standards movement?
 
Well, the way I see it right now, as far as the pros are
 
concerned there is a certain — I think it is good that
 
people are paying attention to schools. I don't necessarily
 
think that the standards movement is the best way to pay
 
attention to schools, but I think it's nice that people
 
somewhere in the state government particularly, are taking
 
a look at schools and seeing what is needed. I also think
 
that the issue of accountability is an important one, I
 
just don't know that the standardized tests as an
 
instrument is the best way to have students show progress
 
and keep teachers accountable. I think in some ways, any
 
time a teacher is offered more money for doing a good job,
 
I think that's okay and sometimes the sound of "oh, your
 
test scores went up, you're going to get more money" sounds
 
pretty good. But I still don't think that's the best place
 
to put the emphasis.
 
Against the current standards movement, I think it's very
 
antithetical to the way people learn, the way children
 
learn, and to the idea that children have to be put into a
 
box. I think that teachers tend to get to know their kids,
 
if they're good teachers particularly, in ways that measure
 
or assess things beyond their score on a test — any test,
 
even a teacher made test, a curricular test or a
 
standardized test. And so that the students that are being
 
tested, a teacher knows them in ways other than a number.
 
And knows if the baby was just born at home or the parents
 
have come from another country just recently or the
 
grandmother died and what the issues are that effect that
 
child's performance. And even their behavior in school.
 
The behavior issues are another one. There are some
 
children where the scope of their behavior, for whatever
 
reason, cannot sit down and take a standardized test very
 
well and they are evaluated against children who can. And
 
that's very unfair so I think it's really wrong to put
 
kids in a box and that's the biggest defeating factor.
 
As far as a movement is concerned, I think it is really in
 
many ways demeaning to teachers because it takes away from
 
the humanity of what they are doing and makes them
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statisticians. And that's really limiting in terms of their
 
job.
 
2. What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
I think it's the mis-information that parents have and the
 
kind of 'feeding frenzy" of "quick, let's make our test
 
scores higher" and throwing the baby out with the bath
 
water, throwing out good educational practices for the sake
 
of raising the test scores, teaching to the test, we have
 
teachers cheating. I think it's this frenzy that the scores
 
have to get higher and everything else gets thrown out.
 
Nothing else really matters.
 
3. Historically, how have your students ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
It's been mixed. The first four or five years of my
 
teaching career, I was in a highly transient community.
 
There was a high proportion of English language learners.
 
It was a poor community, there weren't many books in the
 
homes, there was an emphasis on being in school and getting
 
an education when the children could, but clothing and
 
money and food on the table were bigger problems. And so
 
the kids had a lot of trouble with the testing and the
 
scores were typically in the 40th percentiles or below with
 
a very small percentage scoring in the average or above
 
average range. In the school where I'm employed now, also
 
for about four and a half years, the student population as
 
a whole, scores just below the national norm. I think we
 
are about 48 or 49 NCEs in sixth grade, that's the grade
 
level that I'm teaching. And again there is a lot of
 
variability, there are a lot of factors involved. We're
 
beginning to expand exponentially at our site, and so as we
 
get new kids in, these are kids who have frequently moved
 
and changed schools more than once - even in a school year
 
— and so we do not expect our test scores to be as good
 
this coming year as they were last year.
 
4. What are some of the intangibles that you think should be
 
considered when discussing or evaluating student success?
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I think that it would be neat if we could speak to a
 
child's maturity level. And that's a very broad term. For
 
say as a sixth grader, whether a kid is a fairly young kid,
 
or fairly grown up. And those are the kinds of things that
 
impact how they perform on different things. I also think
 
it would be neat to measure or examine what they are good
 
at — and to be able to speak to their strengths. For
 
instance I have a kid in my class who is just an
 
outstanding athlete. He's just amazing. He's big for his
 
age. He's very adept physically. He's not very bright
 
with math and reading. He struggles with these things. It
 
would be neat if he could get some recognition and rewards
 
for that. He'll probably be a fine athlete in high school
 
where those things become more important. But in
 
elementary school, he's just a good kid to have on your
 
team. That's about the most recognition that he gets.
 
There are other students who are developed artistically,
 
other students who are developed verbally and there are
 
many who are developed socially and that is never looked
 
at. And those are the kinds of things that would be neat
 
to see — especially as I said — the maturity or the social
 
development — the social skills of the kid.
 
5. If you were able to influence policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
Well, the first one that comes to mind is influencing
 
parents. I would really like to say to the parents a
 
couple of things. I would like to hand them a nice thick
 
handbook on how to parent as far as improving their child's
 
success in education and in the educational environment in
 
general. But as far as state policies and how parents view
 
them, I would like parents to be really scrutinizing about
 
what they see. For examplev last year w'hen our test scores
 
were published on the internet, we had a few parents come
 
into the principal's office and say, "this is dreadful, you
 
must do better." And we had other parents come to our
 
school and say" I'm moving my child to your school because
 
you've done so well." Because it's all very relative and
 
they don't know what they're looking at. And I think
 
that's a big factor, because these public policies have
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been promoted by the state by non-educators largely, are
 
put together as kind of a quick fix, a band-aid to "the
 
problems of education" These quick fixes are implemented,
 
there's a lick and a promise given, the parents, the voters
 
are calmed briefly, and yet of course they still won't vote
 
any bond issue money toward schools, which is another
 
problem. But they'11 be assuaged and the politicians look
 
good and everyone goes home happy, except for the poor
 
teachers and the poor kids because we're stuck trying to
 
implement impossible policies, raise scores to impossible
 
levels. - The other thing that is very significant, but
 
nobody seems to look at is the fact that when you get — I
 
don't care how many kids you get - a hundred, a thousand,
 
ten thousand or a million kids, you're going to get
 
something resembling a bell shaped curve statistically.
 
You're going to get a few highs, a big chunk in the middle
 
and some lows and that's typical. So to say, for a school
 
or a district or a state to say, that we will have all
 
children reading by the third grade or we will have all
 
students achieving 50^^ percentile by the end of two years
 
is just about statistically impossible. Additionally, I
 
helped on the writing of our school plan this year, and
 
when you look at a percentile and say you're going to go
 
from the 46^" to the 48 in one year and two points the
 
following year and two points the next, granted even if
 
you're looking at the matched scores of students who are
 
continuously enrolled, I still get a new batch of kids each
 
year in the sixth grade and there's no guarantee that what
 
the fifth grade teacher taught them is going to help them
 
do better on my test score. So it's a fresh start each
 
school year and each school year statistically isn't going
 
to be any better than the one before. It's always a new
 
curriculum for these kids. The other thing that I would
 
love to say to parents and policy makers — and this is a
 
real big one and it applies much more to primary grades k-3
 
but it also applies as the kids get older — to remember and
 
remember and remember in everything you do, that one year
 
is a tremendous percentage of the life
 
Of child/ We ar^ for such a: lot longer than we are
 
children. We are around from 20 to 80 as adults, roughly,
 
and you're only a little kid for a short time. For a five
 
year old to grow in one year — that's 20% of their entire
 
life. If you're 40, 50, or 60 years old, what's 20% of
 
your life? It's a pretty good size chunk. And this one
 
year's growth that we're asking a child to make represents
 
a great deal and it shouldn't be forced and it shouldn't be
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corrupted by some outside influence that says you must do
 
this by this point in time. Children develop at different
 
rates. For example, I have a child who walked at 8 1/2
 
months. It surprised me. I have a nephew who walked at 17
 
months. ^ They are both great kids now that they're young
 
men, but, they were different by a large span of time as
 
measured in the life of a toddler. So when we look at these
 
measurements that we are trying to apply to
 
kindergarteners, first graders, through sixth, or eighth,
 
or tenth or even twelfth grade it's very important to
 
rdmember that we are dealing with children, and not little
 
automatons, not little computer programs that can be pre
 
set in advance to make a certain goal, to reach a certain
 
level at a certain point in time. This is not a flow
 
chart, this is a child.
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Second Interview April 13, 2000
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons concerning
 
the current standards movement?
 
A pro that I see is that for a long time in the state of
 
California we have needed to have some kind of standard
 
that children were expected to meet. So that in itself has
 
been a very positive thing. Many teachers chose to not
 
raise the expectations for children and so many children
 
have not been given what I would call an adequate
 
education. As a seventh grade teacher I was teaching
 
handwriting and sentence structure in history because the
 
kids were coming to me without the background. The math
 
teacher was teaching multiplication and division facts,
 
because the kids didn't know their facts. That was a
 
downfall of what had been happening within the educational
 
system. So that, I think, is a pro in that we actually
 
will have standards and that they are going to actually
 
stretch children and teachers more importantly.
 
The downside is that the standards are not always
 
appropriate for the ages that they have been selected for.
 
Some of the standards are asking for children who are still
 
at the concrete level to be in an abstract level and they
 
aren't there yet. So in the lower grades they've sometimes
 
put in things that are inappropriate. In kindergarten, a
 
child does not have the physical skill of writing. They
 
need to be working with crayons and working with
 
manipulatives so that they gain that skill, yet they are
 
required to write in kindergarten and read in kindergarten
 
where it is not necessary for that to be a part of things.
 
So to me, the trouble is whoever designed the standards,
 
was not thinking about children. They were thinking about
 
"how do we get the schools to come to a higher level,
 
they've got to go for a higher level" which is fine, but
 
inappropriateness will not make the children rise , it will
 
make them feel defeated because they cannot achieve it,
 
because it is beyond their ability at that particular time.
 
I am saddened by that because I feel that teachers,
 
generally speaking, know what children can do at a certain
 
level and can, given the appropriate standards, help the
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children to rise to the highest of their ability. But I
 
think they are asking for an impossible task and you are
 
putting the children at risk.
 
2. What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
I would like the legislators of my home state to take the
 
fourth grade standardized test. I would like to see them
 
pass STAR. I would like to see the administrators who
 
created this as a standard on how to judge schools have to
 
take the test and pass it, because I don't think most
 
adults could do it. That is what I see as the greatest
 
disadvantage to the testing. It is not tied to the
 
standards of the state of California which is inappropriate
 
because how can you prepare children to meet the standards
 
that the state requires when you are also giving them a
 
test that has nothing to do with the standards. And how
 
can you have them be successful when the test is set up for
 
failure.
 
3. Historically, how have your students ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
In my classes the students have ranked above average and
 
generally in the 70 to 80 range with varying degrees except
 
for those children who have had severe amounts of
 
difficulty such as my Hispanic children who do not know
 
English, or my children with low ability who are required
 
to read for all the different tests which is what a
 
standardized test requires. It is not just a math test,
 
you also have to be able to read it.
 
4. What are some of the intangibles that you think should be
 
considered when discussing or evaluating student success?
 
Because I believe in authentic assessing. I think the
 
hardest thing for me is that in a society and a world that
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needs children who can think/ who are inquisitiver who are
 
literate/ who need to be able to work with others and come
 
up with ideas that are not necessarily the standard idea/
 
but because of this I find that the intangibles are areas
 
that no test can measure. No test can show whether a child
 
is emotionally intelligent and able to be successful in
 
life. And we know that emotional intelligence is one of
 
the areas that is most neglected and yet is most
 
significant in whether you will be successful in life. And
 
it is not measured. The ability to work with others/ the
 
ability to think differently and go outside to take a risk.
 
Those are things that a child has to be given. They are
 
the self-esteem issues that people don't measure and yet
 
they are the true mark of a winner - not whether you can
 
pass a test or not. That is a skill/ passing a test/ and
 
it is not necessarily the mark of whether ybu will be
 
successful in life.
 
5. If you were able to influence policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
Policy makers/ I would like them to spend a week with me in
 
my class. I'd them to see what it's like to be in a room
 
with 35 students - when there are very few breaks and there
 
are very few opportunities for the children to do what they
 
need to do in order to be successful, unless I put it into
 
effect and go against what I am asked to do which is to
 
prepare for testing. If I'm doing true teaching, I would
 
like them to see the difference between true teaching and
 
test preparation. And to me that's a waste of time that I
 
cannot teach my children in the way I feel I should. I
 
would like policy makers to have to sit here and I'd want
 
them to be engaged with the children to see how intelligent
 
they are and how capable they are and how much we are
 
denying them by doing what we are doing.
 
For parents, I'd like parents to start complaining. I'd
 
like parents to be willing to talk to the legislators since
 
they don't want to listen to the teachers. And I'd like
 
parents to say, "this is not rightI" They are the ones who
 
see their children crying at home whsn they have to spend
 
two weeks in testing. They're the ones who see their kids
 
getting ulcers at an age when it's totally inappropriate
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for a child to be so upset about their education. They're
 
the ones who see their children feeling unable to do
 
things. And I would like to have parents also be a part of
 
learning what we're learning about how the brain operates
 
and how human beings learn and let them see the things we
 
are truly learning now that will make it better for
 
children and help them be more capable. And I think that's
 
basically what I would like to do.
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Second Interview April 11, 2000
 
D.
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons concerning
 
the current standards movement?
 
As I was talking to you earlier, Karen, last year I was on
 
a committee with my district aligning the assessments and
 
the things we already teach in our district to the
 
standards, and I was working with first grade, but I also
 
worked closely with kindergarten. A lot of the things that
 
the standards are asking us to do in kindergarten are not
 
developmentally appropriate with what we know children are
 
ready to learn at any particular time. One thing I can
 
think of in particular is the concepts about print, the
 
kinds of things that they were expecting kindergarteners to
 
know by the end of kindergarten — that particular test is
 
designed for first graders and we're asking the
 
kindergarteners, the standards are saying they need to know
 
them by the end of kindergarten and we don't expect to see
 
them until the middle or the end of first grade. So those
 
are the kinds of things that concern me. And I see that not
 
only in kindergarten but as I have a seventh grade son, I
 
see the same kinds of things with him. They are expecting
 
him to do algebra and geometry and things that he's not
 
ready for. Some children are, but many of them aren't and
 
he's being forced to do that. Children like him who are in
 
resource programs really have difficulty with that and the
 
support system for them is not always in place.
 
Fortunately for him he's in resource and he's got things
 
modified, but for children who don't make it into resource
 
there's a gap there and I worry about that.
 
I think the good things about standards is that I think in
 
California for a long time we've had teachers doing a lot
 
of different things, and I think we need to have some
 
things where we say "Let's move the bar up a little higher"
 
and I think you move everybody up. That's good, but there
 
have to be some exceptions too and we have to have safety
 
nets in place for kids. And I think the state is funneling
 
some funds that way, but I don't think it's in place
 
everywhere and I am especially concerned about kids in the
 
inner cities. I'm not only concerned about the kids — them
 
making it to the bar or anywhere near it — they're not
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going to because they're very very far behind. And I think
 
of the teachers and administrators who are looking like
 
they're dping a bad job and they're not. Teachers do a
 
good and bad job in all districts all over, but it's the
 
teachers in the low income areas that look the worst and
 
they get punished for, you know, they're doing the best job
 
they can — and actually a really, really good job usually,
 
and because their kids can't achieve, they look very poor
 
and that district and those teachers and principals are
 
punished, and I think that's bad.
 
2. What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
Just like as always, it's a moment in time. It's one test 
over a weeks period — depending on the district, five days, 
seven days, four days, It's one indicator of how a child is 
doing. And when you look at how standardized tests are 
scored and normed, the normal curve equivalent, you can 
miss one and it can throw you down into a really low level. 
You can miss a whole bunch and you can be up there with 
somebody who is really high and you're really not doing as 
well as it looks. There are so many variables. And I hate 
to see kids and teachers and districts ranked according to 
one week's worth of work. And I think the most serious 
consequence is we are doing like they do in a lot of east 
coast states where you're teaching to the test all year 
long and that's your focus -■ and it's not on problem 
solving, it's not on how your going to make it in life, you 
knOw, life choices which are part of learning, - it's on 
"can you take a test." And Ihate to see so much time 
spent on test preparation. I think it's important because 
all your life you have to take tests, but one test that 
does so much damage to teachers, children and districts, ­
I just think we have to rethink how we test and how we 
create tests. 
3. Historically, how have your students ranked oh
 
standardized test scores?
 
This is a tough one, because Ireally only taught for ten
 
years and when I started teaching in 1990, Iwas teaching
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first grade in a school-wide Title One school. I think the
 
first two years I taught we had to give a standardized test
 
in first grade. Again, I was in a school-wide Title One
 
school and that tells you about the population, so my
 
students did very very poorly, as well as all the other
 
first graders in the school. I had a total of three years
 
of testing students as later I spent three years as the
 
Title One Reading Recovery teacher. And I didn't have any
 
kids that I tested during those years. In those short
 
three years in the classroom and of testing students during
 
those years, they didn't do well. It was all at the same
 
school. We had just begun to make big changes in literacy
 
at the school to affect the kids, but you begin to see the
 
changes in the older kids and not the younger ones and they
 
didn't do too well.
 
4. What are some of the intangibles that you think should be
 
considered when discussing or evaluating student success?
 
We have our assessments that we do, the holistic
 
assessments, our standardized tests, - those can measure
 
how a student is doing. But I think we also need to look
 
at the whole child. Where does the child come from? What
 
is their background knowledge? Are they English language
 
learners? Are they in a very low socio-economic area?
 
Those things are part of the child, they come with the
 
child — their baggage, or whatever you want to call it. And
 
I think when we're looking at children, I know it's not
 
good to label children and to say that they're ELL or
 
they're Title One, or they're this or that, but I think
 
that's something the child comes with — I don't know if
 
those are exactly intangibles. I think they're things that
 
We realize, but I don't think we always consider them. And
 
it's not to make excuses for children, but I think it's to
 
say that you can't expect a child who's way behind when
 
they come in to catch up with someone who's way ahead and
 
they're maybe the average student. One of the things I
 
know is you have to make a personal connection with kids.
 
When you make a personal connection with kids, you begin to
 
see them change and become motivated and interested and I
 
don't know how you could measure that but I think it's a
 
really important thing wh^n you're teaching children to
 
make that personal connection. And I've seen kid after
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kid, and myself - I've experienced teachers who have made
 
a personal connection with each student in the class and we
 
all did well because we felt like the teacher had some
 
connection with us, that he or she was not going to let us
 
not do well. If we were going to be in that class, then we
 
were going to do well, and we all did. And I think it was
 
a standard that those teachers set that you're in here, you
 
will do well. There isn't going to be "You'll do badly and
 
you'll do badly or you're going to do good and you won't."
 
We're all going to make it because we're doing it together.
 
It was the idea of a community. I think those are
 
important things for teachers to know that one little
 
outreach, saying hello, making that connection, is going to
 
make the difference between a child making it or maybe not.
 
5. If you were able in influence policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
I think for policy makers, and I think it goes for any time
 
we feel critical of someone else's job, that they're just
 
not doing it right — and if only we could be in charge of
 
the world — especially policy makers, though, I think
 
specifically of school boards starting right from the get-

go, because they're people who directly affect students,
 
and teachers and districts — and I would say, get into the
 
classroom. And don't just go into one, get into the
 
classrooms and see what teachers are doing. And don't just
 
see a few, see a lot and then talk to the teachers when
 
they're not teaching. And I would say the same thing to
 
parents, and the same thing to the "powers that be" the
 
bigger powers — talk to some teachers and get into the
 
classrooms and see what's going on. Because there really
 
are so many good things going on. And teachers, by in
 
large, I think, do a really good job of trying to help kids
 
learn and succeed. And I think we get so much bad press.
 
And it's not that — You know I hear that teachers need
 
respect. I don't want respect. I want you to see what's
 
happening to the kids. And that's what's important. I
 
think that's what we lose sight of. Come and see what the
 
kids are doing.
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Second Interview Monday,

March 27,2000 ^
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons
 
concerning the current standards movement?
 
Well, on the pro side, I think it makes educators and
 
everybody involved with education reconsider and look at
 
what are the expectations and outcomes for students. And I
 
think it has generated a debate over what should kids know
 
and what should we expect out of them? And what we need to
 
get to those levels and those ends. It brings in the
 
policy makers and the test makers generating the standards
 
tests that they are giving kids at different levels now.
 
The cons I see, I may be wrong at the state level, but at
 
least locally I haven't seen student involvement in what
 
the standards should be. And I don't in general see
 
education asking students what they think they need coming
 
out of public schools. I think it also limits teacher
 
flexibility and creativity and interest — both teacher and
 
student — because now there's a focus on these standards
 
and with the testing you're expected to, you know you need
 
to work towards those standards which can be limiting in
 
Other areas.
 
2. What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
I think it's defining education and I think that's
 
dangerous because it's such a narrow definition. And
 
whenever you define education in any way it limits ppen­
endedness and Student and teacher opportunities. But the
 
focus is so much on standardized tests and the pressure and
 
stress of students and teachers to perform on those
 
standardized tests, that 1 believe a lot of meaningful
 
education is not undertaken. And the other thing, a lot of
 
times I see standardized tests as testing the most
 
superficial areas of thinking.
 
And also, again, students have no input around standardized
 
tests and I think it limits their opportunities to explore
 
other topics and interests. It's too defining.
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3. Historically, how have your students ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
Well, I should preface this with I haven't had to do a lot
 
of standardized testing at my grade level until recently.
 
But historically, in the early days of teaching, when
 
everybody took SRA tests and with tests like the Gates-

McGinite, that they generally followed the bell curve.
 
Sometimes I've observed in this community or in my
 
classrooms that there are more kids at the high and low end
 
with a smaller normal middle — but in general, they follow
 
the bell curve.
 
4. What are some of the intangibles that you think should be
 
considered when discussing or evaluating student success?
 
Well, I think we really need to look at individual student
 
strengths and many times they're not evaluated by some of
 
the more conventional assessments. One, say leadership. I
 
don't know of any standardized tests or standards
 
assessment that looks at leadership. There are so many
 
ways that teachers look at children in their classrooms.
 
Anecdotal notes, student projects and how kids are working
 
together. It seems that we continually hear what the work
 
force needs and what our kids coming out of schools need is
 
this ability to work with other people and be problem
 
solvers and group workers and I see very little outside of
 
what teachers do to assess those kinds of things. Maturity
 
is something that should be looked at when you're
 
considering and evaluating a student — and also what are
 
appropriate interventions for what a student needs. And
 
again, a standardized test doesn't seem to address those
 
kinds of intangibles.
 
5. If you were able to influence policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
I have a pretty good list I think. One, students need to be
 
involved more in the planning of their education. Not just
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in individual classrooms, but at a school level and
 
district level. And if we're stahdards,
 
at state levels. That the policy makers should be as broad
 
as possible when they're looking at the ways we view
 
children in schools and view how they're doing in
 
education. And so when you're judging student growth yOu
 
need to be very broad rather than very narrow and limited.
 
Never make educatiohal decisions based solely on
 
standardized test scores. I think they're poor decisions
 
when you do that and you may identify a problem that maybe
 
isn't a problem. Simplify the curriculum and encourage
 
greater depth of explOratidn and study rather than throwing
 
everything you can think of into a curriculum and expect it
 
to be covered. It's a shallow coverage of everything.
 
What's the expression? — "it's a mile wide and an inch
 
deep" or something. And again, have the students involved,
 
and the teachers involved in the curriculum development.
 
Anticipate the student needs not the needs of testing. For
 
policy makers, what I see at the local level, is, if I were
 
speaking to a policy maker, don't put your personal goals
 
ahead of students. And I think most of these policy makers
 
come in with good intentions - they want to improve
 
education. But they look at it simplistically and I'll
 
measure improvement in a simple, straight forward way. And
 
that's a standardized test — and then I can know if we've
 
improved education or not and I think that's a dangerous
 
place to be. Because education is so complex and so
 
involved and each individual student is, that to simplify I
 
think is dangerous. Also become well aware of the types of
 
assessments that are in the schools and in education
 
including standardized tests because there's a real problem
 
with policy makers not even understanding what those scores
 
mean or how to interpret them. Sometimes some misguided
 
decisions come out of not even understanding what the test
 
scores are saying, or using test scores in an inappropriate
 
way. Locally, as an example, we have a policy where we're
 
looking at a standardized test in reading and the
 
standardized test tells what the average range for a reader
 
is at a given grade level. Our local board has decided
 
that they should include part of that average range as "at
 
risk" readers. So they identify over 40% of the readers in
 
Ketchikan as "at risk" because they have included one third
 
of the average readers. That seems inappropriate to me.
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Second Interview March 25, 2000
 
F
 
1. What do you see as some of the prOs and cons concerning
 
the current standards movement?
 
Well/ I believe the original standards were created to
 
provide some guidelines for teachers and they were stated
 
broadly. So, I think that's a pro that there are some broad
 
guidelines for teachers to follow. The cons are that these
 
broad guidelines have become too narrowed in their focus by
 
states and districts to the point where I think they are
 
very limiting in their outcomes.
 
2. What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
I feel probably the most serious consequence is what the
 
standardized tests test for. I don't feel that they test
 
for high level thinking and it's very low level basic
 
knowledge that they're testing for and so that would drive
 
the curriculum and drive the instruction and as a result, I
 
think/teaching and education becomes low level and
 
mediocre.
 
3. Historically, how have your students ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
Well, I probably can't speak to this one since I teach
 
kindergarten and in the past I've taught first and second
 
grades also. And we've never given standardized tests at
 
the primary level in Ketchikan to this point, so my
 
students have never taken a standardized test.
 
4. What are some of the intangibles that you think should
 
be considered when discussing or evaluating student
 
success?
 
Well, when I look at students' success, I like to look at
 
growth over time. I want to see what level they're at when
 
they enter my classroom and then how much they've grown.
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For instance, I want to look at theit writing and their
 
reading level. I would look at perfomance types of
 
assessments and work samples. I guess if I were evaluating
 
student success, I'd be looking for ways that show that
 
children are excited about what they're learning,
 
performing what they're learning, modeling what they're
 
learning instead of just answering questions. I'm more
 
interested in how kids perform. For instance, in respect
 
to reading, are they learning just how to read or are they
 
reading for information and for enjoyment or are they just
 
reading a passage and answering questions. In Math, are
 
they learning how to solve problems and how to mentally
 
figure out answers or are they just doing algorithms? In
 
areas of science are they making observations and
 
hypothesizing and experimenting, or are they just reading
 
something out of a science textbook and answering
 
questions? To me that's more a model of student success ­
the actual thinking processes that are going on and if
 
children can show that they're practicing what they're
 
5. If you were able to influence policy makers and/or
 
parents what would your message be?
 
I would want policy makers to stop narrowing education and
 
looking more at the whole child. What kind of an education
 
can we provide that's going to develop each and every
 
child's strengths and not crank them out into one mold that
 
says they have to score at this percentile or have to pass
 
a certain exam to go on to the next grade, but to make
 
education more chiId centered and to look at developing the
 
whole child. And parents^ what do yoii want for your
 
child? Do you want an education that is going to allow
 
your child to be a productive citizen and to contribute? —
 
and frankly I guess I'm not sure how these policies could
 
be made, but they don't seem to be written in a way that
 
really adds to the education of children. Currently, they
 
seem to be leaving a lot of kids out, and I think we are
 
going to have a problem because we are going to have
 
children out theire who are not useful, and are not feeling
 
useful and then what are we going to do?
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Second Interview March 28, 2000
 
G.
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons concerning
 
the current standards movement?
 
I don't see very many pros at all. The cons — whose
 
standards are we trying to teach to and why are these
 
standards more important than other people's standards?
 
When you have a whole lot of people saying that this is the
 
important subject and this is the area or height of
 
acceptable performance and above - anything below that is
 
unacceptable in this performance standard, it disregards
 
any student individuality or learning styles. So when you
 
put standards together and you think about - this is what
 
everyone should be able to do — it's a mold that everyone
 
can't possibly fit into because we're so unique and we
 
totally lose any idea of what makes a person unique and
 
rich and whole and we're missing great parts of the
 
personality and we're putting emphasis on such a small
 
section of what we need to know as people anyway. So as
 
far as standards, I'm against the idea of standards
 
completely. I understand that we do have to have some
 
measures and we need to keep parents informed of where
 
their students are and students need to be informed of what
 
their strengths and weaknesses are, but I think we can do
 
it without a broad based 'everybody has to fit into this
 
category' approach to education.
 
2. What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
A standardized test, in and of itself, is relatively
 
harmless. Something a kid will walk into and four hours
 
later they'll walk away from. But to take that performance
 
on a given day in a given state of mind and to reflect that
 
child's complete educational background from that one
 
assessment is dangerous and it's harmful and it's, very
 
inaccurate. And how you use those tests then, is the most
 
important and dangerous and inaccurate thing that you could
 
do. So the way the tests are used at the end, the
 
comparative student to student^school district to school
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district, school to schoolr using that test then to say
 
that our students are generally lousy at one thing or good
 
at something are both really not very fair assumptions
 
because maybe that test matched our curriculum and maybe it
 
didn't match what we were teaching in the classroom and it
 
has nothing to do with actual student achievement, it only
 
has to do with how a group did on a particular day. So
 
using the test to compare students and to give them ideas
 
on who they are and where they stand in the whole spectrum
 
of life and make that an important thing for them is
 
dangerous and I don't think students should have to be told
 
that they are 32"'^ percentile in spelling.
 
3. Historically, how have your student ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
Hummm. Historically, my students have ranked about in the
 
50^'' percentile. I think for some reason, my students have
 
never done very highly in capitalization, punctuation and
 
spelling and I don't know why. Maybe I don't care about
 
those as much as the testing people do. But they've been
 
pretty much average scores. There's no real deficiencies in
 
my opinion. As a group. When you look around at the people
 
who are coming out of school who have given it the average
 
effort they are well rounded individuals.
 
4. What are some of the intangibles that you think should be
 
considered when discussing or evaluating student success?
 
Student success often times won't really appear until they
 
are no longer students. When students enjoy school, and
 
how do you tell if they enjoy it — if they are happy, if
 
they like to participate •- then the school is being
 
successful. If the students feel safe in their environment
 
and want to learn. If you see a child who wants to go to
 
the library to get more books and someone who says, "I love
 
math" — those to me are the successful ones. - Kids with a
 
work ethic that enjoy producing something of quality and
 
sharing that. That is very successful to me and it doesn't
 
matter how they scored on any test. Those are the kids who
 
are going to be successful in life,- unless we keep telling
 
them they are not going to be because of their test scores.
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But those kind of work ethics and i don't know — they've
 
even got something moral about what they are doing. And
 
they can always feel, you can tell this is an honest- you
 
know-all those things that we appreciate when we talk
 
about adults - honest> hard-^working, fair, compassionate.
 
Those kind of words. We need to uhe these Same Words when
 
We talk about students and then we'll know that we have a
 
successful student. And there's hot a test in the world
 
that can ever test that.
 
5, If you were able to influenc® policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
My message would b® that you need to go back - and I'm not
 
saying to go 'back to the basics' — I'm saying go back to a
 
time and a place where the individual was respected for
 
their individuality — a time where, it would be, I would
 
call it, a 'new renaissance' in education where every
 
student was taken as far as they were able to go, where we
 
could find the things that they really appreciated and use
 
those for spring boards to teach them other subject areas.
 
Where we didn't have little slotted curriculums and where
 
things were broad-based. Yes, it would be like the
 
Renaissance. People who were good in some things would be
 
led in those directions and then we could build from those
 
strengths — and I think that's what we fail to do is build
 
from strengths. We seem to say, "these are the weaknesses,
 
these are the weaknesses, this is what you need to work on"
 
rather than "this is what you're good at and from here
 
we're going to take you into an area where you can be
 
successful and some of those things that you're not so good
 
at are going to come along because we're using something
 
that you're really interested in for making it relevant and
 
meaningful." And - there is no standardized test for that
 
I'm sorry to say —I'm happy to say.
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Second Round Interview March 29, 2000
 
H.
 
1. What do you see as some of the pros and cons concerning
 
the current standards movement?
 
Well,... the pros, I think possibly that the standards could
 
be used as a guide. I look at them as a benchmark, but I
 
think the current standards movement as it is, is too
 
narrow. I think broad standards would be even bemeficial.
 
I'm not so sure that it's standards that are the issue^ but
 
it's taking that thing, that process, and it's how policy
 
makers or administrators and how they are interpreted or
 
misinterpreted or represented. And I'm trying to think if
 
I'm trying to look for a pro because I did work on the
 
standards movement for the state of Alaska in science.
 
When I worked on it, it was a collective group of people,
 
teachers working with a variety of age groups and with a
 
variety of experience levels, it was business folks in the
 
community — a variety of stakeholders, but the majority
 
were teachers. The leadership in the state at the time,
 
knowing her background and her belief system ^ the paradigm
 
from which she was working was more in line with the
 
paradigm from which I work in the classroom. And so it was
 
a very collaborative process, the standards were broad and
 
I watched those standards in science go out to the public
 
and get analyzed and be rejected because they were broad
 
and terms that flew in the face of people such as "valuing
 
what scientists do" were rejected because that was a
 
'touchy-feely' So it wasn't the standards — it was how they
 
were viewed by some people in the public and by law-rmakers.
 
And I watched the standards get re-written. They had a new
 
group come in and take the original standards and rewrite
 
them. And they became very narrowly focused — and I think
 
that was very unfortunate. So something that could have
 
been a pro — a guide for educators. I disagree with
 
national standards, but I think having local standards, I
 
think I have standards in my classroom — I don't think
 
that's wrong. I think what's wrong is what we do — how we
 
develop them and how narrow they have become.
 
So the cons, I think basically the biggest ones I can think
 
of is when the standards become grade by grade. They have
 
become more about skills and facts and not really about
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what kids know in terms of what they have truly learned. I
 
think the standards truly undermine what children actually
 
learn. I think everybody agrees that we want to have a
 
standard of children being able to learn and value learning
 
and be curious and keep that. But what the standards
 
movement, as I see it, has really done is undermine that
 
whole process. So what we all might agree is a long term
 
goal — the current standards movement is undermining that,
 
I think they emphasize achievement versus learning and deep
 
thinking. I think they emphasize achievement and they've
 
become narrow because that's what can be tested. What is
 
observable is easier to test. I think they're negative
 
because we've lost our focus. I think the focus should be
 
on the children. We should be listening to kids and seeing
 
what questions they have and what they're interests are —
 
not to say that there aren't things that the kids should
 
learn, I do believe that, but I think we can have both.
 
I've watched teachers in my own building become preoccupied
 
with how well the kids do on tests and I think that has
 
undermined their own intelligence as teachers and their own
 
creativity about what they have done in the classroom. The
 
focus has become how well the kids have scored on the test
 
and not what the kids are doing in the classroom outside of
 
those tests, I think that it takes away our helping
 
children to see and value that it is a value to try to
 
figure things out. So the focus again, for standards and
 
testing those standards is testing the end result and not
 
what's happened to get there — the thinking. Not the
 
wonderful thing of a child sitting down and figuring
 
something out. What's important is if the answer is right
 
or wrong. So we've lost something there.
 
So to recapitulate, I think they undermine student interest
 
in learning. And I think that is very powerful when kids
 
are in school And I think that's undermined the whole
 
interest - and I know interest is a fuzzy word out there
 
for some groups and I think that's a shame that it's become
 
a fuzzy word. I think students' become labeled as failures
 
and that's a very negative impact of the standards. I
 
think — I'm not sure about this — but I think it's possible
 
that students when they're given a standardized test or
 
they're held to a certain standard at a state level, then
 
it almost becomes a minimum competency level. Students
 
then would refrain from challenging themselves further.
 
And I think that's a negative result of standards. I think
 
it can reduce the quality of learning - or what is going on
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in the classroom. It focuses on the end result and not
 
really the action of learning. I think, and I have watched
 
this with my own son^ kids then translate scores into
 
either being smart of dumb. And that has a negative impact
 
on kids who don't do well, but I also think it has a
 
negative impact on kids who do well such as my son. I
 
think he really is a curious person, but I've watched him
 
throughout his elementary years, and without having
 
specifically asked him, but I've watched him and my
 
perception is that he is more focused on grades and test
 
scores now because grades are now part of our reporting
 
system at the school and they didn't used to be. So that
 
if this smart child who does normally very well on tests,
 
if he does go from 100% to a less score, I have even heard
 
myself say "gee, how come you got a 98 instead of 100" you
 
know and I've heard him say that too — so the message is
 
"there's something wrong in getting a great score of 95 or
 
98" and you're less smart for doing that and so then that
 
score becomes who they are instead of looking at their
 
effort and what they did to get the score — whether it's a
 
failing score or a non-failing score. I think the other
 
negative about standards is that they are uniform. I think
 
they should be broad and local. But the standards that
 
exist now are uniform and they are very specific and very
 
detailed and I watched that happen in our own state of
 
Alaska. And I was a part of what used to be a broad
 
standard and watched the public analyze and reanalyze them
 
to death and the policy makers not approve those until they
 
became detailed and specific. And still now, we have the
 
state standards, and when I work on committees such as math
 
or language arts, our own school board dismisses the state
 
standards as being too broad. Anyway, standards imply that
 
all students need a uniform package to learn, that
 
excellence in education means uniformity and I disagree
 
with that. I think standards disregard individual
 
differences and they disregard the rates of development.
 
There's a huge body of research that now acknowledges and
 
that we have embraced but policy makers have not embraced
 
that body of research, or if they do, the policies they set
 
are in conflict with the research. I think grade by grade
 
standards are wrong. And I think that kids can be branded
 
as failures. I think we can liken it to a kid learning to
 
walk and this is an old issue, so if your kid doesn't learn
 
to walk at nine months — is your baby a failure because
 
someone else's baby did — or the same for potty training or
 
anything else. All the sudden when they hit school they
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are 	failures if they don't reach a certain standard by the
 
time someone else does. I also think standards give the
 
illusion that the more facts a kids knows, the better
 
educated they are. When we focus on the facts, we lose the
 
deeper thinking and I think we need to start with the
 
deeper thinking and kids will learn the facts.
 
2. 	What do you see as the most serious consequence of the
 
current standardized testing movement?
 
The consequences are anywhere from stressful to tragic.
 
For one, it disempowers teachers and it's not about the
 
power teachers have in the classroom, but it disengages
 
teachers from their profession and that is the art and
 
science of teaching. And when you do that you rob children
 
of genuine learning. And I think that is probably the most
 
serious consequence. Because if our job is about educating
 
children, what we have done is undermine that whole process
 
and I would attribute that to standardized testing.
 
3. 	Historically, how have your students ranked on
 
standardized test scores?
 
You know I've been teaching primary for the past ten years
 
and fortunately in our district they have not had to take
 
standardized tests — until the past two years when they
 
have had to take the Gates McGinite. Interestingly enough,
 
early in my career, when I taught first grade at Valley
 
Park School, we did have to give a standardized test back
 
in 86 or 82. A few years after the fact| when our district
 
was going through a struggle over math programs, precision
 
teaching math, our superintendent reminded me that my kids
 
had scored first in the district back then. I don't
 
remember what kind of math I was teaching, I think it was
 
finger math, memorizing whatever, but what the kids learned
 
though is another question. But I would say that on
 
something like the Gates, my kids reflect what happens with
 
most kids. There's going to be a percentage that scores at
 
the lower end, a percentage at the middle and at the top.
 
I don't know if it is a dismal view, but I think it will
 
always be that way because that's human nature. There will
 
be some at the bottom, the middle and the top and I would
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challenge anyone that said all their students were at the
 
■ top. 
4. 	What are some of the intangibles that you think should
 
be considered when discussing or evaluating student
 
success?
 
well, I think knowing if a student has a conceptual grasp
 
of a concept is hard to test. So when I'm evaluating a
 
student I think it takes one on one talking to a student,
 
watching and observing. I think it's hard to test whether a
 
student can look up facts, interpret them, connect them,
 
analyze them. I think the capacity to acquire knowledge
 
and then use it in new situations is important and is hard
 
to test. But I think most importantly, a child's happiness
 
in and outside the classroom is critical to how they
 
perform. And that is usually not testable. Students
 
flexibility. I think in life that is important,I think we
 
know that as adults so I think it's important to help a
 
student if they're not flexible, become flexible. Making
 
choices, those aren't things that are tested. Organizing.
 
Organizing thoughts and materials. A deeper level of
 
understanding. I think I gain,that from listening to kids.
 
Kids' ability to adapt, old information to new situations.
 
Critical thinking. I think problem solving skills. They
 
are developing new measures, but I think it's hard to test.
 
I have always remembered a quote from Jonathan Kozol about
 
filling children's hearts with joy. It sounds fuzzy, but
 
how much joy a child has is something that we don't test
 
and I think it's really important especially when we look
 
at the lives of children and what they have to go through
 
and what we want for them as adults.
 
5. 	if you were able to influence policy makers and/or
 
parents, what would your message be?
 
1 would start with a question. I would ask parents and
 
policy makers, if I was in charge of the world right now,I
 
would ask them "What is the purpose of school?" and I would
 
want them to reflect on that. And I bet that they want
 
something similar to what I want — the majority. But there
 
is probably a minority, now I'm convinced after working in
 
this district, that wants kids to know the facts and that's
 
it. But I think the majority would come to a consensus.
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So I'd ask the question/ "What is the purpose of school?"
 
Then I'd ask, "What do you want for your child? What do
 
want your child to be when they grow up? What do you want
 
them to be like? Because I think it's all well and good for
 
us to talk about what we think should be happening to kids
 
out there in the community, but what do we want deep down
 
for my child? What's the long term goal? And how would
 
you want people to describe your child or my child?
 
knows all his multiplication facts and he learned them
 
in fifth grade. That's not what I want long term. Yes,
 
that's important, but ..... And I would tend to think, I
 
tend to believe, and maybe this is the naive part of me,
 
that most people probably want long term goals similar to
 
what I want. Then I would ask, "Do we want our kids to
 
have better schools than we had?" I went to a conference
 
once where the presenter asked people to think about their
 
own school experiences and I thought "That was pretty
 
powerful!" and I would copy that and ask people to do that.
 
Most of us decided that we wanted something a little
 
different. Not that it was all bad, not that you'd throw
 
out the baby with the bath water, but.... I think after
 
asking the questions, I'd probably ask "Are our schools in
 
sync with what our long terms goals are?" Because I think
 
there is a similarity in terms of what we want for
 
children, for what we want the long term goal of education
 
to be, but there are differences in how we get to the
 
goals. So I think we need to decide on which paradigm
 
matches up with what parents and teachers believe about
 
schools. And then if I was in charge and they still let me
 
speak, I would say to policy makers that teaching for
 
understanding is what we are supposed to be doing. That's
 
what I believe. I think that we need to start looking at
 
children more closely We have to start where the kids are
 
and work from there. We don't start from the standard and
 
work backwards. I do believe that we need to find out what
 
kids need. And that's usually on an individual basis. You
 
look at broad benchmarks and look at individual needs and
 
individual interests too. The point of view that is almost
 
always forgotten is that of the child. And I would address
 
that if I got to speak to policy makers. I would also talk
 
about the fact that there are different knowledges. Some is
 
social and it is just transmitted and you pass it on and
 
you say "here, memorize this and let's get on with it".
 
But some knowledge cannot be absorbed. It needs to be
 
constructed. And that's where I probably get in trouble
 
because that is the complex issue here and constructivism
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is so misunderstood and so misrepresented right now. So I
 
probably wouldn't go into that. I would insist that my job
 
is to stimulate minds and to engage minds and not have kids
 
just be passivei I would ask why a child comes to school
 
so curious and so interested when they're so young — and I
 
get them now because I'm teaching primary - and the love
 
for learning is contagious and then I want to know what
 
happens... you know, what happens along that education
 
continuum and that as we exit children, that love for
 
learning is gone. And I'd ask those policy makers how
 
they'd contributed to that?
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